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The Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society

has for its objects:

—

1. The Practical Study of Natural Science.

2. The protection, by its influence with landowners and others, of

indigenous species requiring protection, and the circulation

of information which may dispel prejudices leading to their

destruction.

3. The discouragement of the practice of destroying the rarer

species of birds that occasionally visit the County, and of

exterminating rare plamts in their native localities.

4. The record of facts and traditions connected with the habits,

distribution, and former abundance or otherwise of animals

and plants which have become extinct in the County; and the

use of all legitimate means to prevent the extermination of

existing species, more especially those known to be diminishing

in numbers.

5. The publication of Papers on Natural History, contributed to

the Society, especially such as relate to the County of Norfolk.

6. The facilitating a friendly intercourse between local Naturalists,

by means of Meetings for the reading and discussion of

papers and for the exhibition of specimens, supplemented by

Field-meetings and Excursions, with a view to extend the

study of Natural Science on a sound and systematic basis.
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Barrett (0. G., F.E.S.). The Lepidoptera of the British Islands.
Vol. i. Rhopalocera. 8vo. Load. 1893. From the Author.

Bath Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club. Proceedings.
Vol. i.; vol. ii. nos. 2, 3; and vol. vii. nos. 3 and 4. 8vo.
Bath, 18G7—93. From the Chib.

Bennett (Arthur, F.L.S.). Records of Scottish Plants for 1891
and 1892. Additional to ‘Topographical Botany,’ Ed. 2.

[Reprinted from ‘The Annals of Scottish Natural History,’
April, 1892 and April, 1893.] 8vo. From the Author.

• Notes on the Records of Scottish Plants for 1891.

[Reprinted from ‘The Transactions and Proceedings of the
Botanical Society,’ Feb., 1892, pp. 253—255.] 8vo.

From the Author.

The Nomenclature of Potamogetons. [Reprinted from
the ‘ Journal of Botany. ’] pp. 10. 8vo. From the Author.

Bennett (F. J., F.G.S.). The Geology of the Country around
Attleborough, Watton, and Wymondham. [Memoir of the

Geological Survey.] roy. 8vo. Loud. 1884.

From Mr. H. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

The Geology of the Country around Diss, Eye, Botesdalc,
and Ixworth. [Memoir of the Geological Survey.] roy. 8vo.

Loud. 1884. From Mr. H. B. Woodivard, F.G.S.

Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club. Annual Report and Proceedings
for the year ending March, 1892. Series ii. vol. iii. parts 4 and 5.

8vo. Belfast, 1891—2. From the Club.

Belgium. Annales de la Societe Beige dc Microscopic. Tomes, lti

et 17 fasc. i. 8vo. Bruxelles, 1892—93. From the Society.

Blake (J. H., F.G.S.). Geological Survey:—Explanation of the
Sections of the Suffolk Cliffs at Kessingland, and Pakefield, and
at Corton. pp. 8. roy. 8vo. 1884.

From Mr. II. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

The Geology of the Country near Yarmouth and Lowestoft.
[Memoir of the Geological Survey.] roy. 8vo. Loud. 1890.

From Mr. H. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

The Geology of the Country around East Dercham.
[Memoir of the Geological Survey.] roy. 8vo. Loud. 1888.

From Mr. II. B. Woodward, F.G.S.
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Bristol Naturalists’ Society. Proceedings. New Series, vol. vii.

part 1. 8vo. Bristol, 1892. From the Society.

Flora of the Bristol Coal-Field. Edited by James Walter
White. 8vo. Bristol, 1881—86.

From the Bristol Naturalists' Society.

Engineering Section. 8vo. Bristol, 1887.

From the Bristol Naturalists' Society.

Brodie (Rev. P. B., F.G.S.). President’s Address to the Warwick-
shire Naturalists’ and Archaeologists’ Field Club, March 26, 1891.

pp. 8. 8vo. From Mr. H. B. Woodicard, F.G.S.

Brown (Horace T., F.G.S. ). A Grain of Barley. [Reprinted from
the ‘ Transactions of the Burton-on-Trent Natural History
Society,’ vol. i. pp. 86—113. 1888.] 8vo.

From Mr. H. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Buckman (Professor James). Weeds. [Reprinted from Morton’s
‘ Cyclopedia of Agriculture.’] pp. 12. roy. 8vo.

From Mr. H. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Cambridge Museum of General and Local Archaeology. Third to
Eighth Annual Reports of the Antiquarian Committee to the
Senate. 5 nos. 4to. [From the ‘ Cambridge University
Reporter,’ 1887—93]. From Col. Feilden, F.G.S.

Cardiff Naturalists’ Society. Report and Transactions. Yols.
xxiii., xxiv. 8vo. Cardiff, 1892—93. From the Society.

Costa Rica. Jjista de las plantas encontradas hasta ahora en Costa
Rica y en los territories limitrofes, extractada de la ‘ Biologia
Centrali-Americana.’ Catalogo de las aves de Costa Rica, por
Jose C. Zeledon. imp. 8vo. 1817. From Col. Feilden, F.G.S.

Croydon Microscopical and Natural History Club. Proceedings and
Transactions, 1891—92. 8vo. Croydon, 1892. From the Club.

Pictorial Selection in Photography. By W. G. D. pp. 19.

8vo. From the Club.

Cumberland and Westmorland Association for the Advancement of
Literature and Science. Transactions, no. 13. 1887—88. 8vo.
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Rea/l by the President
,
H. 15. Woodward, F.G.S., to the Members

of the. Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society, at their

Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting
,

held at the Norfolk awl

Norwich Museum, March 28th, 1893.

Ladies and Gentlemen—It is written in the Laws of this Society,

that “the President shall be invited to deliver an Address

containing a review of the proceedings of the Society during the

past year, with such other observations from himself as he may

deem conducive to the welfare of the Society, and the promotion

of its objects.” I interpret this law in a manner not unfavourable

to myself; and, following the example of some former Presidents,

depend mainly on our Secretary for an account of the proceedings

during the past session. If I do not apologise for my poor

attendance at the meetings, it is because you took me, for better

or worse, on the understanding that I should be an absentee

President
;
but none the less do I regret my inability to be present

on more than two occasions. I may say I have appreciated the

honour you have conferred upon me, and more especially as I take

it as a compliment to the memory of my grandfather and father,

both of whom were Norwich men, and Norfolk naturalists.

During the past session the subjects brought before us have not

been wanting in variety, nor in interest and importance. Our

record fitly commences with the Mammals, for Mr. 11. R. Everitt

read a paper on April 2Gth on the Scandinavian Lemming (Myodes

temmus), directing attention to its peculiar migratory journeys.

The species is not unknown to us in this country, for it occurs

in the Pleistocene brickearth of the Thames Valley
;
and has also
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been recorded from a cave in Somerset.* On October 25th

Colonel Feilden sent a note on a Grey Seal, which was killed

at Wells during the preceding February
;
while on January 31st

Mr. Southwell recorded the occurrence of Sowerby’s Whale at

Overstrand, and Mr. W. D. E. Bulwer sent some notes on the

winter-breeding of the Otter at Barton Broad.

The subject of Birds is one that is sure of attention and regard

in this Society. A good work, undertaken by a sub-committee,

was a circular letter on behalf of the Owls and the Hawks, and

with them were appropriately included the Weasels. Our charity

towards these birds and beasts may be considered as, to a certain

extent, interested, for they are the “police of nature,” who arrest

large numbers of mice and rats, and prevent their undue multiplica-

tion. Our work, however, would not command the sympathy of

our fellow-creatures, if we did not take every opportunity of making

practical use of scientific knowledge
;
and in the letter sent forth,

the claims of the Barn Owl to the friendship of the farmer were

particularly mentioned.

On September 27th Mr. Southwell exhibited and described

a small Sandpiper which had been shot on Breydon. It proved to

be the Tringa acuminata
,
a species not previously recognised in

Europe. Attention was called to other birds by Mr. Southwell,

Mr. J. Id. Gurney, Or. Wheeler, Colonel Feilden, and Mr. Patterson;

and Mr. Gurney noticed (November 29th) a remarkable visitation

of Lapland Buntings to one or two points on the Norfolk coast.

The subject of Reptiles was not neglected. Sir Peter Eade

communicated (November 29th) “A Further Note upon Tortoises.”

This was a continuation of a paper read before the Society in 1880, j-

and it dealt more especially with the rate of increase in weight and

size of the common European Land-tortoise, Testudo gmxa;

examples of which have, for some years, found a happy home in

Norwich. On the same evening the Rev. W. F. Greeny introduced

to the meeting a live Alligator from Florida : a young and sportive

visitor, fortunately no more than a foot in length.

* E. T. Newton, Geol. Mag. 1890, p. 455.

t ‘ Transactions,’ vol. iv. p. 316.
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Various memoranda relating to Fishes have been brought before

us by Mr. A. Patterson, whose Yarmouth Votes form a prominent

feature at our meetings. He mentioned (September 27th) that

a Sturgeon, weighing about 110 lbs., was stranded last -I tine on the

mud-flats of Breydon.

Mr. Hamon le Strange sent a note (November 29th) on the

occurrence of Pay’s Bream, l>rama rayi, in Norfolk
;
it was washed

ashore last October on Hunstanton beach after a heavy gale, and

was picked up alive. At our last meeting Mr. Southwell continued

his valuable “Notes on the Herring Fishery,” giving us the

particulars for 1892.

Turning to the humbler orders of animals, I should mention

that Mr. Patterson exhibited (September 27th) a small Crustacean,

Eurydice pulchra, from Breydon.

On the subject of Insects, Dr. Wheeler recorded (September 27th)

the finding last summer, and in some abundance, of the Moth,

Meliana Jlammca
,

at Panworth and elsewhere
;

while Mr. J.

Edwards (February 28th) sent a list of Norfolk Coleoptcra, that

will form a valuable feature in our ‘Transactions.’ “Notes on

Norfolk Slugs" were contributed by Mr. A. Mayfield (January 31st);

and he pointed out that the Broad district offered a good field for

further observations on this neglected section of the Mollusca.

Botany has received every attention in its recent aspect from

Mr. Geldart; while Mr. Clement Peid (September 27th and

January 31st) has sent Notes on New Fossil Seeds from the

Cromer Forest Beil. This subject naturally leads into the domain

of Geology, and to the mention of a memoir of Caleb B. Pose,

communicated (February 28th; by myself. On the same evening

Mr. A. W. Preston sent his Meteorological Notes for 1892, thus

completing in an appropriate manner our yearly record of facts and

phenomena.

I should not omit, however, to express our obligations to

Mr. Geldart, Mr. E. Corder, Mr. Mottram, Mr. Waddington (of

the Quekett Microscopical Club), and to our Secretary, for the

exhibition of microscopic and other objects.

The Society has to lament the loss, during the past session, of

A A O
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four of its members by death : Mr. T. W. Crosse, surgeon, of

Norwich; Mr. E. Z. Pitts, surgeon, of Chelmsford, a relative

of E. C. Pitts, chemist, of Norwich, who in his time paid a good

deal of attention to our Crag deposits and their organic remains
;

*

Mr. William Castell Southwell, of Swaffham
;
and lastly, this

morning we have received tidings of the death of our former

president, Mr. T. G. Bayfield.

Thomas Gabriel Bayfield was born in the parish of St. Saviour’s,

Norwich, on January 7th, 1817. At an early age he was sent to

a dame’s school (Mrs. Chesteney’s) in St. Clement’s Alley, and

afterwards to Air. Brooke’s school at Greyfriars’ Priory, where

B. B. Woodward, the eldest son of Samuel Woodward, was one of

his schoolmates. As a lad, Bayfield was somewhat delicate, and

he suffered a good deal from the free fights that not uncommonly

took place between the boys of Brooke’s school and others in the

city. Consequently his father, after six months, removed him to

Mr. Norman’s school in Golden Dog Lane, as this establishment

was close to his home at Stump Cross, in Magdalen Street. In

due course Bayfield gained a sound knowledge of Latin and Greek,

arithmetic, and the ordinary English subjects. It was the intention

of his father to educate his son for the medical profession
;
but

circumstances unfortunately prevented this plan from being carried

out. At the age of fifteen Bayfield left school to temporarily assist

his father in his business as an ironmonger. Two years later (1834)

the father died, and in consequence, his son remained in the

business, which for many years was carried on in the name of

Ann Bayfield and Son. It was a good old-fashioned business,

with extensive storehouses and workshops
;
and at the rear, a large

garden with greenhouses. Here it was that Bayfield lived and

laboured for nearly forty-five years, though it must be said that he

was known to his many friends more as a man of science than as

a man of business. His interest was certainly centered in his large

collections of fossils and antiquities, in his garden, and in the

choice succulent plants which he tended in his greenhouse. For

many years he was churchwarden of St. Saviour’s.

* See Paper in Proo. Scientific Society, London, vol. ii. p. 3, 1840.
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Associated as lie was in his school-boy days with B. B. Woodward

(afterwards librarian to the Queen at Windsor Castle) and with

S. P. Woodward (subsequently author of a Manual of the Mollusca),

ho imbibed a love for arclueology and natural history which

influenced his subsequent career. Together the lads made many

excursions in pursuit of insects, fossils, &c. With respect to one

topic, that of poetry, Bayfield never manifested any feeling but

that of abhorrence. My father, writing to a friend in 1811,

remarked :
“ For the last hour or two Bayfield had emitted no

sound save a short little growl when I began to poetise on the dim

high clouds that flitted over the glorious sky.” The only “poetry”

ho would countenance was that beginning :
“ Thirty days hath

September!” Eventually Bayfield married the eldest daughter of

Samuel Woodward.

The subject of Coins was one in which Bayfield took great

interest, and ho has told how this interest was aroused, for when

a boy some one presented him with a bag of two hundred specimens,

lie devoted much attention to Electrotypes, of which he made

many examples
;
and also helped others to follow this, at one

time, popular hobby. On the subject of Ancient Seals lie was an

authority, and ho rendered valuable assistance to the work on

Norwich Cathedral by Dean Goulburn. In Geology he laboured

more especially at the fossils of the Chalk and Norwich Crag
;
and

his collection from the former formation has been acquired by the

British Museum, lie published, however, but little on this or any

other subject, being content, and ever ready to communicate his

stores of information to others. While engaged on the geological

survey of the country around Norwich, 1 gathered many facts from

my uncle (Bayfield), as noted in the official memoir. Two short

communications of his were published: one, in 1851, “On the

Occurrence of Trigonellites in the Upper Chalk at Norwich ” (Ann.

and Mag. Nat. Ilist., ser. 2, vol. viiL p. 23G); and another, in

18G4, on the “ Discovery of the Skeleton of Leiodon anceps in the

Chalk at Norwich” (Geol. Mag. vol. i. p. 29G).

Bayfield was an active member of the Norwich Geological

Society during its term of existence, and first drew attention to the
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disturbed chalk at Trowse. lie was one of the leading spirits of

the Norwich Science Gossip Club, of which lie was chosen president

in succession to the founder, Dr. J. E. Taylor. In that club his

genial nature and extensive knowledge were much appreciated.

He was also an original member of this Society, and filled the

office of president for the session of 187G— 77.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature about him was his

wonderful memory
;
whatever he learnt, and it was largely from

conversation with others and personal observation, he never forgot.

His was ever a most inquiring mind, eager to seize hold of any

new scientific truth, and to impart it to others. In the course of

years he acquired such a knowledge of various subjects that to

many of us he was looked upon as a sort of encyclopaedia, which

was always accessible, and which rarely failed to yield the informa-

tion that was sought. On matters of local Archaeology especially,

he had few, if any, equals. His scientific pursuits, and his

readiness ever to give up his time to others, were by no means

advantageous to business
;
and it is not surprising that some fifteen

years ago, he was glad to relinquish the anxieties of commerce, and

to undertake the duties of master of the Blind School. This post

he filled for about seven years, when his health broke down, and he

retired to Bracondale. For the past eight years he never left his

home, but be retained all his interest in matters scientific, and his

memory seemed in no wise impaired. During the last three months,

however, he gradually lost strength, and he passed quietly away on

Monday evening, March 27th, in the seventy-seventh year of his age.

Seven members have retired from our ranks
;
and although

happily ten new members have been elected, our numbers show

a decrease of one, being 249 as against 250 last year. Honorary

membership has been conferred on Sir James Paget, Bart., F.B.S.,

the surviving author of the * Natural History of Yarmouth and

its Neighbourhood;’ also on Mr. James Edwards, who has left

Norwich, and to whom we are indebted for the admirable list of

Norfolk Coleoptera before mentioned; and on Dr. G. J. Hinde,

F.G.S. Our financial position is satisfactory.

With regard to excursions, our record has been a poor one, as
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the only field-outing was that made on June 27 tli by rail to Holt,

and thence by road to Weybourn and Sherringham. This was

attended by nine members and friends, and was chiefly of a Botanical

nature. For this shortcoming in the way of excursions you must,

I fear, hold your President responsible
;

but I hope that this

important function of our Society will not be neglected, and that

directors each year will be found to undertake Botanical, Zoological,

and Geological expeditions.

Our first object is “the practical study of Natural Science;”

and this means the advancement of all knowledge relating to

the Geology and Geography, the Botany and Zoology of Norfolk.

How well this object has been carried out our ‘Transactions’

sufficiently show. It is true that in the earlier days of the

Society, Geology was left mainly in the hands of the older

Norwich Geological Society
;
but the subject was by no means

ignored by us. The first President, the Pev. Joseph Crompton,

who “rocked the cradle” of this Society, was himself a student of

Geology. The science lias been well represented in the presidential

chair by Mr. ITarmer and Colonel Feilden
;
and sundry communi-

cations on the subject have been made from time to time bv

various members. Since, however, we incorporated the Norwich

Geological Society, in 1889, we have taken upon ourselves the

chief responsibility of looking after the interests of local Geology.

In this, as in all societies, the work depends on a comparatively

small number of members
;
and in provincial societies and field-clubs

it is unlikely that every branch of natural science will be con-

tinuously and adequately represented. Hence the subjects that

occupy a foremost place in the field or in the meeting-room vary

in different societies and at different times.

With us both Botany and Zoology have received full attention,

the chief shortcoming being in the matter of the Recent Marine

Invertebrata—a large subject that has at present occupied but little

space in our ‘Transactions.’

The bibliography of Natural History has assumed proportions so

gigantic, that I think we and other local societies should do our

best to aid the investigator by publishing only those papers that
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deal with local subjects, or that have some local bearing. In

adopting such a course we may at times refuse papers of great

originality and value
;
but such papers, though the Society be

honoured by their reception, are out of place in our records if they

have no reference or application to the county of Norfolk. It may

be of great service to read them at our meetings
;
but if printed in

our ‘ Transactions,’ they are likely either to be overlooked by

students at work on the particular subjects, or to be absent from

any library to which they have access. The vitality of all societies

must vary from time to time, and it is not to be expected that

a publication of uniform size can be maintained.

An individual, presumably a naturalist, who writes under the

pseudonym of “Free Lance,” has lately published some lamentations

‘ On the Organisation of Science.’ * He would abolish all

provincial scientific societies, and have in their place local sections

of the principal learned societies of London—such local sections of

the Linnean, Geological, Zoological, and other societies to be

formed “ whenever in any one town or district there is a sufficiency

of members.” Then might there be but one publishing society for

each branch of science ! It is certainly a serious disadvantage that

original papers of wide importance should be scattered among so

many publications
;
and it seems to me that in some of the larger

towns and cities the plan suggested by “ Free Lance ” might be

carried out. At the same time I feel assured that there will

always be room and need for local Natural History Societies or

Field-clubs, and for their publications. If their work is essentially

of a local character it is not unimportant on that account
;
but

when new species are discovered, the descriptions of them, which

have a world-wide interest, should in all cases be sent to one of the

London publications. It would be well, indeed, if a local society

were established in every county
;
and a useful feature in their

proceedings would be an annual list and brief account of books and

memoirs published elsewhere, on subjects that illustrate or describe

facts relating to the local natural history. Perhaps we may set an

example in this matter ourselves.

* 8vo. Loudon (Williams and Norgale), 1892, pp. 32.
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Strong remarks are made by the same “Free Lance” about the

futility of local or county lists of plants and animals. These

strictures, as you will admit, are unjust and uncalled for. Local

lists furnish the materials from which the general works on British

Natural History can be constructed. Theoretically it may be

absurd to limit one’s special studies to an area bounded (in part) by

the middle of a stream or high-road; but practically one must draw

the line somewhere, and the careful study of the natural history

of a county, or even of a parish, may serve its useful purpose, so

long as attention is given to facts. The resident can do far more

in the gathering of facts, whether on Geology, Zoology, or Botany,

than the most distinguished man of science, who can spend but

a few weeks here and there. In Geology it may be of great

importance to have a list of fossils from a particular chalk-pit.

The Geology of Norfolk has attracted the attention of many
I

a zealous worker during the past seventy-live years
;
but, sad to say,

the gaps left by the death of the older geologists, do not appear to

bo tilled by new comers. It is no easy task to stir up others to

follow in their footsteps. It is not enough to awaken interest in

matters geological—every one of us may take a general interest

in the progress of science. To further knowledge, needs much

study, and much incentive to study.

Enthusiasm is apt to be damped at the outset by a contempla-

tion of all that has been done—by the mere list of papers that

have been published on Norfolk Geology. One cannot but think

that the harvest has been gathered and that only stray stalks

remain to be collected. Where then is the incentive to work ?

There are many, it is true, who take up science as a pastime or

recreation
;
who are content with collecting the fossils that have

been collected before, and in studying the strata that have been

described over and over again. In their rambles they find true

enjoyment and profit, for in the contemplation of the great changes

which the earth has undergone, the philosophy of each individual

must attain a higher standard. Those are they who pursue

knowledge for its own sake. They are the patrons of science, and

they serve to stimulate and encourage others to work.
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Those who seek to advance knowledge pursue it with varied

motives. It may be as a means of livelihood, or with motives of

personal ambition, or with the desire to do some useful work.

The several motives may co-exist : but the greatest spur in any

work must be that of its utility, using the word in its highest

sense—that it should bo of some service, intellectual or practical,

to our fellow-creatures.

Now the methods of science differ in the course of time according

to increased knowledge and better apparatus. This very fact

indicates that much may be done in going over old ground and

reinvestigating known phenomena. At the same time the progress

of science shows the greater need with those who seek to bo workers,

of preliminary training in the fundamental sciences of Chemistry,

Physics, and Biology. Such training is indeed necessary for those who

would become experts in Mineralogy, Petrology, or Palaeontology

;

l

but the fact that it cannot be obtained by many who would like

to devote their attention to Geology, need not deter them from

taking some part in the work that has to be done. Science owes

a very great deal to those who never had any scientific or academic

training.

In a maritime county like Norfolk the student has a natural

text-book of Geology all along the sea- coast, and the subject is

further illustrated by the rivers and broads. There is, indeed, much

in the physical geography and natural history of Norfolk that will

throw light on the origin of the later Tertiary strata that are

developed in the eastern part of the county. Let the beginner,

then, give an attentive study to all that is going on at the present

day in his own county. The waste of the cliffs, and the character

of the beach-deposits furnish lessons
;

for in the accumulations of

rough flints on the fore-shore near Sherringham, may be discerned

the formation of a layer like the “ stone-bed ” or basement portion

of the Norwich Crag; while in the sands and shingles that fringe

the shore, and appear in shoals further out at sea, that sometimes

yield many marine shells, and sometimes are barren, may be seen

resemblances to the Crag strata. Along the borders of the Glaven,

by Blakeney Harbour, there will be found estuarine muds, and
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plant-growths, and blown sand and shingle, side by side
;
and

likewise in the broads, with their silty and peaty accumulations,

there are features that resemble the Forest lied Series, with its

laminated clays and gravels, its peaty deposits and rootlet- bed.

Going further into the subject it will be needful to interpret the

phenomena by observations made elsewhere by others
;
but once

the principles of geology are grasped, and the student realises that

he can explore the beds of ancient seas and estuaries, the moraines

of old ice-fields; that he can hunt for the Hippopotamus, the

Elephant or Mastodon, and other animal remains in parts of Norfolk,

his interest may be aroused.

As a preliminary study no better task can be undertaken by the

geological inquirer than the mapping of the strata that lie around

his home. On the six-inch Ordnance maps such a work can be

undertaken without serious difficulty; and no more instructive ami

interesting task could be found. The experience gained would

enable the worker to interpret the Geology of tracts elsewhere, in

a shorter time and with greater accuracy, than would la* possible

with one unacquainted with the art and science of mapping. The

process, to a certain extent, is an art, for it consists in depicting

not only that which is seen, but that also which is not seen.

Not many counties can boast of having had an original geological

survey, undertaken and accomplished as it was over East Norfolk

on the one-inch scale, by private and disinterested enterprise.

Such a map was produced by our former President, Mr. Harmer,

who was inspired by the great master of Drift geology, the late

Searles V. Wood, jun.

The production of that map, and of the subsequent maps of the

Government Geological Survey, lias by no means exhausted the

subject
;
indeed, for many scientific and for most practical purposes,

maps on the six-inch scale are requisite.

I have alluded to the bewildering aspect of geological literature,

but that is not so serious a matter to the student when he becomes

interested in his work. When familiar with certain tracts of

country, with certain formations, or groups of fossils, he will be

curious to know how far his observations accord with those of other
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workers, and he will readily select from the published lists of

papers those that deal with his own particular subject. He will

soon learn what has been done, and in what ways he may aid in

furthering knowledge.

Among the many labourers in the science of Geology, perhaps,

none is more important than the collector; and yet, notwithstanding

the wider diffusion of knoAvledge, the number of large private

collections appears to be less than it was twenty or thirty years ago.

Of the older workers of the present century we have left to us

but one, Robert Fitch, whose recreative labours have been devoted

mainly to the acquisition of our Norfolk fossils. To him, as well as

to those who have pursued a similar course, we owe a large debt of

gratitude, for have not others made use of their stores of fossils, and

made known to the world the information thus derived 1 Mr. Fitch’s

work is accomplished
;
but his treasures will remain as a memorial

of his labours, in the Norwich Museum.

The greatest drawback felt by the local student is, no doubt, the

difficulty of naming his specimens, or in getting others to do it for

him. This appears to be an ever-increasing trouble, whether we

have regard to fossils or to existing species : it is verily the

“pursuit of knowledge under difficulties.” The multiplication of

names is certainly a vexation, to say nothing of the constant

replacement of familiar names according to the law of priority :

whereby species have as many aliases as a rogue.

In some respects the multiplication of names seems a necessary

process to the specialist who is anxiously studying the evolution of

species. Modern research shows that there are two forms of

divergence from what may, for convenience sake, be termed the

type. There is the divergence among species due to varied conditions

of habitat : these are the varieties which co-exist with the type,

and they, of course, occur fossil as well as living. Then there are

the divergences which follow the type in sequence : they are

chronological variations which appear to mark the passage of one

species into another, and they have been termed “mutations” ox

“ exallagous forms”
*

It is the giving of distinct names, equivalent

* See J. E. Marr,

'

Natural Science,’ 1892, pp. 124, 240.
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to our old specific names, to these mutations, that tends to introduce

into natural science almost endless appellations, most of them

unintelligible except to the specialist.

Every one will readily admit that no hard and fast lines can be

drawn between certain species that follow one another in chrono-

logical order. There is, however, a limit to our capacities for

utilising material, and I look upon the present fashion of naming

these endless “ mutations ” as the most serious obstacle that has

ever been placed in the pathway of the student of nature.

The specialist naturally wishes to record the facts that come

before him
;
but he might devise other means of indexing his

knowledge that would not interfere with the intelligible nomen-

clature of species.

Not the least unfortunate result of this publication of working

material, is that the common and characteristic medals of creation,

once familiar to geologists, are apt to become lost sight of and

undistinguishable in the chaos of words. For the present we must

be content to leave these names to the specialists who invent them,

hoping that in time they will be lumped together as “ time- varieties,”

and that broad general specific names may be reinstated.

The collector who may feel that “love’s labour is lost,” should,

however, still keep up his occupation, for by gathering many

specimens of the same species from each locality and bed of rock,

and by studying the variations that may accrue from duration in

time as well as change of sedimentary condition, he may help in

many ways towards the progress of knowledge.

AVhile on this subject I may mention that some palaeontologists

are disposed to abandon the doctrine of special centres of creation,

and to believe that as species result from adaptation to environment,

similar conditions may lead to the independent evolution of species

that are practically indeutical.* If true, this means that the same

species may be developed at different epochs
;
but the view is one

that must at present be regarded as very speculative.

A good deal of attention is paid to the subject of geological

* See J. AY. Gregory, iu * Bouncy's Year Book of Science ’ for 1S02, 1S93,

p. 295.
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“zones”; these are stages in the history of life on the earth that are

characterised by one or more species whose geographical distribution

was wide, but whose duration in time was comparatively restricted.

Thus among the older rocks we find certain strata characterised

by particular forms of Graptolites, and similar species or genera

succeed one another in the same order over areas now widely

separated. In the Lias again we find a sequence in the species of

Ammonites that corresponds over large tracts. It is concluded

that the strata yielding these successively similar forms of life are

practically contemporaneous
;
but from what has been said of the

possible evolution of identical species in different areas, it is

necessary to consider the general characters of the fauna that

constitutes these zones.

In the Chalk different assemblages of fossils characterise

successive portions of the formation. Some species, indeed, may

range through the entire formation, but the particular assemblages,

named for convenience after some prominent species, are found

generally to correspond over large areas.'"

It must not be supposed that these zones are anything more than

pages in the history of the earth
;
but they afford the only means

wo have of comparing in age, formations that are remote one from

another. They are not in themselves to he separated by definite

planes of division, any more than English history is interrupted

by a change of sovereign or by a change of government. .New

forms of life come to the front and oust others
;
and such changes,

as in human history, while more marked over limited areas, yet

blend in the general sequence of events. Ordinary events go on

much the same.

Each country must have its separate grouping of strata, and

although we employ all the world over such general terms as

Silurian, Jurassic, and Cretaceous, yet so far as the strata are

concerned we can only look upon the correlation as broad and

general—probably exact within certain limits
;

but we cannot

define those limits as they shade away irregularly, and must vary

in different areas. We see this in our own country, for at

* Sec Proo. Geol. Assoc, vol. xii. p. 295.
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Hunstanton the Chalk formation begins with the Red Chalk.

Elsewhere that basement Chalk is represented in point of time by

the clays of the Gault. We know this from the fossil evidence,

that the occurrence in both of such zonal forms as Ammonite

s

interrupt ux, A. lautux, and A. rostratus
,
marks an approximate

period of time, and that the Red Chalk as suggested by Rose, and

confirmed by Messrs. Jukes-Browne and Hill,* was “formed

outside the limits of the area reached by mud-bearing currents.”

Hence it is that some forms, allied more closely to chalk l'ossils,

appeared earlier on the scenes in the Hunstanton area than

elsewhere, as the chalky conditions were suitable to their welfare.

A fact of great interest in connection with the Chalk in this

country was made known in 1891 by Mr. A. Strahan.t He then

ascertained the existence of two phosphatic bands (four and eleven

feet thick) in the Upper Chalk at Taplow, in Buckinghamshire.

These bands consist of pale brown sandy-looking chalk
;
and they

are composed almost wholly of phosphatised Foraminifera, together

with fish-remains, in a chalky matrix. The lower band contains

about 18 per cent., and the higher band 35 per cent., of phosphate

of lime : and they bear a close resemblance in aspect and com-

position to a phosphatic chalk which is worked for economic

purposes in the north of France.

The fact of most interest to us, is that phosphatic beds occur

both iu France and at Taplow in England, in the zone of Alarmpiles

:

a zone developed at Wells and Fakenham, in Norfolk. Still higher

beds of Chalk, higher than any known in England, have yielded at

Ciply, in Belgium, phosphatic deposits of commercial value. The

eyes of local geologists may well be directed to this feature in the

Chalk, for it is by no means improbable that similar beds may be

detected in Norfolk. What John Linnell remarked in reference to

Art, is equally true of Science: “What you see depends upon

what you take with you.” The old chalk-pit at Taplow has been

open for many a year, and as Mr. Strahan remarks, it is hardly

* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xliii. p. 593.

t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlvii. p. 356: and ‘Natural Science,’ June,

1893, p. 284.
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more than twenty miles from London. Nevertheless until two

years ago the phosphatic bands Avere not recognised.

In our shalloAV-water formations avc can rarely indicate zones,

because most of the forms of life are restricted Avithin comparatively

limited areas. Such horizons as have been determined are local

and so Ave find, A\dien Ave study our later Tertiary and Quaternary

strata, that the difficulties in correlating them Avith beds at a

distance are great. The zones in older formations are taken from

deeper Avater deposits, where often a feAv feet of strata represent

long intervals of time.

We are unable to study the deep-AArater deposits of later geological

times
;
and in our correlations of those Pliocene and Quaternary

strata, that are exposed to view, Ave have to be guided by general

considerations of the fauna and flora, and of their relations to the

forms of life iioav existing. In such studies Norfolk offers

advantages that may be excelled in no other part of the Avorld. It

is not everyAvliere that the field-naturalist can readily compare the

past Avith the present. In a district where the surface strata are as

old as, and older than the Eocene, the studies of the zoologist and

botanist must be restricted to the living or recently extinct forms

of life : for no comparisons Avith the fossil forms Avould aid their

researches. In Norfolk, the modern fauna and flora can be compared

stage by stage Avith the forms of life that existed since Pliocene

times. Numerous important additions to the fauna, both of the

Nonvich Crag and Porest Bed have been made known during the

past twenty years, especially by Mr. E. T. Newton • but avc must

not forget that to Mr. A. C. Savin and other fossil-hunters we owe

many of these accessions to our knoAvledge.

The Cromer Forest Bed, now sometimes termed the ‘ Cromerian ’

deposit, attracts considerable interest on the Continent, not only on

account of its fauna, but also of its flora
;

to our knowledge of

Avhich Ave are particularly indebted to Mr. Clement Eeid.* He

indeed has opened up a new field of investigation, for prior to his

Avork scarce any attention had been paid to the subject of fossil

* See Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc. vol. iv. p. 181); and ‘The

Pliocene Deposits of Britain,’ 1890.
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seeds. Now he has shown, in reference to various deposits of

Pliocene and Post-Pliocene times, how much light may be thrown

by their study on the former geographical distribution of species

and on past climatic conditions. Referring to these discoveries,

Mr. Carruthers has remarked that he was unable to carry the

history of any existing species of plant beyond the period of the

Cromer deposits.'"'

The hypothetical pathways of geology afford much temptation to

geologists—but without these diversions little progress could be

made. Those who are content to be spectators may be amused at

the halts, and stumbles, and occasional retreats of those who

pursue these thorny ways. It is remarkable how different are the

opinions that in turn prevail on such subjects as Metamorphism

and the permanence of Ocean Basins. They need not much

disturb the mind of the inquirer in Norfolk
;
but he cannot fail to

bo interested in the views enunciated by Professor Suess (of

Vienna), on the fluctuations of sea-level
;
and also in certain

speculations on the Mammoth and the Flood, which have culminated

in the ‘Glacial Nightmare’ of Sir Henry Howorth. The ideas put

forth by Suess have attracted a large amount of attention, and

they formed the themo of Professor James Geikie’s address, last

year, to the Geographical Section of the British Association at

Edinburgh, t

It has been generally held that the sea has been fairly stationary,

while the land has been subjected to repeated upheaval and de-

pression. It has been admitted that contraction of the mass of

the earth might give to the sea a relatively larger bulk
;
that great

terrestrial movements must locally modify the water-level
;
and

that the freezing and melting of large masses of ice in the polar

regions, during and after glacial episodes, must have had some

effect on the ocean.

The views now brought forward, to a certain extent, recall old

notions of the raising of the sea-level, but they are based on a

wider general knowledge of facts. There are still many things to

* Address to biological Section. Brit. Assoc. 1886.

t Published (with map) in the Scottish Geographical Magazine for Sept. 1892.

VOL. V. B B
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be learnt and explained. The contraction of the earth, and its

efforts to accommodate itself to smaller limits, have resulted in

great crust-movements, and reversed or overthrust faults
;
but it is

by no means clear that any very great diminution in the relative

bulk of land and water has taken place since the earlier epochs of

which we have life-records.

The' distribution of marine life over the surface of the globe in

the older geological periods tells of widespread oceans : and Suess

points out that some of these must have been very deep. Keview-

ing this part of the subject, Professor Geikic remarks that “relatively

small areas of the continental plateau appeared above the level of

the sea ”
;
but when larger tracts of land did appear they may

have risen because the floor of the oceanic basin became depressed.

Suess considers there is no evidence of vertical elevation affecting

wide regions, but that the broad invasions of continental areas by

the sea are due to secular movements of the water.* How these

movements are brought about is a problem
;
but the deposition of

sediment must in the course of ages influence the seadevel. I

cannot attempt to enter further into this subject, nor is it necessary

with Professor Geikie’s address before us ; but I wished to call

attention to these views, because they may help us in such matters

as Raised Beaches and Submerged Forests, where there is often

evidence of changes in the relative levels of land and water

without any marked change in the inclination of the strata. Thus

in the case of our Cromer Forest Bed there is very little change

in its level from Sherringham to Kessingland
;
and if it had been

repeatedly depressed and upheaved during the Glacial period it is

remarkable, at any rate, that it shows so little evidence of any

movement. If we admit that the level of the sea may have

fluctuated, the difficulties are not so great.

Professor James Geikie, in another recently published paper,

advances the view that the Cromer Forest Bed represents an

interglacial period.t This to us is a startling notion. The Forest

Bed, as we know, yields Elephas meridionals, it is based on the

* E. Suess, Das Antlitz der Erdc; sec also his paper in ‘Natural Science,’

March, 1893, p. 180.

t Trans, lioy. Soc. Edin. vol. xxxvii. 1892, p. 145.
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Weybourn Crag, which contains sonic Mollusca of an Arctic type,

and it is overlaid hy the Glacial Drift. Professor Geikie points

out that in Auvergne there are interglacial beds that yield

E. merit/tonalis, and are covered by and rest upon moraines. Again,

in Northern Italy, beds which have likewise yielded E. meridionalis

occupy an interglacial position. He remarks that “ It matters little

whether we relegate to the top of the Pliocene or to the base of

the Pleistocene the beds in which this species occurs. That it is

met with upon an interglacial horizon is certain
;
and if we are to

make the Pleistocene co-extensive with the glacial and interglacial

series, we shall he compelled to include in that system some

portion of the Newer Pliocene.”

In this country the Forest lied Series is so intimately connected

with the Crag Series that wo cannot part them into separate

systems : nor is there need to class strata in this country as Glacial,

because they are coeval with Glacial strata elsewhere. We might

as well class our recent formations as Glacial because the polar

regions are now under icy conditions.

The ago of the Mammoth and associated fauna has during the

past few years attracted considerable attention, and attempts have

been made by Sir Henry Howorth to show “that wherever we can

lind the remains of the Mammoth and its contemporaries un-

disturbed and in situ, these remains are found under and not over

or in the drift.” This is a very important point, and Sir Henry

does good service in directing particular attention to the evidence,

lie does not mean (as he tells us) that the Mammoth preceded

“ the so-called Glacial age ”
;
but “ that it lived before the diluvial

movement which distributed the Drift,” or, in other words, before

that “ great catastrophe, caused in all probability by the upheaval

of some of the greatest mountain-chains of the world,” a catastrophe

that, in his opinion, led to the distribution, mainly by water, of

great sheets of gravel, clay, and sand, and the erratics connected

with them ;
and which caused the extermination of the Mammoth

and some of its contemporaries.* Sir Henry thus pictures a

* Geol. Mag. 1892, pp. 251 . M >5 ;
and 1898. p. 2(5. See also .‘The Mammoth

and the Flood,’ 1887.
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Great Post-Glacial Flood, akin to that which for something like a

century hindered the progress of geology. He believes (so he says)

in the early Fathers and Grandfathers of Geology, and quotes

many honoured names in support of his views “ that the Drift, as

we find it, was very largely distributed by water and not by ice.”

It has been said that “by a judicious selection of facts you can

prove anything :
” but I would not venture to find fault with Sir

Flenry Howorth if he quoted facts only in support of his views.

Surely his conclusions can gain but little strength from the opinions

of the geologists of old, for it may fairly be questioned if any one

of them would have been of the same opinion still had he lived to

the present day.

Sir Henry treats the glacial deposits in far too comprehensive

a way—as if there were one great torrential deposit of Boulder

Clay, gravel, &c. The evidence that has been gathered in the

east of England points to two, if not three, stages of glaciation,

which directly affected larger and smaller areas. We recognise in

Norfolk a general distinction in age between the Cromer Till and

Contorted Drift (taken together), and the great sheet of Chalky

Boulder Clay that spreads over the eastern and midland counties.

The beds below the Chalky Boulder Clay are in many places

markedly disturbed—conspicuously so in the case of the Contorted

Drift ; but any beds, be they Lias Clays (as in Northamptonshire),

Chalk, Norwich Crag, or older glacial accumulations, locally tell

of the action of ice by their frequently disturbed condition, where

under this Chalky Boulder Clay.

Into this subject of the action of ice I do not intend further to

enter, as I wish to refer more particularly to the age of the

Mammoth.

It is hardly necessary in Norfolk to insist on the fact that

everything beneath Boulder Clay is not pre-glacial in the strict sense

of the term :
yet many misconceptions have arisen on this matter.

Dr. Hicks has obtained remains of Mammoth and other

Pleistocene Mammalia from beds older than Boulder Clay in the

Vale of Clwyd
;
but the assemblage is not that of our Cromer

Forest Bed, and the remains cannot be considered as pre-glacial.
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The same may he said, and has been said, of the Pleistocene

Mammalia of Holderness: they occur beneath Boulder Clay, but

that Boulder (day may be newer than our Chalky Boulder Clay
;

and, in any case, the fossil remains indicate an horizon newer than

that of the Cromer Forest Bed.

In Norfolk we are in a position to test the question of the

pre-glacial age of the Mammoth. 1 quote Mr. E. T. Newton. He

says: “The only Pliocene horizon which has yielded specimens

which could possibly b<* referred to E. /iriiin't/t nim is tin- Forest-bed,

and tho teeth which have been found do not supply such

undoubted proof of the occurrence of this species as could be

desired. Although some of them approach the E. primigenrm

type of tooth, none are precisely like any undoubted example of

the species, and the utmost that can be said is that some of the

Forest-bed specimens may bo extreme forms of E. jirimu/enizix.”
*

All, therefore, that wo are justified in saying is that forms

approaching the Mammoth in character were developed in pre-

glacial times
;
whde we may safely conclude that the period

indicated by the presence of abundant specimens of Mammoth of

tho ordinary or characteristic type, such as occur in the brickearths

of tho Thames Valley, is of later date than the Forest lied of

Cromer. We have no evidence of Mammoth even in that

earliest Pleistocene Bed, the Arctic Freshwater Bed, that underlies

the lowest drift on the Norfolk coast.

Mr. Gunn obtained a tooth of E/pplta» pnmigenius “from Drift

marl at Witton, near Bacton,” a deposit referred by Mr. Keid to

the Contorted Drift, and by Mr. Gunn to the Upper or Chalky

Boulder Clay. Mr. Gunn says the tooth “was found in a pocket

or cavity of the bouldered chalk.” t This is the specimen which,

as Professor Boyd Dawkins states, is “striated and rubbed as if by

glacial action.” ;£

* * The Vertebrata of the Pliocene Deposits of Britain,’ 1891, p. 47.

+ Gunn, ‘ Sketch of the Geology of Norfolk,’ reprinted from the fourth

edition of ‘ White’s History, Ac., of the County,’ p. 19, 188.8 : Keid. ‘ Geology

of Cromer,’ p. 104 ;
and ‘ Memorials of John Gunn,’ p. 96, plate II. fig. K.

X Howorth, Geol. Mag. 1892, p. 397.
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In the same neighbourhood beds of Valley Gravel rest irregularly

on the Contorted Drift and older strata, and Mr. Reid notes that

a jaw ot E. pri/nigenius was found at one point near the base of

the gravel." The only positive evidence of the occurrence of

ordinary specimens of Mammoth along the Cromer coast is in beds

newer than the Contorted Drift. Here at any rate we have

evidence of remains of that animal (in situ) above portions of the

Glacial Drift.

Near Norwich remains of Mammoth and Deer have been found

in disturbed Chalk, where the surface-layers of that formation have

been broken up, contorted, and intermingled with sand and gravel,

to a depth, sometimes, of eight feet. This disturbed Chalk, in

some localities, may be attributed to glacial action that took place

during the accumulation of the Chalky Boulder Clay.t

It is possible that the Witton fossil may belong to the same

stage. The account of its mode of occurrence is not quite clear.

It may have been found in a “ pipe ” in the Contorted Drift
;
or

it may have been introduced into that drift at a time when the

large chalk-boulders were forced into it, and the violent contortions

were produced—phenomena everywhere closely connected with the

agent that produced the Chalky Boulder Clay. This view of the

age of the contortions, enunciated by Mr. Reid, is supported by

facts obtained in various parts of Norfolk. The evidence seems to

favour the view that the Mammoth was in existence prior to the

accumulation of the Chalky Boulder Clay. Definite confirmation

of this is however desirable.

Professor Prestwich, in 1858, recorded the finding of portions of

the tusk and tooth of an Elephant in gravel beneath the Chalky

Boulder Clay at Bricket Wood, between Watford and St. Albans.

Unfortunately the remains were not sufficient to determine the

species
; | and the same may be said of the Elephant-remains lately

found by Dr. Hicks at Einchley.
||

* Horizontal Section (Geol. Survey, sheet 127) ;
and Geol. Cromer, p. 118.

f H. B. W., ‘ Geology of Norwich ’ (Geol. Survey), p. 138.

X ‘ Geologist,’ vol. i. p. 241.

||
Geol. Mag. 1893, pp. 90, 139.
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The evidence obtained in the Thames Valley tends to show that

the fossiliferous valley-deposits with remains of Mammoth and

Khinoceros, Cor/dcu/a Jluminalix, Ac., are somewhat older than the

main mass of rough Hint-gravels and associated stony briekearths.

Dr. Hicks has obtained line examples of Mammoth just above the

London Clay, near Euston Square, in London : lie believes that

they belong to a period prior to the Chalky Boulder Clay of

Finchley."' At present, however, there is no proof that this is

the case.

Mr. lieid speaks of these fossiliferous beds as relics of lacustrine

strata that may be compared with similar beds at Selsey, in Sussex.

There freshwater beds, with Mammoth, Khinoceros, Ac., overlie

a glacial deposit that he correlates with the Chalky Boulder Clay

in time, though not in method, of formation.

These fossiliferous freshwater beds are covered in both Sussex

and the Thames Valley bv what he terms “ frozen-soil gravels.”

They indicate a mild interglacial period, while “Afterwards an

increase of cold caused a second glaciation of the area north of the

Wash, whilst in non-glaciated areas rain falling on frozen soil led

to the formation of extensive sheets of gravel.” t These would

include the beds of rough flint-gravel, Ac., that overlie the

Mammoth-bearing deposits in the Thames Valley.

Wo have evidence that the Chalky Boulder Clay preceded these

“ frozen-soil gravels” of the Thames Valley, for it has been exposed

beneath them in a section at Hornchurch, in Essex, lately described

by Mr. T. V. Holmes.J When this discovery was announced it

seemed as if at last the positive evidence of the relations between

the Thames Valley deposits and the Boulder Clay, that has been

looked for in vain for the last forty years, hail been found. If,

however, the beds yielding Mammoth belong to a period antecedent

to the main mass of valley gravel, then the above evidence is

inconclusive as to the relative age of the Boulder Clay and the

Mammoth-bearing deposits in the Thames Valley.

* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlviii. p. 453.

t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlviii. pp. 359—361.

X Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlviii. p. 365.
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These discussions ought to interest Norfolk geologists for they

can survey a considerable tract of Chalky Boulder Clay, and they

should lose no opportunity of recording any facts that may bear on

the question of the relation of the Mammoth to this great glacial

accumulation. At present it may be said that none of the more

striking discoveries of Mammoth have been made in deposits

clearly beneath or clearly above any distinct mass of the Chalky

Boulder Clay.

Observations may profitably be made from time to time in the

brickyards at Rockland, to which I have elsewhere drawn attention.

The brickearth is older than the Chalky Boulder Clay, and

according to Dr. J. E. Taylor a humerus of Elephant (species not

named) was found in it.”'

The famous Lacustrine deposit, opened up in the brickfield at

Hoxne, has yielded a number of Arctic plants, and these have been

worked out by Messrs. C. Reid and H. N. Ridley. In the course

of their observations they noted that the small traces of Chalky

Boulder Clay that had been seen to overlie the Hoxne deposits,

“ proved to be merely the remains of some clay which had been

brought to the pit at an early date—perhaps more than one hundred

years ago—when the clay [brickearth] was first dug.” They add

that “ Thus far what the writers have seen is strongly in favour of

Professor Prestwich’s contention, that the lacustrine deposits rest

in a hollow in the Boulder Clay.”t Remains of Elephant have

been found in the Hoxne lacustrine deposit, but the species has

not been determined. Further observations are wanted on this

locality, for, as Mr. Reid informs me, the relative ages of the layers

yielding the Plants, the Palaeolithic Implements, and the Bones,

are not clearly established.

A somewhat similar plant-bearing deposit, which likewise

occupied a hollow in the Boulder Clay, was afterwards found at

Saint Cross, near South Elmham, and this was described by

Mr. Charles Candler. ^ While the assemblage of plants did not

* ‘Geology of Norwich,’ pp. 110—112.

t Geol. Mag. 1888, p. 442.

J Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlv. p. 504.
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yield the Arctic forms found at Hoxne, yet, as Mr. Reid has

remarked, there was no reason to conclude that the freshwater beds

at the two localities were distinct in age.

My colleague, Mr. F. J. Bennett, has described a section at the

brickyard west of the church at Rickingliall Superior, south-west

of Botesdale
;
and there beneath Boulder Clay, and sand with

layers of grey clay, he found dark blue laminated sandy clay, with

freshwater shells and plant-remains. ' This locality might repay

investigation
; but sufficient lias been said to show that much

interest attaches to the fossiliferous beds that overlie and underlie

our main mass of Boulder Clay.

A good deal of attention has been given during the past fifteen

years to the source of the various crystalline rocks that occur in

our Drift deposits. Quite recently Herr Victor Madsen, <>f the

Danish Geological Survey, lias recognised boulders in the Cromer

Till that lie regards as certainly of Scandinavian origin. t This

view is in accordance with that of previous observers. It is to be

hoped that some space may be given in the new Museum to the

exhibition of our Norfolk erratic rocks.

In a large county like Norfolk there must every year be many

fresh sections to record. The student need not hesitate to note

new facts, even if they present no new features. Had it not been

for the observations of Caleb Rose on the brickoarth of the Nar

Valley, we should now know very little of that deposit. 1 say

this on the authority of my colleague, Mr. Whitaker, who was

engaged on the Geological Survey of that region. In preparing

the geological map he had only a few ditch-sections to rely upon

in his examination of the Nar Valley brickearth
;
but fortunately

he had the careful records of sections in brickyards now closed,

that were made nearly sixty years ago by Rose. In the Survey

Memoir (now in the press) he acknowledges the great help thus

afforded by that excellent observer.

So in other parts of the county, deep foundations, new pits and

quarries, well-sinkings and borings, may afford a large amount of

* Geology of Diss. Eve. See.. (Geol. Survey), p. 12.

t Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlix. p. 114.
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information, that may not always at the moment seem important,

but the record of which, sooner or later, may become of great service.

During a brief visit to Norfolk last autumn L was grieved to

find that the famous pit at Coltishall was closed and obscured
;
but

the Chalk and Crag are being energetically worked near by in the

parish of Great Hautbois, and the pit is one that should be visited

from time to time. No portion of the Crag appeared to be shelly,

but any day a seam of fossils may be encountered. This is one of

the tracts where remains of Mastodon were entombed—Horstead

is not so far away,—and other remains of this animal may be

expected. Of especial interest is it to note the state of preservation

of any bones and teeth, for it has been doubted whether the

Mastodon lived during the period of the Norwich Crag. It is also

of importance to determine whether, if it lived, as I believe,

during this period, it was the companion, friendly or otherwise, of

the Eleplias meridionalis. Although it has been found in the

Red Crag, there is no certain record of -the occurrence of this

species of Elephant in the Norwich Crag, but Eleplias antiquus

has been found in it.'"' On a casual visit to the Thorpe pit

I obtained remains of an Antelope^not previously recorded, and

Dr. Herbert King has likewise found examples of the same animal.

Such discoveries are generally accidental
;
but the knowledge that

they may be made serves to stimulate enthusiasm in any expedition

that may be made to our Norfolk Crag-pits.

Here I may mention that only last week Mr. R. J. W. Purdy,

of Aylsham, communicated to me his discovery of Tellina balthica

and other fossils in the Crag at Aylsham. Hitherto this newest

stage of the Norwich Crag Series has not been recognised in its

fossiliferous form at that locality. During the coming session

I trust that Mr. Purdy will give us full particulars of his discovery.

The literature of the Norfolk Broads has been somewhat

voluminous during the past fifteen years. Two aspects of the

subject have lately come before us—the one political, the other

purely scientific. In an article printed in ‘Natural Science’!

* Newton, ‘ Vertelmita of the Pliocene Deposits of Britain,’ pp. 46, 47.

f July, 1892, p. 347.
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Mr. J. \V. Gregory has discussed the origin of the Broads. While

agreeing with certain general explanations of the physical changes,

that had previously been given,* he points out that the Broads of

Wroxham, lloveton, Salhouse, and Woodbastwick are most likely

hut remnants of one very large broad; and he proceeds to show

how this big broad might be cut up by the river. At first the

river would drop its sediment on its entrance into the expanse of

water, on account of the diminution of its velocity and carrying

power. In process of time this sediment would be extended

further and further across the broad, and when the water was low

tin; river would cut its own channel through the accumulations it

brought. Vegetation would grow upon the banks of the river and

aid in the ultimate isolation of different portions of the great broad.

This idea is, I believe, a new one. At the same time it is quite

possible that those broads which lie away from the direct course of

the river may be simply the deeper hollows that were excavated by

estuarine action before the mouths of the rivers were barred.

The other point of interest, in reference to the broads, is the

decision made public on -Inly 7th, by Mr. Justice Romer in the

case of Micklethwaite />. Vincent—a decision which embodies

much valuable and interesting information, and one which, I trust,

will be regarded with satisfaction by naturalists. +

The plaintiffs’ claim was for an injunction to restrain the

defendant from shooting or fishing on that part of the broad which

is in the parish of Hickling, and from boating over it except

in a certain channel. It was decided that the plaintiffs had

established their claim to that part of the broad in question, and

that the defendant, as one of the public, had no right to shoot and

fish in it. It was, however, admitted that there is a public right

of way over the broad, and that that right of way could not be

restricted to any particular channel.

There is no doubt that the breads furnish one of the pleasantest

areas for recreation in this country, and it would be a national

* Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soe. vol. iii. p. 439.

t ’ Eastern Daily Press,’ July 8th.
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calamity if the public were to be denied the right of cruising

uninterruptedly over all the natural waterways in East Norfolk.

From a purely scientiiic point of view it does seem sad that the

serenity of the scenes should be broken by steam-launches, and by

vessels laden with boisterous, and too often, destructive and untidy

holiday-makers; but the benefit to the many, who are well-

conducted, must surely be allowed to outweigh the evil that arises

in all communities from that “remnant of savagery ” which still

exists. Hence I think the very laudable desires of the naturalist

cannot be justly urged against the claims for rest and recreation

that are needed by the majority.

It was urged that the waters of Hickling Broad were influenced

by the tides
;
but the evidence showed that the rise and fall were

limited to about three inches at Potter Heigham Bridge, and that

the tide practically ceased to be felt at, or about, Kendal Dyke.

It was pointed out that certain fluctuations in the water-levels in

this area were due to the wind, the rainfall, and to the numerous

pumping-mills; moreover, in Meadow Dyke and Horsey Mere, as

stated by Mr. E. Sutton, numerous salt-springs exert some influence

on the water-level, and give a brackish character to Hickling Broad.

These springs may, it was thought, have an underground connection

with the sea.

In Norfolk, no doubt, the most important topic is that of

Agriculture. Geology, as I have already noted, might render some

service to the industry if it indicated the presence of important

phosphatic deposits
;

but farmers themselves might aid the

discovery, if those who cultivate areas of bare Chalk drew attention

to any tracts of exceptional fertility. Geology and geological maps

otherwise can have but a general bearing on Agriculture. The

information they give may be valuable so far as the subsoil and

means of drainage are concerned, but no maps yet constructed for

public use have been on a scale large enough to show the nature

and extent of the soils. Soils are liable to vary in each field, and

on the same geological formation. This variability shows that no

general statements regarding soils are of much importance, while

chemical analyses can have but a local value.
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More attention might be given to the minute petrology of soils,

such as the microscopic study of their constituents. It would be

interesting to ascertain how far they are due, in particular cases, to

the immediate weathering of the sub-strata, and to adventitious

matter brought by the wind, as suggested by Mr. C. Reid.*

Attention has lately been directed to the micro-organisms or

bacteria of the soil. Some of these oxidise constituents of the soil;

others reduce or destroy the same
;
while a third group of organisms

enrich the soil in nitrogen.+

Subjects of this kind are deserving of special investigation ;
but

in Norfolk, at present, we have no institution that would adequately

aid those desirous of furthering knowledge.

This leads me on to some linal remarks on a topic that has,

I believe, already commended itself to the hearts, if not to the

pockets, of all Norfolk naturalists— I should hope to all residents

in East Anglia—the possibility of establishing a University College

in Norwich.

There arc in the British Isles about twenty-one provincial

colleges of scionco and art or technical colleges
;

but, without

overlooking the classes for technical instruction that have been

established both in this city and at Ipswich, it may be said that

at present there is no properly equipped university or technical

college in the whole of East Anglia. It is not only in the larger

manufacturing centres that such colleges have been established,

but a town like Huddersfield, with a population less than that of

Norwich, has its technical college; while university colleges have

been established at Aberystwith and Bangor, and there is the

Hartley Institution at Southampton.

In these days no question can arise as to the desirability of

having in Norwich an educational institution where science, art,

and literature could be taught
;
and especially if prominence were

given to the teaching of subjects of special practical importance in

# Geol. Mag. 1884, p. 165.

+ Address bv Professor Alfred Springer (American Association), ‘ Nature,’

Oct. 13th, 181)2, p. 576.
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the district. Medical schools also are attached to many of the

colleges. Thus the Medical School of Queen’s College, Birmingham,

was last year amalgamated with the Mason College.

The lesson is more and more forcibly taught every year, that

progress can only be made, that present positions can only be

maintained, by keeping ourselves instructed
;
and I would add that,

not only is the highest standard of knowledge required, but an

equally high standard of duty.

Nottingham has large technical schools in connection with its

University College. The whole, including museum and library, cost

about £83,000 ;
and of this amount “ no less than £65,000 has

been provided out of the municipal funds, the rest being given by

private donors.” The cost of maintenance, apart from fees,

amounts to about £6000 a year, and towards this the Government

contributes £1400 a year from the Consolidated Fund, and the

town contributes its share of the beer and spirit dues, and the

profits arising from the sale of gas and water.* The Hartley

Institution, which has 500 or 600 students, derives about £800

a year from the beer and spirit dues; but this is a source of income

that may be liable to great fluctuation. No government aid is

granted, as the institution has not attained the dignity of a

university college.

In founding the University College at Bristol it was estimated

that a capital sum of £25,000, and an annual subscription of

£3000 (secured for the first five years) would be requisite.

A public meeting was held in 1874, and the college was established

two years later.

A college such as might be worthy of Norfolk would (I am lold)

cost not less than £4000 a year for maintenance
;
and nothing

ought to be attempted until an endowment of at least £2000

a year is ensured, irrespective of government aid. Students’ fees

might amount to £1000 or £2000 a year.t

* Article in ‘Star’ newspaper, 13th January, 1893.

f I am indebted to Professor Lloyd Morgan, Principal of the Bristol

University College, for some of the above particulars and suggestions.
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With regard to a building-fund, that is, perhaps, the main

difficulty; but universities and colleges, like other establishments,

have grown and developed from comparatively small beginnings.

Norwich has its library, and as soon as its rich collections are

arranged in the Castle Buildings, it will possess one of the finest of

provincial museums. It has also all the materials for a medical

school, and its hospital education is accepted ;
while, if we may

judge by the biographical records of the county, there must be

plenty of young men and maidens ready to do honour to any

teaching establishment.

Have not Norfolk and Suffolk produced some of the most

eminent of British naturalists? to say nothing of other celebrities.

Indeed, we learn from an article “On the Geographical Oistribution

of British Intellect,” published by I)r. Conan Doyle,* that in

proportion to their population the agricultural districts have proved

to be richer in distinguished individuals than the mining and

manufacturing districts. Dr. Doyle found that Hampshire could

boast a larger number of celebrities than any other county, Suffolk

came next, and then followed in equal position Norfolk, Gloucester-

shire, and Devonshire.

There is no doubt, as he remarks, that towns have a higher

intellectual activity than rural places, for the wise men seem to

leave their native homes and develop elsewhere in places where

higher education can be gained. I must not venture to say more

on this subject, for I have already occupied too much of your time.

In conclusion I may remind you, and at the same time

congratulate you, that we have now completed our twenty-fourth

year, and that for the ensuing session, which will mark a quarter

of a century of our existence, we have in our new President the

great advantage not only of one who resides in this city, of an

original member of this Society, and of one who has served as

Secretary
;
but we have also an old President in the new President,

and one of the most distinguished of Norfolk naturalists.

* ‘Nineteenth Century,' August, 1SS8, p. 184.
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I.

ON THE OCCURRENCE IN NORFOLK OF THE SIBERIAN

PECTORAL SANDPIPER

(TRINGA ACUMINATA
, horsfield).

By Thomas Southwell,
.
F.Z.S., Vice-President.

Read 27tli September, 1892.

It is little more than two years since I had the pleasure of

exhibiting in this room a beautiful specimen of the Caspian Plover,

and now, through the vigilance of Mr. Lowne of Yarmouth, I am
enabled to record the addition of yet another rare Asiatic straggler

to the already long list of Breydon rarities. On the morning of

the 30th of August Mr. Lowne called upon me with a small,

freshly killed wader, which he said puzzled him, asking me if

I could name it for him. Not having any special general work on

this class of birds at hand I sent it on to Mr. Gurney, who in

returning it stated his belief that it was an example of HorsUeld’s

Trinrja acuminata (S. australis of Gould), with which opinion,

aided by the description in Mr. Seebohm’s ‘ Geographical Distribu-

tion of the Charadriidte,’ the figures in Gould’s ‘Birds of Australia
’

(vol. vi. plate 30), and after the examination of two specimens,

marked Australia and N. S. Wales respectively, in the Norwich

Museum, I fully concurred, and this determination of the species

was subsequently confirmed by Professor Newton. The bird

was exhibited at a meeting of the Zoological Society on the

15th November, 1892.'"' This species, which closely resembles

T. maculata, from which it chiefly differs in having all the under

parts spotted, and which was originally described by Horsfield from

* l’.Z.S. .1 802, p. 581.
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a specimen procured in Java, is known to be a regular winter

bird in Australia, breeding in Eastern Siberia, where it occurs

plentifully; in Alaska it is met with in autumn. Mr. Seebohm
gives its distribution as follows : he says examples have been

obtained “in the middle of June in the valley of the Argun River,

it has been observed on Bering’s Island during the autumn

migration. It passes along the coasts of Japan and China, and

lias been frequently obtained on many of the islands of the Malay

Archipelago from Java to New Guinea. It winters in Australia

and New Zealand.” I cannot find that it has previously been

recognised in Europe. The occurrence of this species in England

is certainly of considerable interest
;
and Mr. Thomas Ground, of

Moseley, near Birmingham, who was fortunate enough to shoot it,

has favoured me with the following particulars of his meeting with

it :
“ I only saw the bird just as it alighted, and it did so in perfect

silence
;

it then remained quite still as if examining the ground, the

other birds all took a short run. I fired on the instant, and it fell

dead. The Ring-plover also fell to my friend’s shot at the same

moment. The preciso locality was on the Breydon mud-flats on the

end nearest Yarmouth, on one of the flats which are left dry, or nearly

so, at high tide. The date was the 29th August. The tide had been

running out about an hour. Had I recognised the bird as a stranger

I should have taken care to have given it an opportunity of

displaying itself.” Mr. Ground’s bird proved to be a female by

dissection, probably fully adult
;
the legs, when fresh, were olive-

green
;

the inside of the mouth flesh-coloured. The following

comparative measurements of three of these birds—No. 1 from

“ Australia,” No. 2 from New South Wales, and No. 3 the recently

killed Breydon specimen—will show that individuals of this species,

like the Pectoral Sandpiper, differ considerably in size.

No. 1 . No. 2. No. 3.

Bill along the culmen

Wing—from flexure to end

25 m.m. 22 m.m. . 2 1 m.m.

of first quill (the longest) 135 m.m. . 137 m.m. . 129 m.m.

Tarsus 32 m.m. 30 m.m. . 28 m.m.

Middle toe and claw 30 m.m. 28 m.m. 28 m.m.

On comparing the principal measurements of the above three

specimens of this bird with the averago of twelve examples of

vol. v. c c
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T. maculata (see ante p. 203) I find the wing from the flexure to

the end of the first quill feather is much shorter (133 '6 m.m.

against 138 -5S m.m.); the bill also is much shorter (23'6 against

27 ‘83 m.m.); on the other hand the tarsus is longer (30 against

28'6 m.m. in T. maculata), as is the middle toe and claw (28
-6

against 27 m.m.).

It is a remarkable circumstance that this bird should have been

killed in the same locality as the first British example of its New
World ally, the Pectoral Sandpiper, which was met with on the

17th October, 1830 ;
and it is equally curious that whereas many

rare Continental wanderers have been procured at Blakeney and

other parts of the Norfolk coast, the rare waders from the Trans-

Caspian and Northern America have in almost every case been first

obtained at or near Yarmouth.

The close similarity between these two species (or races) of

Tmuja led me to re-examine all the Norfolk-killed specimens of

T. maculata, in order to ascertain whether they were correctly

named. This I found to be the case with six of the eight examples;

the two remaining are one in the possession of Mr. Chase, of

Birmingham, which he informs Mr. Gurney is certainly T. maculata;

and of Hoy’s bird already mentioned as killed in 1830, of which

there is a photograph in Babington’s ‘Birds of Suffolk.’ This

also appears to be correctly named
;
but on referring to the specimen

mentioned by Mr. Stevenson (‘ Birds of Norfolk,’ vol. ii. p. 367) now

in the Norwich Museum, it proves to be an undoubted example of

the Siberian form. The history of this bird is as follows : In the

winter of 1848— 9, t he late Mr. Gurney purchased of a man named

AVilmot, for the sum of £5, a Sandpiper which he stated he had

killed at Yarmouth in the last week of September, 1848; this

transaction Mr. Reeve, the curator of the Norwich Museum,

perfectly recollects, and he informs me that the bird was set up by

Mr. Gurney’s birdstuffer, Knights. The occurrence is recorded

under the heading of “Pectoral Sandpiper (Tringa pedoralis) ” in

‘The Zoologist,’ 1849, p. 2392, the communication being dated

“Feb. 2, 1849.” Subsequently the same man brought to

Mr. Gurney two freshly killed specimens of the Red-winged

Starling, which, upon inquiry, proved to be of very doubtful

origin
;
and Mr. Gurney was fully convinced that an attempt was

being made to deceive him. He therefore, finding the man to be
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unworthy of trust, sent a second note to ‘The Zoologist,’ dated

August 14th of the same year, and which will be found at

page 2568 of that magazine, referring to his previous communication,

and concluding with the following remark :
“ I fear that I was

imposed upon with respect to this specimen, and that it is in

reality a foreign one.” On the 30th March, 1850, Mr. Gurney

gave this bird (with others) to the Norwich Museum, instructing

Mr. Reeve to place it in the British collection, but without any

locality. Everybody who knew Mr. Gurney will be perfectly

aware of the extreme caution he exercised in matters of this kind,

and will not bo surprised at his at once rejecting the bird in

question
;
but 1 should like to bo allowed to state some reasons

which have led me to think that in this instance he acted

precipitately. (1) Tringa acuminata
,

although described and

named by Iforsfield in 1820, could not have been a very well-

known species to British ornithologists in 1848, and even the

Pectoral Sandpiper would have been a most unlikely species for

this man to have obtained otherwise than by its accidentally

falling to his gun
;
how much more unlikely, therefore, would it

be for him to obtain in any other way an example of the Siberian

form. The lved-winged Starling (Aye!mis phoeniceu*
<), on the

contrary, a species frequently imported alive into this country,

is by no means an unlikely bird to have been selected for a

dishonest purpose, and the circumstance of an example of this

bird having actually been obtained in Norfolk in June, 1843, may
have suggested the deception. (2) The time of year, also, is in

favour of the bird being genuine, for all the Norfolk-killed Pectoral

Sandpipers which have since been obtained have occurred (with

a single exception) in September or October
;
the bird in question,

an adult in autumn plumage, is therefore appropriate to the season.

(3) It seems not improbable that the large sum obtained, honestly

it may be, by this man for the Sandpiper, may have tempted him to

fraud on a subsequent occasion. (4) Air. Roberts, who has had great

experience in mounting birds from skins, and who recently restutfed

this bird, tells me that he has no hesitation in saying that it was

originally set up from the flesh, and that it was badly shot in the

neck and leg. After carefully weighing the evidence pro and con,

I am of opinion that Mr. Gurney, annoyed at the attempted

imposition with regard to the Red- winged Starling, too hastily

c c 2
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rejected a genuine Norfolk-killed specimen of what proved to be

the Siberian form of the Pectoral Sandpiper. With this opinion

Mr. Peeve, who is in a better position to appreciate the circum-

stances of the case than any other person now living, entirely

concurs. It seems highly probable therefore, if not an absolute

certainty, that Trim/a acuminata has been obtained twice in the

county of Norfolk, and that the Norwich Museum possesses the

earliest example. This bird was exhibited with the recently killed

specimen at the meeting of the Zoological Society of London, on

the 15th November, 1892.

II.

A FUKTHEP NOTE UPON TORTOISES.

By Sir Peter Eade, M.D.

Read 29th November, 1892.

In the year 1886 I read before this Society a paper in which

1 recorded some of the observed habits and peculiarities of a pair

of Tortoises which I had then kept in my garden for three and

four years respectively. This paper was afterwards published in

our Society’s ‘Transactions’ (vol. iv. p. 316), and will probably be

remembered by some of our members.

I would like this evening to say a few further words upon these

creatures, which are still living, and in my possession,—more

particularly with reference to their rate of growth and increase.

The two Tortoises have now been in my possession ten and nine

years respectively. Six years ago I reported to this Society that

they measured, the one 7i- and the other 7 inches in length. Now
at the end of six further years their antero-posterior measurements

are 9£ and 9 inches respectively—the measurements being made

from before backwards over the convex surface of the carapace.

They have therefore, each of them, thus measured, increased exactly

2 inches in length in the last six years, or at the rate of exactly

one-third of an inch per year.
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(The under flat surface of the shell now measures G4 and G}

inches from before backwards. These Tortoises are said not usually

to exceed 10 inches in entire length).

Then as to their weight. I have now kept an exact record of

their respective weights in the spring and autumn of each of the

past seven years, i.r., their weight on commencing to hybernate in

October or November, and again their weight on returning afresh

to light and more active existence in April or May of the following

spring. And it is interesting to notice how almost continuously

they have increased both in size and weight; and also how
corresponding are the alterations, or otherwise, in the consecutive

years, both of spring and autumn, of the two animals.

In my former paper, I mentioned that during the summer

months of 188G, when I first weighed them, i.e., from May to

September, my Tortoises had gained in weight, the one 2| ounces,

and tho other 14 ounces; whilst each of them became lighter in

the following winter by 24 ounces. Since that time the spring

and autumn weighings have been regularly continued, and the

result is shown in the following table.

WEIGHT
Of Larger Tortoise. Of Smaller Tortoise.

April. October. ArniL. October.

Year lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz.

188G ... 2 7£ ... 2 10 2 H ... 2 5

1887 ...
o
•J 74 ... 2 10 2 24 ... 2 5

1888 ...
0 10 ...

o 134 2 5 ... 2 H
1S89 ...

O
•j 13 ... 2 14 o

• • • S ... 2 84

1890 ... 2 124 ... 3 °4 2 H ... 2 12

1891 ...
0
mj 154 ... 3 o 0

• • • «J 10 ... 2 124

1892 ... 3 1 ... 3 34 2 12 ... 2 144

In the seven years, therefore, 188G to 1892, the larger Tortoise

has increased in weight from 2 lb. 10 oz. to 3 lb. 34 oz.
;
and the

smaller Tortoise from 2 lb. 5 oz. to 2 lb. 144 oz., giving a total

increase of weight in this period of exactly 91, ounces for each

animal, or an average annual increase of about 1 ounce and 54

drachms (avoirdupois).

The general result also of the above weighings is to show, that

in average seasons in England, these creatures gain from 2 to 24
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ounces in each summer, and lose again a varying, but considerable

portion of this increase during the ensuing six or seven months of

hybernation
;
but, on the whole, showing an average gain of a little

more than one ounce in the year,—the average gain of weight per

month in summer working out at about 6 or 7 drachms, with an

average loss in the winter months of about 4 or 5 drachms per

month. This last fact scarcely agrees with Cuvier’s statement that

“ during winter . . . their loss of substance amounts almost

to nothing.”

It will be noted that the foregoing table shows certain variations

in the increases and decreases of weight in the several years
;
also

that in two of the years there was but little change between the

autumn and spring weights,—this period of stagnation occurring in

both of the animals simultaneously. Probably several causes for

this were at work, but I have little doubt that the variability of

our English seasons is by far the largest factor in the case; and that

the variations in the gainings and losings of the different summers

and winters depend very largely upon the special character of these

seasons. Thus, when the summer months are hot the Tortoises eat

much more abundantly and constantly, and consequently put on

(or rather put inside their skeletons) much more flesh than in

colder seasons. On the contrary, a warm autumn, with a tem-

perature not sufficiently cold to make them go early and thoroughly

to sleep, must conduce to greater loss, or rather waste, of their

flesh, for it is well known that these animals cease to eat many
weeks before they finally retire to rest for the winter

;
and

necessarily during this period, especially on sunny days in which

(even at this season) they are often moderately lively and active,

they are doubtless breathing and consuming some of the material

which has been stored up for winter consumption. Whilst again,

in a very mild winter or spring they will, as is well known,

frequently wake up from their dormancy, and of course, on each

such occasion will make further inroads upon their reservoir of

nutrient material.

It is therefore pretty certain that hot summers and cold winters

are most conducive to their rapid increase in size and weight;

whilst of course the contrary conditions would have an exactly

opposite result.

Cetti says that the common Greek Tortoise seldom weighs
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above 3 lb. My larger one now weighs 3 lb. 3^ oz., and is still

growing. But there is a Tortoise now in this city which weighs

as much as G lb. 5 oz. I judge, however, from its size and form,

that it may be a variety of the common Tortoise. This creature

must be not only an “ old inhabitant of this city,” but thoroughly

naturalised into a British subject, as it is known to have lived in

Norwich for at least thirty years.

I have little to add to what I previously said (and to what

White has said) as to Tortoise habits and manners. These appear to

be very uniform, and to be guided by a most definite instinct
; and

it is very noticeable and very remarkable how the two Tortoises will

constantly both do the very same thing at the very same time, often

almost at the same moment of time. For example, when feeding,

even when apart from each other, they will constantly suddenly

leave off eating almost at the same instant; or they will in like

manner when basking in the sun, both at once get up and walk

off to some other place
;
or they will both all at once suddenly get

up and march off to their evening place of shelter and rest,—and

this without any definite atmospheric or other cause that is

appreciable.

Cuvier has well called the Tortoise “ un animal retnurnlt an

animal inverted, or “turned inside out, or rather outside in.” And
it is said that the large Land Tortoise, when withdrawn into its

shell, “can defy the whole animal world except man, from whom
nothing is safe.” And with reference to this point I have observed

that our Tortoises when retiring to rest always take the greatest

care to protect their noses and the anterior opening of their shells.

When they burrow their head is of course covered up by the

earth. But when, as is often the case in the warmer weather, they

simply go to sleep in some sheltered place, they habitually place

their heads close against the wall, or under the projecting roots of

a tree or shrub, so as not to leave this part exposed. I presume,

therefore, that they are conscious of some insecurity, and it would

certainly appear that their heads would otherwise be open to the

attack of rats or other predaceous animals.

Professor Forbes describes the peculiar way in which he has in

Greece observed the Tortoises to do their courting, i.e., the method

by which the male Tortoise seeks to attract the attention of his

lady-love, namely, by repeatedly knocking his shell violently
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against hers. I have noticed the same process in my own garden.

Both my animals are, I believe, males. But I have observed one

of them, when in an amorous humour, to strike the other several

times in succession a sounding blow on its shell
;
and this he does

by suddenly withdrawing his head into his shell, so as to be out

of harm’s way, and then as suddenly throwing his body forward

by a sort of butting process against the shell of his fellow. This

proceeding causes a very considerable, and indeed, comparatively

speaking, quite a loud and resounding noise
;
and at first sight

these sudden and severe blows would appear to he more calculated

to cause corporeal discomfort or injury than to excite affection.

These very marked attentions are usually followed by the utterance

of a quick and soft, or almost whining cry.

I will only add that my Tortoises show an increasing familiarity

and sense of being at home as years roll on.

III.

AN IMMIGRATION OF THE LAPLAND BUNTING

(CALCARIUS LAPPONICUS, LINN.)

By J. II. Gurney, F.L.S., F.Z.S., Y.-P.

Bead 29Ih November, 1892.

( With subsequent additions.)

Norfolk is remarkable among the counties of England, not only

for the rarity of its feathered visitants, hut for the numbers of

them which occasionally come to us. One year it is a plethora of

Red-necked Grebes, another year it is Waxwings, and another

Glaucous Gulls; in 1884 we had eighty Bluothroats
;
in 1879 a

hundred and fifty Pomatorhine Skuas; in 1870 sixty Little Gulls

visited our shores never to return again. In 18G3 the number of

Sand Grouse in Norfolk exceeded any other district of like size in

Europe (‘ Ibis,’ 18G4, p. 201). It is now the Lapland Buntings
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whose visitation I have to bring under the Society’s notice.

They came from the same quarter as the Bluethroats and Shorelarks,

which, like many other insessorial species, seem to be extending

their range westwards
;
yet it is a fact that there are ten observers

now where there was but one a quarter of a century ago, and we

must not forget what this means. In France, comparatively

speaking, no rare birds are seen, because there are no ornithological

observers : the country is as well suited for rare birds as England

is, and the common idea that they are all eaten is quite an in-

sufficient explanation of the absence of common ones. But to

return to the Lapland Buntings.

An examination of the comparative list given in our ‘Transactions’

(vol. iv. p. 55), will show all the great avian migrations to Norfolk

between 1SG7 and 1883, and also that in most instances, as in the

case of the Lapland Buntings in 1892, the wanderers have not

stopped at Heligoland on their way to Norfolk. The Lapland

Bunting is at no time very common there (<•/. ‘ Ibis’ 1892, p. 1G),

and it will bo seen that it is only mentioned in my list once, viz.,

in 1873 (
l.c . p. 5G). In Norfolk, prior to 1892, the Lapland

Bunting had not occurred more than about eight times, the last

one being duly noted in our ‘Transactions’ by Mr. Southwell

(vol. v. p. 202).

The first intimation of their presence in the year 1892 was in

September. On the 22nd of that month a Lapland Bunting was

taken at Saxmundham, in Suffolk, and on the 23rd one was

shot at Yarmouth. These were the forerunners of the flocks

which settled at Cley and Yarmouth in the following month.

It cannot be said that these wind-driven migrants came to

Norfolk with the intention of wintering here, but being here

I think they would have stayed if unmolested, as Shorelarks

sometimes do. Any such good intentions on their part were

speedily frustrated, for no sooner did their presence become known

than bird-catchers and bird-shooters were on the alert
;

fifty-six,

if not more, were taken at Yarmouth, I am sorry to say, all of

them on the strip of sand denes between that place and Caister.

Some were shot, but more were caught in clap-nets. I saw iifteen

on sale in one cage. In common with other ornithologists I regret

so many Lapland Buntings have been netted and shot; but when

there are rare birds people will go after them, and as the species is
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common in Lapland and “extremely abundant" in Siberia, we may
expect that their invasion will be repeated : in that case let us

hope they will not be so persecuted.

The sexes appeared to be evenly distributed, males preponderating

a little. The female is decidedly a smaller bird than the male, as

is the case with the Snow Bunting. With regard to the plumage,

Dr. Power says that only one of the Cley birds had any attempt

at dark cheeks and breast; but in this respect five or six Yarmouth

males were nicely marked, particularly one of Mr. Connop’s

obtained on November the 11th and one got on October the 30th.

But a good many were like Dresser’s second plate,
‘ Birds of

Europe’ (vol. iv. pi. 225), or the plate in the ‘ Linmean Society’s

Transactions’ (vol. xv. p. 156), which represents winter plumage.

Mr. Otty’s four now exhibited are in this dress.

In Saunders’ ‘ Manual of British Birds ’ forty Lapland Buntings

are set down for the whole of England. Six or seven of them, he

says, were obtained near London, which one would not have

expected. But forty is a number now trebled
;
we will see what

there is to account for this vastly increased migration, not spread

over several years, but condensed into three months.

The visitors were first noticed in Norfolk by that acute observer,

Dr. G. E. Power, at Cley. On October 13th he saw a Snow
Bunting and shot a Lapland Bunting, a single bird flying with

Linnets by the watch-house. It rose from a little bush at the

commencement of the “ marrams ”
;

but afterwards, when the

Lapland Buntings became commoner, they also became shyer, and

took to the stubble-fields. The largest number seen by Dr. Power

in one flock was eighteen, and probably they all came together, as

they could not have been long over. The wind was north-east on

October the 12th, with half a gale, and Dr. Power saw flocks of

Skylarks coming over the sea. On the 13th it was north-east, and

on the 14th he notes a gale from the south-east with rain, “Gold-

crests along the sea-wall.’’ On the 15th (I quote from his journal)

“wind light, N.W., but hard from the N.E. at night.” “Starlings

in thousands,” “ Robins in hundreds,” and one very immature

Bluethroat. Prom the 1 2th to the 29th Dr. Power’s memoranda

record a succession of high winds from north-west, south-west, and

north-east, with much rain.

To the north-east winds we probably owe the Lapland Buntings,
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and especially to the easterly gale on the 14th of October. What
effect that had in Yorkshire in bringing quantities of Goldcrests,

Kobins, and other birds, will be seen by reading Mr. Cordeaux’s

article in the ‘Zoologist’ (1892, p. 417). It was the most remark-

able rush of migratory birds “ ever witnessed ” by him in his long

experience. On that day the wind at Cley veered round to south-

east, and probably this stemmed the migratory movement, and is

the reason why the Lapland Buntings did not go on to Thorpe Mere

and other places in Suffolk and Essex.

Our honorary member, the veteran Herr Giitke, observed the

passage in Heligoland. “ Early in the morning of the 13th and 14th

of October,” he writes, “great numbers of birds were passing from

east to west, but did not stay here.” No Lapland Buntings were

obtained on the island of Heligoland, but some Cole fits turned

up almost daily, from which ho “judged that an unusual move

from the east was going on,” but the weather being unfavourable

all passed on high overhead, and England reaped the harvest

(Giitke in lit.). Giitko does not give the direction of the wind,

but from the Meteorological Office I learn that it was east at the

mouth of the Elbe on the 14th. On that day it was north at the

Naze and Bergen, and north-north-east on the 13th. How long

the Lapland Buntings would have stayed in Norfolk if they had

been allowed to stay no one can say now
;
though not much

molested at Cley, after October Mr. Pashley tells me they were still

about, but happily there were no bird-catchers to meddle with them

as at Yarmouth. Mr. Smith reports one taken at Yarmouth as late

as January 2nd, and some were shot at Cley on the 5th and 6th

of that month, though I did not see them, but heard of them from

a reliable source.

'They were first noticed in Northumberland by Mr. George Bolam

on January 2nd, 1893, on a low-lying stubble-field near the sea,

on the mainland opposite Holy Island, twelve miles south of

Berwick. I am far from thinking that they had only then arrived,

more probably they came in October and November, and remained

there unnoticed, until Mr. Bolam chanced to come across them.

“ The ground,” writes Mr. Bolam, “ was there partially covered

with about an inch of snow, and the frost was very severe, but a

very rough stubble enabled the birds to reach the ground, where

lay much damaged grain, and they were feeding in scattered
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companies over the entire field of fifty acres. The Buntings were

then so mixed up with the hundreds of Larks feeding upon the

field, as well as a few Snow Buntings, and a few Linnets, &c., that

it was most difficult to come on terms with them, and it was not

until I had been in the field for four hours that I was able to

obtain a single specimen. There were at that time certainly not

less than fifty Lapland Buntings in the field, and possibly may

have been twice as many. On the 5th of January, when I returned

to the same place, there had been an additional fall of some two

inches more snow, and there being then only one or two bare

patches, where Kooks and other large birds had reached the heaps

of ‘ rakings,’ &c., the small birds in the field were all congregated

to these spots. There was also upon this occasion not a hundredth

part of the number of Larks which were present on the 2nd, and

it was therefore with ease that specimens of the Laplanders were

obtained, and their habits and movements watched.” Examples

procured by Mr. Bolam “ had been eating the barley from the

stubble,” they “ also appeared to be pecking for seeds at bunches

of knot grass.”

I am much indebted to Mr. Bolam for the narrative from which

he has permitted me to quote, and further for the information that

a single Lapland Bunting was netted in South Northumberland

;

another was “telegraphed” on Holy Island (T. Thompson, ‘Field,’

March 11, 1893).

One might have expected the Lapland Buntings to have touched

at many other places on the east coast, but none were seen at Spurn

Point, nor any at Orfordness in Suffolk, or Thorpe Mere, where

Mr. M. Ogilvie was looking out for them. Two were got at

Flamborough (‘Naturalist,’ 1893, p. 57); and I heard from

Mr. Harvie-Brown of one in Shetland. Mr. Macpherson reported

two at Dover, and Mr. Pratt says a good many passed Brighton

(‘Zoologist,’ 1893, p. 108), where they have been known to the

bird-catchers for many years. I have to thank Mr. Pratt and

Mr. Swaysland (who had twenty) for answering my queries, and

also Mr. Cordeaux for informing me (just as this is going to the

press) that on May 11th he saw an adult male at Bempton Cliffs,

in Yorkshire.

With the Laplanders there came to Norfolk a larger number of

Snow Buntings than usual. Mr. Patterson called them “ wonder-
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fully numerous” .it Yarmouth
;
one bird-catcher informed him that

he took 13A dozen in the week ending November 5th, but

this may have included a few Laplanders, lie considers that

Lapland Buntings get tame sooner than Snow Buntings, and that

their notes are rather more silvery. In captivity their habits seem

no more terrestrial than Snow Buntings, both appearing to perch

with freedom and by preference, and at night they roost on the

perches in their cage. As spring drew on the tints of the males

in my aviary were observed to deepen, and they even showed

a disposition to nest, by carrying about bents of hay, and on the

removal of a canary from tho cage one of them generally favoured

us with a soft, musical, well sustained song at break fast-time.

1 placed one pair in a breeding-cage, and hung them near a canary

which was sitting, but tho good example was lost on them.

IV.

OCCURRENCE OF SOWERBY’S WHALE (MESOPLODON

BIDENS) ON THE NORFOLK COAST.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., Vice-President.

Itea/l dlst January
,
ISOS.

On the 19th December, 1S92, I received a telegram stating that

a strange fish was on shore at Overstrand, near Cromer, and

subsequently that it was some species of Whale. On the 20th, in

tho company of Mr. S. F. Harmer of the University Museum
of Zoology at Cambridge, who happened to be staying in this

neighbourhood, I went to Overstrand
;
and we found it to be

an adult female of the above rare species. Its history we learned

was as follows: At about 8 am. on Sunday, the 18th December,

one of the Overstrand fishermen saw from the cliff an object which

he at first took to be a log of wood, but soon perceived to be

a “ large fish,” lying in the water near the beach. After obtaining
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assistance he fastened a noose over its tail and secured it by an

anchor
;

it was then placed on a trolley and drawn up the gangway

to a shed on the cliff, where we saw it. The animal was alive

when first observed, but died before it was taken from the water.

As placed, it was unfortunately in such a position that it was

impossible to photograph it, and our attempts proved unsuccessful.

I believe no photograph was taken after it had been removed from

the shed. Before our arrival it had been evicerated, and a very

advanced foetus was taken from it. We made a very careful

examination of the exterior, and hope to publish a full description

both of the old female and the young one in due course.* In the

mean time I may say that the female was of a uniform glossy black

colour, with the exception of the anterior edges of the flukes of the

tail and the jaws, which were grey of various shades, in places

almost white
;
and the body was spotted and blotched with white

or pale grey in a very curious manner. The fishermen told us that

when fresh out of the water there was a bluish shade pervading

the whole. The young animal was black above, and reddish on

the sides and lower parts, probably owing to the effusion of blood

into the skin, which would doubtless otherwise have been white.

The principal measurements were :

The present is the nineteenth known example of this remarkable

animal, all of which have been met with in the North Atlantic in

the present century, but with the exception of one taken in 1889

at Atlantic City, which came into the possession of the United

States National Museum at Washington—and of which no account

has at present been published—in no other instance has an

example in a perfect state come under the notice of a cetologist.

Individuals or their remains have been found in Scotland and

Ireland, but the only previous English example was met with at

the mouth of the Humber in September, lS85.f

Both mother and little one were purchased for the Hon. Walter

Rothschild, and are being preserved for his museum at Tring.

Total length in straight line

Across the flukes of the tail

Female. Foetus.

16 ft. 2 in. . 5 ft. 2 in.

3 ft. 8 in. .
—

* Sec Aim. and Mag. Nat. Hist., April, 1893, p. 275, plate xv.

t Southwell and Eagle-Clarke, Aim. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan. 1886, p. 53.
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V.

SHOOTING AT HOLKHAM.

I>y Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., Vice-President.

Read 31st January, 1S03.

I am indebted to tlu; Earl of Leicester for permission to lay before

the Society the following extracts from a number of papers in

the Holkham library, the bulk of which appear to he records

of shooting on the Holkham and outlying estates in which a

Mr. Ji. Wilbraham (possibly Handle Wilbraham of liode Hall, born

1773, died 18G1) took part, and are apparently in that gentleman’s

writing. These are chiefly interesting as records of the distinguished

guests who formed the Holkham shooting parties at the end of the

past century and the commencement of the present. One of the

papers is a summary of the game killed at Holkham between

the years 1793 and 1807, both inclusive, by which it appears that

38,449 Cartridges, 14,727 Hares, 32,909 Kabbits, 2054 Woodcocks,

G3G0 Pheasants, 1598 Snipe, 1G0 various (these latter for only

four years), making a total for the fifteen years of 96,257 head.

The large number of Woodcocks killed is interesting
; the greatest

number, 565, were killed in 1804, 519 in 1798, and 480 in 1801—
these were the best years. In comparing the total number with

the largo bags made in the present day it must be remembered

that they were killed over dogs, with muzzle-loading, slow-shooting,

ilint-loek guns, probably single-barrelled, ' and the Pheasants would

doubtless be wild birds.

* The following letter from Charles James Fox illustrates the disfavour

with which double-barrelled fowling-pieces were regarded ou their first

introduction :

—“Pear Coke—Lord Robert and I think of being at Holkham
on the 2nd of Nov. & to stay with you until the 9th. If any other time is

more convenient to you in any respect, pray let me know. A gentleman

—

a neighbour of mine who was shooting with me last Wednesday had a double

barrelled gun burst in his hand, so that double barrels are more decried here

than ever. Wo have heard of no Woodcocks yet, but I am told you have.

Yours afifty. C. J. Fox. St. Ann’s Hill, 17 Octr. [1802?].”
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Four days’ Partridge shooting at Castleacre show that in 1801

these birds were abundant there. September 21st, 23rd, 24th,

and 25th produced 733 Partridges, 12 Hares, 2 Pabbits, 2 Quails,

and 3 Snipe
;
there being sometimes six and sometimes seven guns.

A note addressed to “ E. Wilbraham Esq.” endorsed “Ld.

Eendlesham, Ld. Eons ” apparently in Lord Eous’s writing, and

further marked :
“ This paper was given me by Ld. Eons,

March 13th, 1807,” in the writing of Mr. Wilbraham, is as follows:

“Game killed at Eendlesham between the 1st of Septr., 1806 and

the 1st of Febry., 1807. Partridges 1815, Eedlegs 112 = 1927;

Pheasants 1314, Hares 698, Woodcocks 44; total 3983 . .

Ld. Eendlesham thought that on the 2nd Feby. he had more

Pheasants left than he ever before had on the 1st of October.”

This record is interesting from its early mention of the Eed-legged

Partridge, which is believed by some to have been introduced by

the Marquis of Hertford, at Sudbourne, and Lord Eendlesham, at

Eendlesham, in Suffolk, about the year 1770,* and therefore seems

to have thriven well to have allowed of 112 being killed in 1807.

It is said to have spread rapidly both in Norfolk and Suffolk.

The following notes on the “ Weight of Game ” are in the writing

of Mr. Wilbraham :

“ Weight of different sorts of game. I have known a hare

weigh 9f pounds, and have heard of one passing 11 pounds—but

it is a very large Hare which weighs 8 lbs.

“I have seen at Holkham Woodcocks from 1

5

l- to 16 ounces,

and pheasants from 3 lbs. & f up to 4 lbs.

“On Saturday, Oct. 6, 1804, Mr. Wm. Churchill, Jr., killed at

Mr. Motteux’s on Hingham [?] a partridge which weighed more

than 16| ounces and not quite 16£.

* See ‘Birds of Norfolk,’ vol. i. p. 405. There is considerable confusion

as to the date of the introduction of this bird; Lord ltendlesliam (born in

1761) was in 1770 only about nine years old; it is therefore hardly probable

that, if introduced by him, the above date is correct. It was Hr. Clarke,

in an article in Charlesworth’s ‘Magazine of Natural History’ for 1830,

p. 142, who stated that it was introduced by the Marquis of Hertford and

Lord ltendlesliam about the year 1790. Daniel (‘Rural Sports,’ vol. iii. p. 95)

ascribes the introduction to Lords Hertford and Rochford, and speaks of

shooting one of these birds in 1777, which may possibly be a misprint for

1797. There is thus equal confusion both as to the date of introduction and

the name of the introducer jointly with the Marquis of Hertford.
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“At Holkham Dec. G, 1805 Mr. Coke in one of the Chumps
South East of the Barn plantation killed a cock partridge, which

I weighed very exactly, changing the scales—its weight passed

17£ ounces & was not quite 17i ounces—this was the largest

common partridge I ever saw, the same day a remarkably fat hen

pheasant was killed by the Dogs, it weighed 2 lbs. 13 ounces.

“Mr. Kolfe of Heacham told me that he once picked up before

his Dog, for it could not fly, being lamed, a partridge which

weighed 19 ounces all but a half penny—it was covered with

lumps of fat.

“Jany. 24th 180G I killed at Mr. Motteux’s a hare which

I weighed 2 days after and which was full 8 pounds 10 ounces.

“Dec. 12. There was killed at Mr. Moubv’s a hare weighing

9 pounds—and a Cock pheasant which I weighed myself, changing

the scales, 4 pounds one ounce A three quarters.

“Mr. M. Smith at Houghton in 1807 killed a pheasant weighing

4 lb. 2| oz.

“Monday Jany. 9th I killed a Haro at Castle Acre weighing

8? lbs.

“ Monday Jany. 16th [1809 by the game book] a pheasant was

killed at Ilolkham which weighed 4 pounds 2 oz.”

The following statement in the writing of the Lord Albemarle

of that day, and which throws some additional light on the feats

performed by George Turner, of Bustard shooting notoriety, is well

worthy of preservation :

“ George Turner having for several days observed flocks of wild

fowl at Wrctham which frequented the lake, placed three guns

level with the surface of the water—they were fired from one cock,

with a communication by a train of powder, the trigger pulled by

a string. The 1st gun carried 9 pipes of powder and 10 of shot.

“ The 2nd 4 pipes of powder & o of shot.

“ The 3rd 3 pipes of powder & 3 of shot.

“The 1st shot killed 48 Ducks 3 Vewers.

“ The 2nd „ 93 Ducks 3 Vewers.

“ With the same contrivance he has frequently killed several

Bustards at one discharge, and once he killed 4 Bustards at one

volley of his 3 guns. In October 1808 By the same means he

killed 111 Wild Ducks at one volley.”

The Lord Albemarle to whom this is ascribed, was William

VOL. v. D D
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Charles, fourth Earl (born 1772, died 1S49), the owner of Elveden,

from whom it was purchased by the late Mr. Newton. The Duck
shooting feat is referred to at p. 17G, vol. 3 of the ‘Birds of

Norfolk,’ on the authority of the late Mr. Birch, as communicated

to Sir Edward Newton
;
Lord Albemarle’s account being that of

a contemporary may doubtless be taken as the more correct where

the two differ. The use of the word “Vewer” for Wigeon is

interesting. The Lord Kous of the Rendlesham memorandum was

subsequently tire second Earl of Stradbroke, who was born in 1794,

and died in 1886.

VI.

ON PARADOXOGARPUS GARINATUS, NEHRING, AN
EXTINCT FOSSIL PLANT FROM THE

CROMER FOREST-BED.

By Clement Reid, F.L.S., F.G.S.

Read 31st January, 1S03.

About sixteen years ago, while engaged on the examination of the

Geology of the Norfolk Coast for the Geological Survey, I came

across a number of specimens of a peculiar bolster-shaped fruit.

The first examples of these fruit were discovered at Beeston, near

Cromer
;
subsequently a few more were found at Sidestrand

;
and

later on Mr. J. Id. Blake collected abundance of the same species

at Corton and Pakefield, near Lowestoft. All these specimens

were found in peaty lacustrine deposits belonging to the Cromer

Forest-bed. It seemed at first as if this singular fruit were

characteristic of, and entirely confined to our newer Pliocene strata

;

but in 18S9 I discovered a single specimen in the Pleistocene

lacustrine deposit of Saint Cross, South Elmham, in Suffolk, so

well described by Mr. Charles Candler.* As this deposit lies in

a hollow in the Chalky Boulder Clay, and is apparently of the

same age as the similar mass at lloxne, it seems probable that the

plant survived in Britain down to the Palaeolithic period.

* Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soc. vol. xlv. p. 504 (1889).
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Towards the end of October last I received from Professor Alfred

Nehring, of Berlin, some undetermined fruits and seeds obtained

from a deposit, apparently interglacial, at Klinge, near Cottbus,

not far from Berlin
;
and amongst them were specimens of the

bolster-shaped fruit of the Cromer Forest-bed. I immediately

informed Professor Nehring that this plant was known to us as

a fossil, but that none of the botanists to whom I had shown the

specimens during the last fifteen years had been able to recognise

it as a living species. Professor Nehring afterwards described and

figured it under the name Parculoxocarpus carinatus.*

With regard to the systematic position of this peculiar fruit

there is still the greatest uncertainty
;
and it is on account of this

uncertainty that neither Mr. Carruthers nor I had ventured to

describe the plant as a new species. Now, however, that the

German specimens have been named and figured, it may be

advisable to describe and figure our English ones, for neither of

the published illustrations t is altogether satisfactory
;
and the bad

illustrations will lead botanists to imagine that the Forest-bed

fruit belongs to a different species from that found in Germany.

Comparison of the actual specimens side by side shows only the

most unimportant varietal differences.

I’ARADOXOCARPUS CARINATUS, Nehring (= Folliculites carinatus , Potouie)

from the Cromer Forest-bed at Beeston (enlarged 2\ times).

Endocarp, 1 1 mm. in length, thick woody cylindrical, slightly

curved or straight, except the proximal end which curves sharply

towards the axis so that the scar of attachment appears to be

* ‘ Naturwissenscliaftliche Wochenschrift,’ vol. vii. p. 451
,
No. 45

,
6 Nov.,

1802. A much better figure of the fruit from Klinge has since appeared

(‘ Gesellschaft uaturforschender Frcunde,’ 1893, p. 57).

+ Op. cit.

;

sec also Dr. H. Potonid, “
ttber die Rathselfrucht (Paradoxo

-

carpus carinatus
, A. Nehring) aus dem diluvialen Torflager von Klinge bei

Kottbus” (‘Gesellschaft uaturforschender Freuudc,1

1892, No. 10, p. 205).

D D 2
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lateral
;
keeled dorsally and more or less covered externally with

elongated tubercles or irregular ridges. Exocarp not preserved in

the English specimens, and extremely rare in those from Germany,

apparently coriaceous and similar to that of Naias (which also

is only occasionally preserved in fossil specimens). Endocarp

indehiscent, but on decay splitting first dorsally then ventrally (as

in Naias). Connecting groove running obliquely through endocarp

nearly to the apex. Seed pendulous, testa membranous with an

excrescence or aril (the “caruncula” of Potonie) near or on the

funic! e. The British specimens of Paradoxocarpus carinatus vary

considerably among themselves in size, rugosity, and thickness of

the endocarp
;
the German specimens appear to be more uniform,

but scarcely distinguishable from the average fruit found in Norfolk.

After Mr. Carruthers and I had, without satisfactory result,

compared this fruit with a variety of recent plants, I sent some

specimens to Sir Joseph Hooker, who under date May 24th, 1887,

writes (in lit.) : “Prof. Oliver A I have given our best attention to

your curious seeds & fruits from the Cromer beds, but we are, I am
sorry to say, quite unable to hazard a guess as to their true position

Possibly they may have been gigantic Naiadeae to

which such fruit might belong, e.ij., Zannichellia
.”

Later on I found that there was a striking resemblance between

the bolster-shaped fruit and another smaller undetermined endocarp

from the Cromer Forest-bed, and that there was also a more distant

resemblance with the so-called Folliculites of the Oligoccne strata of

the Isle of Wight. It was not, however, till last year that I learnt

from Professor Nathorst that the smaller endocarps from the

Cromer Forest-bed had been determined by Dr. Gunnar Andersen

to belong to Naias marina.

Professor Nehring (op. cit.) mentions that many botanists, to

whom he sent specimens of the fruit from Klinge, placed them

in the genus Zannichellia
,
whilst others thought that they were

allied to Naias ; Professor Nathorst suggested a relationship with

The same fruit has also been discovered by Dr. C. Weber in lacustrine

deposits filling hollows in the Boulder Clay in Holstein (“Vorlaufige

Mittheilung Liber neuc Boobaohtungeu an den interglacialen Torflagcrn dcs

westlichen Holsteins,” ‘Neues Jahrb. i'Lir Mineralogie,5

etc., 1893, bd. 1,

pp. 94—96).
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Calla (Aroidere)
;
Professor Nobbe thought that they belonged to

Nymphteaceae.

Dr. Potoni6, in a special paper on these fruit (op. rit.), figured

and described them under the name Folliculites can'nafus (Nehring),

on account of their close resemblance to the Folliculite.•* halteunonl-

liPDiirnsis, Zenker, which he also figures. There can be no doubt

as to the striking resemblance between the two figures given by

Dr. Potonie; but hi.s figure of Folliculites is quite unlike the fruits

supposed to belong to the same species
(
= /•’. thalictroide*), which

occur so abundantly at Povey Tracey and in the Isle of Wight.

Zenker’s original figure of Folliculites is too bad to allow one to

ascertain the generic characters
;
but if his fruits were anything like

the figure given by Dr. Potonie, it is difficult to understand how it

has happened that the extremely different fruits from Povey Tracey

and the Isle of Wight have been referred to the same genus and

species. In the British specimens of “ Folliculites
”

the seed is

erect, not pendulous as in Poratloj-ocarfms ; but an additional

complication comes in, for the internal structure of my examples

of the so-called Folliculites from the Isle of Wight, though

corresponding with certain specimens from Povey in the Museum

of Practical Geology, is different from that of the specimens from

Povey figured by Sir Joseph Hooker." The two British Oligocene

fruits evidently belong to different species, if not to different genera.

If the plant figured by Dr. Potonie is the true Folliculites of

Zenker, the species found at Klinge and in Norfolk will probably

belong to the same genus
;
but I can trace no generic relationship

between the well-known Folliculites of Povey and of the Isle of

Wight and the plant from the Cromer Forest-bed, though the

various forms under discussion may all belong to the same order.

iSince the last- mentioned paper appeared Dr. Potonie has referred

Folliculites (including Paradoxocarjms) to the Anacardiscern.t It

is not easy to see on what grounds this reference is made, and

I still think that the most probable position is with the Naidaceae,

close to Naias. If the relationship were with Anacardiacese, or

* “On some small Seed-vessels (Folliculites minufulus, Bronn) from the

Bovey Tracey Coal,” by J. 1). Hooker, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xi.

p. 566, pi. xvii. 1855.

f Naturw. Wochenschrift, 1803, pp. 58, 50.
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with Zannichellia, I feel sure that the interior of the endocarp

would preserve an impression, in some specimens at least, of the

folded embryo. Of this I can find no trace in Paradoxocarpus,

and the smooth inner surface seems to point to an anatropous seed

and straight embryo, such as is found in Naias. One character in

which Folliculites and Paradoxocarpus differ from the Naidacem,

and seem to approach the Anacardiacese, is the presence of the

caruncula, on which Dr. Potonie lays so much stress. This

excrescence, unfortunately, is badly preserved in most of the

Norfolk specimens, though present in many of them. But if

Sir Joseph Hooker’s figure of the Bovey Tracey Folliculites is accurate

the excrescence in that genus is an outgrowth of the funicle, and

not of the seed, and cannot therefore agree with the caruncula of

Anacardiacem. A long discussion by Professor Nehring and

Dr. Potoni4 on the systematic position of Paradoxocarpus and its

relation with Folliculites has appeared since this paper was read

(‘ Sitzungs-Bericht d. Gesellschaft naturforschender Freunde zu

Berlin,’ 1893, No. 2). The question is by no means settled, and

it is singular that so little is known about these extremely abundant

Tertiary plants. They seem all to have been aquatic or marsh

forms. Paradoxocarpus carincdus appears to have flourished in

peaty swamps, for its fruit have only been found in peaty

deposits, and all the localities yield also recent marsh plants. In

the lacustrine parts of the Cromer Forest-bed it is extremely

rare
;
and it is absent from the drifted material brought down by

the great Newer Pliocene river. The fruit, therefore, can scarcely

belong either to a truly aquatic species, or to a dry-soil tree over-

hanging a river
;
the plant probably lived in the marshy swamps

where its remains are now found.
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VII.

A MEMOIR OF CALEB B. ROSE, F.R.C.S., F.G.S.

By Horace B. Woodward, F.G.S., President.

Read 28th February, 1893.

A mono the early workers on Norfolk Geology there were Richard

Cowling Taylor,* sometime resident in Norwich as a land surveyor;

Samuel Woodward,! clerk in Gurney’s Bank; John Gunn,! rector of

Irstead
;
and the subject of the present memoir, Caleb Burrell

Rose, surgeon, of Swaffham. Rose was born at Eye, in Suffolk,

on February 10th, 1790. As a youth ho was apprenticed to his

uncle, a surgeon in that town, and later on pursued his studies in

London, at Guy’s and St. Thomas’ Hospitals. Afterwards he

became assistant to a surgeon in Derbyshire, and then, for a short

time, took up a practice at Botesdale, in Suffolk. There is no

record of his passing any examinations : indeed, in those early

days of the century, such qualification was not necessary. Rose

went to Swaffham, in Norfolk, in 1816, and there settled down,

and practised as a surgeon for forty-three years. In 1836 he

became a Member of the Medical and Chirurgical Society of

London, and in the same year was admitted a Member of the

Royal College of Surgeons. Ten years later he attained the

distinction (by examination) of becoming a Fellow of the Royal

College of Surgeons.

* R. C. Taylor (1789-1851) was born at Banham in Norfolk ; he was third

son of Samuel Taylor of New Buckenham. He was engaged for a time on

the Ordnance Survey
;
and settled in the United States about the year 1890.

t S. Woodward (1790-1838) ; see Memoir in Trans. Norfolk and Norwich

Nat. Soc. vol. ii. p. 563 ; and Geol. Mag. 1891, p. 1.

J J. Gunn (1801-1890): see ‘Memorials of John Gunn,’ 8vo. Norwich,

1891.
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Swaffham, in tlie early part of the century, was a comparatively

busy little market-town of about 3000 inhabitants, while the

Union comprised no less than thirty-three parishes in an area of

about twenty-six square miles. Pleasantly situated on rising

ground, with a good market-place, wide streets, a tine church, a

brewery, two banks, and an assembly room, the town was by no

means devoid of attractions
;

indeed it has been spoken of as

“one of the handsomest in the county.” It possessed also a

“divisional county jail,” and it was said that “the prison invariably

fills as soon as the harvest is got in and work ceases.” To the

south and west of the town, in those days, the country was wild

and open, with large tracts of heath, and the Bustard, as Rose

himself observed, was to be found on Marham Smeeth and

Beachamwell Warren. There were then no regular roads to some

of the villages in that direction, only tracks across the heath
;
and

most people rode on horseback.

In early life Rose manifested great love for natural science, and

he was especially attracted to the study of geology, which

continued always to be his favourite pursuit. Shortly after he

settled at Swaffham he began to form a collection, and the men

who worked in the chalk-pits and brick-yards soon became

acquainted with the fact, and with the value of specimens
;
and

they laid aside fossils and anything unusual which they might

find for the doctor’s inspection.

Goddard Johnson, of Little Dunham, well-known in those days

as a sagacious man, and a keen archaeologist, was a frequent visitor

at Mr. Rose’s house. Generally on market-day he came to tea, and

there were great talks on archteology and geology. Nevertheless,

sympathy was not always forthcoming, and it may be worth

noticing, as a not unfamiliar sign of those times, that certain

clergymen and others looked askance at the doctor because he was

a geologist, for they thought him likely to have dangerous and

unsound notions
;

that in fact he might not believe all that, in

their opinion, he ought to believe.*

It was in 1826 that Rose first came in contact with Samuel

* For most of the foregoing particulars, and for some that follow, I am
indebted to Mr. Rose’s son, Dr. Caleb Rose, of Ipswich. I have also had

the advantage of reading many letters from Rose to S. Woodward (1820-

1837) ;
these letters are now in the possession of Dr. Henry Woodward.
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Woodward, of Norwich, who was hut a few months his junior in

age. The latter hearing from the Rev. James Layton, of Catfield,

that Rose contemplated bringing out a work on Norfolk Fossils,

wrote (May 21) to offer any assistance he could give to this project."

Shortly afterwards Rose came to Norwich, and henceforth the two

geologists became good triends, helping one another by the loan of

hooks and the exchange of specimens, and communicating news of

the observations and discoveries they made in their respective

neighbourhoods. S. Woodward visited Rose at Swaffham in the

same year, and they thus made acquaintance with the fossil

treasures that each had gathered together—the one mainly from

the strata of Upper Chalk and Crag in East Norfolk, the other

from the Middle and Lower Chalk and the brickearth of West

Norfolk.

Rose had commenced his labours when but little was known

about the geology of West Norfolk, excepting from the desc riptions

of agricultural writers, and the early map of William Smith,

published in 1819. Later on, in 1823, R. C. Taylor t gave some

account of the Alluvial Strata and the Chalk of Norfolk and

Suffolk
;
and also published a brief though detailed description

of the strata in Hunstanton Cliff—the only important natural

section in West Norfolk.

These were the few special works relating to the district; but in

the ‘Outlines of the Geology of England and Wales,’ by Conybeare

and Phillips (1822), although there were but brief references to

West Norfolk, there were general accounts of the Chalk and other

strata, most valuable for reference and comparison. Stimulated in

his studies by this work, and still more perhaps by the great work

of the two Sowerbys, on ‘ Mineral Conchology,’ then in course of

publication, Rose pursued his work with ardour, carefully noting

all sections of the strata, and gathering together all the fossils

which he could obtain. Writing of William Smith (in 1834)

Rose says: “the more I examine West Norfolk, the more I can

confirm his early observations.”

* S. Woodward had in 1825 nearly completed two MS. works, illustrated

with about 300 coloured drawings of the fossils of the Norwich Crag and

Chalk. See Memoir in Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc. vol. ii. p. 570.

t Trans. GeoL Soc. ser. 2, vol. i. p. 374; and Phil. Mag. vol. lxi. p. 81.
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Eose’s contemplated work on the Norfolk fossils did not make
great progress, indeed he ultimately abandoned his idea of publish-

ing a book on so comprehensive a subject, and it was left to his

friend, S. Woodward, to bring out the first ‘Outline of the

Geology of Norfolk,’ which was issued in 1833.

In the meanwhile Eose forwarded specimens from time to time

to James de Carle Sowerby, who since 1822 carried on the great

work commenced by his father, James Sowerby. Writing to

S. Woodward (Aug. 23, 1827) Eose says: “I sent this summer
twenty specimens of Ammonites to Sowerby to name, and he

found among them seven new species, or [species] not figured in

his ‘ Mineral Conchology ’
;
he took sketches of them. I also sent

him two new Serpulte, which he intends publishing.” On referring

to Sowerby’s work (vol. vi. 1829), it will be seen that the following

species from Eose’s collection are figured :

—

Baculites Faujasii, Sow.

Inoceramus involutus, Sow. ..

„ latus, Mant.

Serpula obtusa, Sow.

Fig. 592

„ 583

)>

5 ?

582

G08

As Miss Etheldred Benett and Dr. Mantell were at the time

sending to Sowerby many chalk fossils from Wiltshire and Sussex,

it is probable that they obtained better specimens than some of

those sent by Eose ; an explanation sufficient to account for the

fact that all Eose’s “ new species ” were not figured.

Early in 1828 a sad trial came to him in the death of his wife,

and for a time he contemplated leaving Swaffham. Writing to

S. Woodward (Jan. 31) he says: “My heavy domestic calamity,

that has taken from me an inestimable companion, has sadly broken

in upon my pursuits, and it is very probable I shall leave my
present house. I am at this time inclined to part with my
collection of fossils, and think of offering it to the Norwich

Museum. Do you think they have spirit or means to purchase

it, for I cannot afford to give it?”

Later on, in the same year, his interest happily revived. He finds

a new Inoceramus, which was sent to Sowerby, but is somewhat

surprised to learn that his shells from the brickearth of East Winch,

in the Nar Valley, were not considered by that authority to be

fossils. Sowerby did, however, figure the Aporrliais
(
Rostellaria

)
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pes-pelicani and TurriteUa terebra from Rose’s specimens, for these

species occur also in the Crag.*

Rose also forwarded a paper to the ‘ Philosophical Magazine.’

This, however, was not accepted, and he feels that he has not

had “fair play” from the editor, Richard Taylor (a cousin of

R. C. Taylor). Later on he sent a paper to the * Quarterly Journal

of Science, Literature, and Art’ (the Journal of the Royal

Institution), and received a complimentary letter from Professor

W. T. Brande. His paper, “On the Organic Remains of the

Diluvium in Norfolk,” was printed, but curiously enough, as Rose

remarks, a reference in it is by mistake made to a former part

of the paper that was not published (letter to S. Woodward,

February 5th, 1829). This former paper dealt with the character

of the so-called diluvial formations.

During tho years 1830 to 1833 the first edition of Lyell’s

‘Principles of Geology’ was published in three volumes; and his

son remarks: “I well remember, many years ago as it is, the

exceeding great pleasure which this book gave him.”

Rose mentions (in a letter to S. Woodward) that driving through

Sandringham in August, 183-1, he was tempted to enter the hall,

where a sale of tho property of H. II. Henley f was then going on.

Although Henley had resided at Sandringham Hall, he was Lord

of the Manor of Lyme Regis, in Dorset; and a number of Lias

fossils, as well as other specimens, were being sold at the auction.

Rose purchased a few fossils, and mentioned that a very fine

example of the Liassic fish Dapedium politum was sold for eight

shillings. While in the yard at Sandringham looking at a cast-away

skin, his son Caleb, who was with him, inquired what it was.

“The skin of a Boa, my lad,” said Rose. “A Boar, sir!” quoth

a countryman, “I believe it is something of a Sarpent.”

Rose had in 1830 sent a list of the localities of his West Norfolk

fossils to S. Woodward, and later on helped him with his Geological

Map of Norfolk, by drawing the divisions of the Chalk in the

western portion of the county. +

* ‘ Mineral Conchology,* vol. vi. figs. 558 ami 565.

t The well-known Ammonites ffenlei/i of the Lias was named after

H. H. Henley by Sowerby.

X See ‘ Geology of Norfolk,’ pp. 3, 32.
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It was not until 1835— 36 that Eose published his most important

paper, £A Sketch of the Geology of West Norfolk,’ which contained

tire results of his observations made during the previous seventeen

years. Geologists at the present day are hardly content to wait so

long a time before recording their facts and conclusions
;

the

consequence is that, while more pi’olific in producing papers, the

results appear often in an attenuated form, and lack the sterling

value of some of the earlier and more matured pieces of work.

Eose tells us that in arranging and publishing his geological

notes, he but responded to an appeal made by Dr. Fitton, from the

chair of the Geological Society at the Annual General Meeting

of the Fellows in 1828, in the following words :

“ But those who are deprived of the privilege of travelling even in

England, must not suppose that they can be of no service as geologists : or

if they belong to our bod}', that they are thus released from their obligation

to be active in our cause: and there are two descriptions of persons,— the

resident clergy, and members of the medical profession in the country,— to

whom what I am about to sajr may be more particularly deserving of

attention. Such persons, if the}' have not yet acquired a taste for natural

science, can hardly conceive the interest which the face of the country in

their vicinity would gain, however unpromising it may appear, by their

having such inquiries before them; how much the monotony of life in

a remote or thinly inhabited district would thus be relieved; nor how much
benefit they might confer on the natural history of their country.”

It is interesting to note that Fitton appeals to the clergy, for, as

previously remarked, their attitude was often opposed to scientific

inquiry. He, however, had admirable examples in Buckland,

Conybeare, and Sedgwick; while in Norfolk, John Gunn, James

Layton, and others devoted themselves in a humbler way to the

search after truth.

In his paper on West Norfolk, Eose took as the eastern limit of

His observations a line drawn from W ells to Thetford. Commencing

with an account of the oldest strata, he shows how difficult it is to

fix a plane of division between the Oxford and Kimmeridge Clays,

on account of the local absence of the “Coral rag beds.” His

careful record of facts, and the fossils which he determined, enable

us, however, to identify the horizon of the Corallian beds at Denver

Sluice, and in a deep well-sinking at Lynn
;
for the recent observa-

tions of Thomas Eoberts in Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire, show

that the “Coral rag,” or Corallian beds, as they arc now called, are.
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represented by their fossils in the great clay-foundation of the

Fcnland. In the Kimmcridgc Clay Rose obtained a specimen of

shale that “ burns readily, crepitating like cannel coal,” a fact ot

interest, as similar bituminous shale is well known to occur in

Dorsetshire and also in Lincolnshire in the same formation
;
and

in the former county the “ Kimmeridge Coal” has proved of some

economic value.

Rose gives a good stratigraph ical account of the “Inferior

Greensand,” provincially called Carstone, but lie had at that time

obtained no fossils from it. In lithological characters he identified

it with the Lower Greensand of Sussex.

In S. Woodward’s Geological Map of Norfolk the Gault was

omitted, as Rose then entertained great doubt of its presence in

the county : but when he met William Smith at the Cambridge

meeting of the British Association in 1833, that geologist so

positively assured him of its existence in Norfolk, that on his

return home he “redoubled his inquiries.” Sedgwick, moreover,

had stated in 18:10 that the Red Chalk of Hunstanton was exactly

in the place of the Gault of Cambridge
;
and eventually Rose

was able to “ fully concur with the distinguished Professor in

considering the red beds the equivalent of the gault.”

His observations are lull of interest when we bear in mind the

subsequent debates that have taken place on the age of the

Hunstanton Red-rock
;

for Rose clearly recognises the true state

of the case when he remarks: “The gault of Norfolk affords

a remarkable example of dissimilarity in the mineralogical character

of adjoining portions of a contemporaneous deposit, and is an

additional illustration of the necessity for employing the zoological

character to determine their identity.”

Again, in reference to the White Chalk of Hunstanton, Rose

found it difficult to determine the equivalents of Upper Greensand

and Chalk Marl, for the fossils were so intermingled. He remarks:

“ And from this circumstance we are led to infer that at the epoch

when the upper green-sand am/ ehalk-marl of Wiltshire and

Devonshire were depositing, and the then existing marine Testacese

were entombed, similar pluenomena were in progress in this portion

of the great chalk basin
;
but the material supplied being more

* See Whitaker, l'roc. Norwich Geol. Soc. vol. i. p. 212.
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cretaceous, the strata consequently exhibited a dissimilar minera-

logical character.” Subsequent researches fully hear out this view

of the case.* With regard to the “ ramose Zoophyte ” of the

so-called Sponge Bed, he cautiously remarks that the nature of the

organism is “ not satisfactorily determined.” It is now regarded

as an inorganic structure by Professor Hughes, f

Bose also mentions that “ The singular strue observed by

Mr. Mantell to occur at tlie natural separations of the chalk in

Sussex, are also seen here, particularly in the pits at Marham and

Westacre. Mr. Mantell thinks these strue were ‘produced by

a subsidence of the strata which caused them to slip over each

other before they were entirely consolidated.’ May they not also

be the result of concussion from remote volcanic action 1 ” Like

appearances have since been noticed in Yorkshire and elsewhere

;

and it is thought that in some cases they are due rather to

“incipient crystallisation” than to agents producing slickensides. £

Bose mentions the various kinds of flints, including thin tabular

flint : and he asks, “ Does it not favour the opinion, that the

siliceous molecules, by elective attraction, separate themselves from

the calcareous matter, above and below certain parallels determined

by the proportion of silex contained in the chalk, and approach

each other until they arrange themselves in the tabular form ?
”

This explanation would apply rather to the nodules that occur

in layers than to the tabular flint that occurs in veins that cross

the beds obliquely; but, in illustration, Bose quotes from the

‘Penny Magazine’ of October 4th, 1834, the statement that when

the masses of clay mixed with ground flints, prepared for making

fine pottery and china, “ are allowed to stand unused for some

time, it often happens that the particles of the powdered flint

separate from the clay into detached hard stony nodules. The

observation of this fact has thrown considerable light on the

probable origin of the nodules of flint in chalk, a subject which

was very obscure, and of which no satisfactory theory had pre-

viously been proposed.” This suggestive statement was based on

* A. J. Jukes-Browne and W. Hill, Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soc. vol. xliii.

p. 544. See also C. Reid and G. Shannan, Geol. Mag. 188tj, p. 55.

f Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xl. p. 273.

£ Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xxix. pp. 417—419.
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observations recorded by Charles Babbage;* but the matter during

the past sixty years has not attracted the attention it would seem

to deserve.

Rose’s careful lists of fossils, and his remarks on their geological

and geographical distribution are most valuable, for he clearly

recognised that succession of forms belonging to ditferent stages in

the Chalk, that are now ranged into “ zones.”

Coming to the “Diluvium,” lie remarked that “the boulders,

so abundantly found in the clay, inclose organic remains which

enable us to determine that their parent rocks are situated fifty,

nay hundreds of miles apart from them. Without noticing the

fragments of primitive rocks (which are more difficult to identify,

in consequence of their not containing organic remains), I may

particularise boulders from the old red sandstone
,

mountain

limestone, alum-shale of Whitby, blue lias, cornhrash limestone
,

Septaria of the Oxford and Kimmeridge clags, &c., all inclosing

oxuvire that indubitably determine from what strata they were

disrupted.” llis descriptions of this mixed accumulation, which

we now know to bo Glacial Drift, is exceedingly accurate
;
but we

cannot wonder that ho remarks (cautiously enough) that the facts

“all combine to render it highly probable that the transport of

these materials could not have been effected by any other agent

than the Noachian Deluge.” An account of the organic remains of

this Drift formed the subject of his earliest geological paper (1828)

;

and he then maintained, from the absence of contemporaneous

“marine testacea,” that the deluge must have been produced by

freshwater. As he remarks in a letter to S. Woodward (1834):
“ I cannot yet desert the Scriptural account of the Deluge.”

Rose’s name will always be connected with the “ Brickearth of

the Nar,” which he introduced to the attention of geologists.

Arthur Young, in his ‘ Agricultural Survey of Xorfolk,’ had indeed

described the shelly mud with oysters, as being used by farmers in

the proportion of ten loads to an acre, as a good dressing for land.

Rose collected and determined the fossils, and traced out the

extent of the strata. His earliest account appeared in 1836, and

he then recorded many of the species, including not only Mollusca,

* ‘Economy of Manufactures/ ed. 2
, p. 50. Babbage’s statements are

quoted and enlarged upon by Be la Becke, ‘ Researches in Theoretical

Geology/ 183-t, p. 98.
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but also fragments of a tooth and bones of an Elephant (Elephas

primigenius

)

and a broken tooth of Rhinoceros (R. tichorhinus).

My father, Dr. S. P. Woodward, examined Pose’s collection in

1863, and named the species of Mollusca. A revised list of the

organic remains was afterwards published by Rose, and he then

recorded all his further observations on the deposits.* He mentions

that Lyell, in 1839, visited the East Winch brickyard, under his

guidance; and in 1864 Professor Otto Torell went with him to see

tiie famous Nar Valley deposit.

In his early paper Rose rightly regarded the deposit as an

estuarine mud or alluvium of “ post-diluvian ” age. Comparing this

with other beds that had been described, he then suggested that,

“ in imitation of the technical language of Mr. Lyell, the period

of these deposits may be termed the pascene,” from the Greek

words signifying all, and recent; all the shells being of recent

species. The term Pleistocene is now employed for the deposits

yielding remains of the Mammoth, &c. Rose describes the

Submarine Eorests off Brancaster and other parts of West

Norfolk, and recognises that they must be newer than the Forest

Bed of Cromer. He also gives an account of an “Ancient Beach”

at Hunstanton, to which much attention has since been given

by others.!

Some years later Rose obtained remains of the Reindeer
(
Cert;us

tarandus) from “ beneath a peat-moss in a small moor at East

Bilney, near East Dereham.” The remains, which consisted of

a fragment of the skull with the antlers attached, were sent to

Owen, who figured them, f In his paper of 1843, Rose gives

a very full account of the strata that form the Bedford Level, and

he describes the changes effected by man, as well as those due to

natural causes. Of other geological papers a brief mention only

need be made.

In 1836 Rose went to London, met Owen and Sowerby, and

paid a visit to the Museum of the Geological Society. In 1837

he spent some time at Cromer, whither he went in search of rest.

Rose was elected a Fellow of the Geological Society of

* Geol. Mag. 1805, p. 8.

t See 13. B. Woodward, Proc. Geol. Assoc, vol. viii. p. 97.

I ‘ British Fossil Mammals and Birds,’ 1810, pp. 479, 481.
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London on April 24th, 1839; and it is interesting to note that

Robert Fitch, of Norwich, was elected a Fellow during the

following month.

Concerning the researches connected with his profession, it may
be mentioned that as early as 1815 Rose communicated to the

‘ Annals of Philosophy ’ (vol. v. pp. 124—428) the results of some

experiments relating to Hepatitis.

In 1826 he described a case of transposition of the viscera

(Loml. Med. and Fliys. Journ. vol. lvi. pp. 345, 346) ; and in

1831 related “Instances of Monstrous Productions” (Mag. Nat.

Hist. vol. iv. pp. 403—410). His son informs me that “he took

great interest in the study of Entozoa, particularly those hydatids

so frequently found in rabbits and sheep
;
and devoted much

time and attention to the subject, making many dissections and

microscopical examinations. In 1833 he published in the ‘ London

Medical Gazette’ a paper on the “Vesicular F.utozoa,’’ in which he,

first 1 believe in this country, correctly described and named

a hydatid which infests the rabbit. This was the Cysfirrrrus

tennicolli*,
a fuller account of the anatomy and physiology of which

organism lie communicated in 1818 to the ‘Transactions of the

Medical and Chirurgical Society’ (vol. xxxi. pp. 215- 238). In

1832 lie notes that the Asiatic cholera had affected some individuals

within his district
;

and he mentions in particular a case at

Downham in which he was greatly interested.

In later years Rose was much occupied in the study of certain

parasitic borings in scales of fossil fishes. In 1852 he brought

before the Belfast meeting of the British Association his discovery

of borings in Chalk lish-scales ;
and he suggested the name of

Talpina squama for the new organism. In 1855 he communicated

his fuller observations on the subject, together with illustrations, to

the Microscopical Society.

There can be no doubt that the cultivation of any branch of

natural history is valuable to the surgeon and physician, not only

from a recreative point of view, but also on scientific grounds

—

for the study of nature tends to infuse a more scientific spirit into

the ordinary work of the surgeon. As his son informs me, “ he

had always the habit of careful and accurate observation, which

made him a good practitioner;” and “in several respects he was

quite in advance of his time.” Thus Rose gained an extensive

vol. v. E E
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sphere of professional labour, while the work of his leisure hours

brought him into correspondence with many of the leading geologists

and microscopists of his day.

In 1859 Eose retired from practice and went to reside at

25 King Street, Great Yarmouth, where he passed the remainder

of his days. Here he continued his geological observations, and

they afforded him ample scope and solace after his busy professional

career. In October, of the same year, he accompanied John Gunn,

Prof. Prestwich, and Sir John Evans on a visit to Iloxne
;
and he

again visited the locality in the following autumn. He records

the finding, by the Eev. S. \V. King, of two Celts or Hint-

implements : one in brickearth four feet from the surface, the other

from gravelly shingle between the brickearth and the lluviatile

bed that underlies it.*

Eose paid some attention to the Glacial Drifts near Yarmouth,

and ventured to doubt the occurrence of a lower Boulder Clay,

speaking of the “ Lower Drift ” that occurs beneath the [Chalky]

Boulder Clay, as a ferruginous loam with sands and gravels, while

he employed the term Upper Drift for the gravels, &c. that overlie

the Boulder Clay.t He refers also in one of his papers (1859) to

a “drifted mass of chalk lying upon the Kimmeridge Clay in a pit

at Ely.” ]; This statement is interesting, as some controversy

subsequently arose on the mode of occurrence of the Chalk at this

locality : and the rock was eventually proved to be a Boulder.

In 1860 he drew the attention of John Gunn and Professor

Prestwich to the deep boring at Bacon’s Brewery at Yarmouth,

whereby the presence of the London Clay and Woolwich and

Heading series was for the first time notified in Norfolk.
||

Eose

himself has given some account of the boring, § and notes the

presence of ten feet of Crag above the London Clay. The occurrence

of Crag has always been a doubtful matter. Eose recorded the

occurrence of Balarms, Mytilus edulis, and Tellina balthica. §

* ‘Geologist,’ vol. iii. p. 347.

f Ibid, p. 137.

J Ibid, vol. ii. p. 295; and 0. Fisher, Geol. Mag. 1868, p. 407.

11
Prestwich, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soe. vol. xvi. p. 449; and vol. xxviii.

p. xliv.

§ ‘Geologist,’ vol. iii. p. 141.
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The last-named species would relegate the deposit to the highest

stage of the Norwich Crag Series (if it he Crag at all), or in other

words, to the Weybourn Crag or Bure Valley Beds of some

authorities. Rose also refers to the Mammalian remains obtained

from an Oyster-bank about 11 fathoms deep, and from 11 to 2

miles from Yarmouth beach. These remains include Hippopotamus,

Mammoth, Irish Elk, Ac. Similar remains have been obtained

from the Dogger Bank.

On November 5th, 1860, Rose became a member of the Geologists’

Association, and to the Proceedings of this Society he contributed

several papers. In 1861 he described the “beds of redeposited

Crag shells” in the Drift Sand near Yarmouth
;
and in 1862 gave

a general account of the Cretaceous group in Norfolk, together with

notes on the deep boring made by Messrs. Colman at Norwich.

Therein Rose records the presence of Upper Greensand, as well as

Gault, beneath the great thickness of Chalk. In this paper he

supplements his early work on Western Norfolk with additional

notes on the fossils
; and records his discovery of some species in

the Lower Greensand.* Further observations on the Cretaceous

Beds of Norfolk and Kent were also communicated in 1866 to the

Norwich Geological Society : Rose having in the meanwhile paid

a visit to Folkestone. f In 1861 he journeyed to Boulogne in

company with his friend the Rev. Thomas Wiltshire, and published

a short account of their observations.

In the same year Rose drew attention (by letter) to the occurrence

of fossiliferous Crag at Yarn Hill, near Easton Bavent
;
and the

section was afterwards independently noticed and described by the

Rev. O. Fisher. J Four years later Rose first brought into notice

the rich bed of Crag that occurs at Aldeby
;
but he had already

discovered it in 1865, at that time regarding the section as in

Toft Monks an adjoining parish. Ho rightly grouped this Aldeby

Crag with the upper bed of Norwich Crag at Bramerton.

Rose was for many years a regular attendant at the meetings of

* Proc. Geol. Assoc, vol. i. p. 226.

t Geol. Mag. 1867, p. 29. In this paper he records several fossils from

the Lower Greensand of West Norfolk.

I Whitaker, ‘Geology of Southwold,’ p. 15; and Fisher, Quart. Jouru.

Geol. Soc. vol. xxii. p. 26.

E E 2
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the British Association. He was at the hirst Cambridge meeting

in 1S33, where he met William Smith; but it was not until the

Manchester meeting of 1861 that he became a member of the

Association. He was away at the Birmingham meeting when in

the autumn of 1865 I went in company with Mr. T. G. Bayfield to

call upon him
;
but next year I had the privilege of seeing him

and of glancing over many of his treasures from the Chalk and

the Crag. One of the large Ammonites from the Lower Chalk

(
A

.
peramplus, two feet in diameter) and a double Paramoudra

attracted my attention.

Rose was active in promoting the successful reception of the

British Association at Norwich in 1868, and (as afterwards remarked)
“

it is to be feared he never recovered the exertions he made at

that time.”* lie died at Yarmouth on January 29th, 1872, in the

eighty-second year of his age.

The large and valuable collection of fossils which he had

gathered together and arranged was given, according to his wishes,

to the Norwich Museum, f Although not confined to specimens

from West Norfolk, the collection consisted chiefly of fossils from

that district, and especially from the Chalk. Unfortunately, as

I am informed by Mr. J. Reeve, the type specimens figured by

Sowei'by were not presented to the Museum.

In one of his early letters to S. Woodward, Rose remarked on

the importance of collecting facts and avoiding theories. His

published papers prove how clearly ho kept this idea in mind, and

they remain of the highest value for reference on the districts he

described. There is, I believe, in all geological literature no more

valuable paper of its kind than Rose’s “ Sketch of the Geology of

West Norfolk;” and Professor Prestwich has spoken of it as one

of the best accounts of any county geology we possessed. *

It is pleasant to look back at the time, some seventy-five years

ago, when the four geologists mentioned at the beginning of this

memoir commenced their labours
;

to consider the state of science

* Geol. Mag. 1872, p. 191.

f Some accouut of this Collection was read before the Norwich Geological

Society, in 1872, by John Gunn, sec ‘Norfolk News,’ No. 1424, April 6th,

1872.

J Obituary Notice of C. 11. ltose, Address to Geol. Soc. 1872.
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at that period, the difficulties of travel and of communication, the

few workers, the trouble in getting hooks or in visiting museums

;

and then to realise how much they did. The field, it is true, was

comparatively clear, and there was no vast amount of literature to

be studied
;
but while it is one thing to go into the field now

with the benefit of the training and experience of others, it was

quite another thing to start in a country about which little was

known, and at a time when geology was quite in its infancy.

The annals of Norfolk naturalists have indeed been enriched by

the labours of Caleb 15. Rose.

The accompanying portrait is from a negative taken by the late

Mr. Hugh Rump, of Wells, during a visit which Mr. Rose paid

him about the year 1SG8, and which was kindly lent by Lady Made,

of Norwich.

List of Geological Papers by C. 15. Pose.

1828.

1. On the Organic Remains of the Diluvium in Norfolk (Quart.

Journ. Sci. Lit. and Art, part 2, July to Dec. pp. 308—314).

1829.

2. On the Anatomy of the Ventriculites of Mantell (Mag. Nat.

Hist. vol. ii. pp. 332— 341).

1835—36.

3. A Sketch of the Geology of West Norfolk (Phil. Mag.

ser. 3. vol. vii. pp. 171— 182, 274—279, 370—376 ;
and vol. viii.

pp. 28—42).

1840.

4. On the Brickearth Deposit of the Valley of the Nar (Proc.

Sci. Soc. Lond. vol. ii. pp. 61—63).

1842.

5. Notice of Bones of the Ox. found in Clay at Gayton Thorpe,

Norfolk (‘ Moxon’s Geologist,’ voL i. pp. 36, 37).
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1843.

6. On the Alluvium of the Bedford Level (‘Moxon’s Geologist,’

vol. ii. pp. 73— 103).

1846.

7. On the Occurrence of a Fossil Petro-tympanic Bone of

a Whale from the Crag near Ipswich (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.

vol. ii. pp. 32, 33).

1853.

8. Notice of the Discovery of a new Talpina 1 (Rep. Brit.

Assoc, for 1852, Trans, of Sect. pp. 55, 56).

1855.

9. On the Discovery of Parasitic Borings in Fossil Fish-scales

(Trans. Micros. Soc. ser. 2. vol. iii. pp. 7—9).

1859.

10. Geological Pearls (‘Geologist,’ vol. ii. p. 295).

1860.

11. On the Divisions of the Drift in Norfolk and Suffolk

(‘Geologist,’ vol. iii. pp. 137— 141, 317).

12. Flint Implements at Hoxne
(
Ibid

, pp. 347, 348).

13. On the Mastoid Appearances exhibited on the Faced Flints

employed for the Outer Walls of Buildings (Proc. Geol. Assoc,

vol. i. pp. 192— 194).

1862.

14. On two beds of Re-deposited Crag Shells in the Vicinity of

Yarmouth, Norfolk (Proc. Geol. Assoc, vol. i. pp. 192—194).

15. On the Cretaceous Group in Norfolk (Proc. Geol. Assoc,

vol. i. pp. 226—237).

16. Notice of some Fossilised Mammalian Remains from the

Bed of the German Ocean (Rep. Brit. Assoc, for 1862, pp. 91, 92 ;

‘ Geologist,’ vol v. p. 459).

1864.

17. On the Occurrence of Cycloid Fish-scales, &c. in the

Oolitic Formation (Geol. Mag. vol. i. pp. 92—94).

18. On a Recent Marine Deposit at Boulogne (Proc. Geol.

Assoc, vol. i. pp. 402—404).
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1865.

19. On the Brickearth of the Nar (Geol. Mag. vol. ii. pp. 8— 12).

1867.

20. On the Cretaceous Groups of Norfolk and Kent (Norwich

Geol. Soc. Oct. 2, 18G6; Geol. Mag. vol. iv. pp. 29—31).

18G8.

21. On the Crag at Ahleby (Rep. Brit. Assoc, for 1868, Trans,

of Sect. p. 77 ;
Geol. and Nat. Hist. Repertory, vol. ii. p. 244).

22. The Conchoidal Fracture of Flint, as seen in Norwich

Buildings (Rep. Brit. Assoc, for 1868 [title only I ;
‘Norfolk News*

Aug. 22 [see No. 13]).

23. On the Thickness of the Chalk in Norfolk (Rep. Brit.

Assoc, for 1868 [title only]; Geol. and Nat. Hist. Repertory, vol. ii.

pp. 257, 258).

YI 1 1.

NOTES ON THE HERRING FISHERY OF 1892.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., Vice-President.

Brcul 28th February, 1893.

The spring Herring Fishery at Yarmouth was in 1892 as usual

very unimportant, only about 37 lasts were landed up to the end

of May
;
and probably in consequence of the small number it was

fairly remunerative, as there were about sufficient obtained to meet the

demand for bait; but it seems to be a growing opinion in Yarmouth

that it is unwise to continue this branch of the fishery. Some
attempts were made at kippering,” but the quality was found to

be quite unsuitable. At Lowestoft, as is usually the case, the

spring fishery formed a much more important feature

—

1024 lasts

being landed.
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The summer voyage proved a very good one. Fish were of fine

quality, and many were sold as high as six shillings per 132; but

prices as usual rose or fell rapidly in accordance with quality or

abundance. The Scotch boats fishing from Yarmouth did very

well
;

hut the quantity of fish landed at Yarmouth was only

459 lasts, whereas the Lowestoft return shows 1059 lasts.

By the beginning of August the boats were away for the North

Sea fishery, and the hulk of the fish taken were as usual landed in

the northern ports. During the months of August and September

3071 lasts were brought into Yarmouth, the great bulk (2135 lasts)

in the latter month. Some of the reports speak of a growing

tendency on the part of the local boat owners to commence the

home fishery too early in the season. This doubtlessly deserves

condemnation
;
but previous returns do not show that the quantity

of Herrings landed in these months has increased of late. At

Lowestoft the home fishing commences later, and only 149 lasts

were landed in August and September.

With October the home voyage commences in earnest, and the

fish-wharves assume a lively aspect at both ports. The month of

October shows a very fair return, and the fishing went on steadily

witii some slight interruption arising from bad weather about the

middle of the month. Ibices varying, according to quality and

supply, from Is. Gd. to 4s. Gd. per hundred for fresh Herring, and

£4 to £12 per last for salted. In November also the fishing

went steadily on both at Yarmouth and Lowestoft, both quantity

and quality being good
;
but great complaints were prevalent as to

the prejudicial effects on the market of the large imports of

Norwegian Herrings. Towards the end of the month, too, the

weather became unsettled, and the Scotch boats finding the fishing

unremunerative, the bulk of them had departed earlier than usual.

In December the fishing fell off' rapidly, and soon came to an end.

The total number of Herrings landed at Yarmouth in the last

three months of the year being 13,6G8 lasts, and at Lowestoft

6876 lasts.

From Yarmouth there were 143 home and 123 Scotch boats

engaged in the Herring fishery, manned by 2434 men and boys.

The total catch for the year being 17,237 lasts (as compared with

13,866 lasts in 1891), of which 2809 lasts were landed by the

Scotch boats; and at Lowestoft the number of boats were 180 home
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and 59 Scotch, employing some 2033 hands, with a return of

9110 lasts (as compared with 8153 lasts in the previous season),

or a total of 26,348 lasts, which at an average of £7 per last

represent a sum of £184,436, or a deficit of £79,792 as compared

with 1891, notwithstanding an increase of 4329 lasts in the returns,

owing to the prices realised being lower.

As to the general results of the year’s fishing, with a few

exceptions, it is considered to he a very poor one for the catchers,

the prices ruling so low
; and, notwithstanding their exemption

from the losses which so frequently occur from destruction of nets

and gear owing to had weather, there cannot he much margin for

profits. On the other hand, the curers who suffered last year will

probably reap the advantage of the lower prices which will enable

them to compete more successfully in the foreign markets. From

the labourers’ point of view, their earnings being in proportion to the

numbers of fish landed, the season must have been an improvement

on the preceding one.

Return of Herrings landed at Yarmouth and Lowestoft

Fish-Wharves in 1802.

Yarmouth. Lowestoft.
leasts Thousands Hundreds Lasts Thousands Hundreds

( 13.200) ua*» (UN) (13,200) WHO) WH)

/•January .
— — —

.
— —

\ February .
— — — — — —

Spring 1 March 8 — 8 . 114 6 5

I April 18 8 3 . 621 5 3

V. May 11 — —
. 288 7 5

Mid- < June 168 6 7 . 427 5 5

Summer i July 290 9 8 . 631 6 8
North ( August 936 4 o 47 2 3
Sea ( September

.

2135 5 2 . 102 4 3
Autumn / October 4755 4 7 . 1517 5 8
Home

j
November

.

7682 9 —
. 4586 6 6

Voyage ( December . 1229 9 1 772 4 3

Yarmouth 17,237 7 8 9110 4 9
Lowestoft 9110 4 9

Total 26.348
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IX.

NOTES ON NORFOLK SLUGS.

By Arthur Mayfield, M.C.S.

Read 31st, January
,
1893.

Tiie great amount of attention that has lately been given by

naturalists to the British Slug-fauna induced me to write an

article on ‘ Norfolk Slugs,’ which appeared in the ‘ Eastern Daily

Press.’ These further notes are written by the request of Mr.

W. A. Nicholson, Honorary Secretary of the Norfolk and Norwich

Naturalists’ Society. The records are, except when otherwise

specified, the result of my own observation.

Arion ater (L.). Abundant in damp places. Meadows near

the Asylum at Thorpe. Meadow at Colney. Very plentiful upon a

damp hedgebank at Horsham St. Faith’s, where many of the

specimens approach var. brunnea Rbk.

var. succinea. Four specimens under moss on a tree-stump

at Costessey.

Arion minimus, Simroth. This new slug is recorded for East

Norfolk by Mr. W. Denison Roebuck, F.L.S. (‘Journal of Con-

chology,’ vol. vi. p. 269).

Arion iiortensis, For. Common, but requires careful searching

on account of its habits. Earlham, Heigham, under moss on tree-

stumps at Rackheatli.

var. grisea. A single specimen with the type at Heigham.

Amalia sowerbyi (Fer.) = (A. marginatus Jeffr.) I believe that

this species has not been recorded for Norfolk by any one but

myself. It may have been mistaken for L. marginatus (Midi), but

it is easily -distinguished from that species by the shape of the

mantle, as well as by the thicker shell. I have found it upon

Hint walls at Kirby Bedon and Catton.
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Limax maximus, L. Fairly common. Upon a Hint wall at

Kirby Bedon. In outhouses, Heigham. I have taken several

specimens at different times from the brickwork at the north gate of

Norwich Cemetery.

Limax flavus, L. In cellars, beneath rain-water tubs, and

among rubbish in gardens, Norwich.

Limax marginatus (Miill.) = (L. arborum, B-Ch.). Several

small specimens under moss on willows at Eaton and Lakenham.

A single one upon the railway bridge near Dunstan. Two light

coloured specimens at the base of a beech-tree at Backheath.

Agriolimax agrestis, L. Very common everywhere, varying in

colour from pure white to brown and dark gTey.

Agriolimax l.evis, Mull. Upon sedges and flags by river

side at Bramerton Common, Costessey, Kingland, Colney, and

Cringloford.

Testacella haliotidea, Drap. Some specimens of Testacella,

collected at Aylsham by Rev. S. Spencer Pearce, were forwarded to

Dr. Heinrich Simroth, of Leipzig, for identification
;
he said in

reply :
“ The dissections showed undoubtedly that all were

Testacella ha/iotiilea ” (‘Journal of Conchology,’ vol. vi. p. 423).

1 have never met with any Testacella near Norwich, and I should

like to know if any one has found specimens lately upon the

Ipswich road.

Testacella scutulum, Shy., which is now considered specifically

distinct from the preceding species, has been recorded for East and

West Norfolk in the Conchological Society’s “Census of the

Distribution of British Land and Fresh-water Mollusca.”

It will be seen from the above list that my records are confined

to the Norwich district. For any one with time and inclination to

attempt to enlarge the Norfolk list, the Broad district ought to

prove a happy hunting-ground. Not only might other species be

found, but a great deal of information might be gained as regards

the colour-variation of those species already recorded.
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X.

SOME ADDITIONS TO THE NORFOLK AND NORWICH
MUSEUM IN THE YEAR 1892.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., Vice-President.

(Hon. Curator—Vertebrata.)

• Read 28th February
,
lS93.

t

It is not often that we have to record any addition to the small

collection of local Mammalia which our Museum contains, but

during the past year we have acquired, by purchase, a specimen of

considerable interest, which has been exhibited for some years

only as a loan. It was not till December, 1881, that I was

enabled to speak positively of the Grey Seal
(
HaHcluerus gryphus)

as a Norfolk animal, although it was strongly suspected to occur

occasionally in the Wash
;
the question was at that time finally set

at rest by the occurrence of an old female and its young one in the

locality just mentioned. In November, 1882, a young female was

killed on Breydon, and passed into the possession of Mr. W. W.
Spelman, and it is this specimen which we have recently purchased,

its skull being already in our collection. The Osteological collection

has also received the cranium of an adult Grey Seal, killed at

Wells in February, 1892, and presented by Colonel Feilden.

As usual, the Museum is greatly indebted to Mr. J. II. Gurney

for additions to the collection of Birds of prey. Through his

influence the Zoological Society of London sent the Museum an

adult female of the Pagoda Owl, Myrtlia setopufo (Syrnium

sinense (Lath.),) received by them from Penang, Malay Peninsula,

and which died in the Gardens. This being a fresh specimen has

mounted well. It is the only Owl which has been added to the

collection of Striges.

From a box of Accipitres, sent him by Mr. H. Whitely, the

well-known dealer, a skin of Urubitinya zunura (Shaw), differing

in its plumage from any in the Museum, was selected by
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Mr. Gurney. It is labelled as obtained in Guiana, South America,

February 4th, 1890, and may possibly belong to the more northern

race, U. ridgwayi, Gurney, of which we already possessed one

specimen. It was doubtless obtained in America by Mr. Whitely’s

son, an excellent collector, the last years of whose life were devoted

to the exploration of the wilds of British Guiana.

By a good exchange the Museum has received from Dr. Meyer

a specimen of Baza /n*marl'i, Sharpe, a new species, figured in

Gould’s ‘Birds of New Guinea.’ It was shot in the island of

New Britain, and some account of it will appear in ‘The Ibis’

for duly.

A still better acquisition is Li'ucojih'rnis s>'mi/>/iiinl»ja, Lawrence,

from Costa Itioa, Central America, a species never obtained by the

late Mr. Gurney, and quite as line a specimen as that figured in

the Exotic Ornithology.

These three Hawks belong to genera which are not represented

in England.

To Mr. T. Digby Pigott, C.B., the thanks of the members are

due for having obtained for the Museum from the Lords of Her

Majesty’s Treasury eighty-six birds’ skins, collected during the

exploring expedition of Il.M.X. Challenger (1873 to 1870) prin-

cipally from Kerguelen Island, Australia, and the Southern Ocean.

Some rare birds from Sarawak have also been contributed by

Mr. Charles Hose.

It is always gratifying to be able to announce the rescue of

historic specimens from the dangers and vicissitudes to which they

are liable in private collections, and to record their arrival in the

county museum, where they will be accessible to all, and find

a lasting home. How much more is this the case when the

specimen chances to be one of a species once the glory of the

district which it inhabited, but from which the native race has

long been exterminated, never to return. One such treasure has

recently come into the possession of the Museum. I allude to a tine

male example of the Bustard, which the kindness of Mrs. J. H. Lee,

of Nottingham, has enabled us to acquire. The existence of this

grand bird had long been known to Mr. Stevenson and myself, and

we had in vain sought to secure it for the Norwich Museum,

but without success. In the summer of 1891 1 paid a visit to

Nottingham chiefly for the purpose of seeking an interview with
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Mrs. Lee and obtaining a sight of the bird
;
and I think, perhaps,

as a result of that interview Mrs. Lee most kindly consented,

notwithstanding her wish to retain it, to allow us to acquire this

line bird on terms which the liberality of some supporters of the

Museum enabled me to offer. The history of this Bustard is set

forth at length at p. 401 of the third volume of the ‘Birds of

Norfolk,’ and I hope that its wanderings are now at an end. The

female bird, which the late Rev. Robert Hamond sent to Sir

Robert Clifton at the same time, is still in the possession of a lady

in London, who was kind enough to allow me to see it, and the

only impediment to its rejoining its mate is the rather large, but

not excessive sum, required for its ransom. We have now in

the Museum two fine males and four females of the indigenous

Hock which frequented the borders of the counties of Norfolk and

Suffolk, and it is the ambition of Mr. Reeve to have this beautiful

group displayed in the new Museum in such a way as to be worthy

of the birds themselves, and of the counties of whose avifauna

this magnificent species formed the chief glory.

We have also been able to obtain, by purchase, a very good

Snowy Owl, killed in February, 1847, at St. Andrew’s, near Bungay

(Suffolk), which possesses the additional interest of having formed

part of the collection of the late Mr. J. Spalding, of Westleton.

A specimen of Tringa acuminata which has long been in the

Museum has been brought into prominence by the occurrence of an

individual of that species on the Breydon mud flats in August last,

and should the claim which I have endeavoured to set up for it as

a Norfolk killed bird (p. 3G6) be accepted, our collection contains

the first British killed specimen of this species, which is also the

first recognised example which has been met with in the Western

Palsearctic region.

Several additions have been made to the collection of birds’ eggs,

also in the departments of Ichthyology and Conchology
;
and to

Miss Barnard, the honorary botanical curator, the Museum is

indebted for a collection of Marine Alg;e from Victoria, Australia,

and 119 species of dried Ferns and their allies from New Zealand

and North America.

The books, portraits, and antiquities, which it does not come

under our province to speak of in detail, have all received interesting

and important additions.
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XI.

M ETEOEOL( )G ICAL NOTES, 1892.

(From observations taken at Blofield, Norfolk.)

By Arthur W. Preston, F. K. Met. Soc.

Read 28th February, 1803.

•January.

This was, on the whole, a cold and winterly month. The first

snow of the season fell on tiro 5th (or seventy-one days later than

in the previous winter) and remained on the ground till the

22nd, during which period sharp frost prevailed, accompanied by

occasional falls of snow. The frosts were at times of considerable

severity, and on the night of the 9th— 10th the thermometer

fell to 8 degrees, which was nearly as low as in January, 1891,

when on the night of the 10th— 11th it fell to 7.2 degrees. The

last week of the month was exceedingly mild and pleasant, the

thermometer reaching 53 degrees on the 29th. Although rather

a dry month, there was a great prevalence of cloud and general

gloominess and rawness of the atmosphere. This, combined with

an unusual amount of sickness, and a great outbreak of the

influenza epidemic, had a generally depressing effect.

February.

The first fortnight was fine and mild, with slight rain at times,

and much cloud, except on the 5th, 1 lth, and 12th, which were

the brightest days of the month. On the 15th a week’s very cold

weather set in, with snow and some very sharp nights
;
the frost

on the night of the 18th— 19th (9.5 degrees in the screen and

3.2 degrees on the grass) being of a severity only recorded in

exceptional winters. The last week, although milder, was the

most unpleasant of the month, the sky being almost continuously

overcast, with much fog and drizzling rain, and a cold, raw

atmosphere.
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March.

The weather of this month was extremely winterly nearly

throughout. Tire first fortnight was most exceptionally cold for

the season, the thermometer only rising to 40 degrees on two days,

and the mean temperature for that period was 31.9 degrees, or

nearly 10 degrees below the average. There were only three warm
days during the month (the 17th, 18th, and 31st), and the

preponderance of cloud was unusually large. There were frequent

falls of snow, and on the night of the 9th—10th the screened

thermometer fell to 14.5 degrees, and on the grass 27 degrees of

frost were recorded. The mean temperature of the month was

36.6 degrees, or about 4 degrees below the average, and it was the

lowest recorded for March since 1883, although in 1887 and 1888

it was nearly as low. During the last fifty years March has only

been colder three times, viz., in 1845, 1865, and 1883.

April.

The month opened with eleven days of unclouded sunshine

accompanied, on some occasions, with unusually high day tem-

peratures for April. On the 4th the temperature rose to the

height of 75 degrees in the shade, and on the following day to

72 degrees. A great change took place in the middle of the

month. On the night of Good Friday (15th) a great fall of snow

and rain took place, the total yield in forty-eight hours being

1.28 inches. The whole of the Easter holidays were most ungenial

and winterly, snow and hail falling at frequent intervals for several

days. On the 16th the day temperature did not exceed 36.8 degrees,

which is 38.2 degrees lower than eleven days previous. The

remainder of the month was variable, some fine spring days being

interspersed with cold, harsh weather. The mean temperature of

the month was below the average, as has been the case in each

April since 1886.

May.

The month opened with cold, changeable weather, north-easterly

winds and cloudy skies. From the 2nd to 6th inclusive, the

thermometer did not once touch 50 degrees, a most unusual

occurrence so late in the season. The mean temperature for the
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week ending the 7th was 43.9 degrees, or about 7 degrees below

the average for the time of year. On the 7th a decided change

set in, and the temperature of the two succeeding weeks was

normal, the rainfall moderate, and the weather genial and forcing.

'1'he last week was unusually warm for May; the mean temperature

ot the last seven days being 04.2 degrees, or about 11 degrees

above the average, and over 20 degrees higher than that of the first

week of the month. Some of the daily maxima were remarkably

high, the thermometer rising to 82.2 degrees on the 28th, and

81.3 degrees on the 31st
;
whereas in each of the summers of 1889,

1890, and 1891 the temperature only touched 80 degrees once

during the entire season. The 28th was the warmest day in May
for twelve years past. Severe thunderstorms occurred on the

26th and 31st, but the total rainfall for the month was not

excessive.

.Tune.

The first eight days were of moderate heat with occasional

showers. The 9th and 10th were very warm, 80.8 degrees being

recorded on the last-named day. From the 12th to the 19th the

thermometer did not once touch GO degrees by day, and on the

night of the 14th— 15th the exposed thermometer on the grass fell

to 30.8 degrees. The mean temperature of the week ending the

18th was 49.4 degrees, or about 10 degrees below the average.

Heat again set in on the 24th and continued till the 27th, when

80 degrees was again reached, and was followed by one of the most

severe thunderstorms that have been experienced for many years,

during which 1.42 inches of rain was gauged. Thunder and

lightning occurred on several other days during the month, and

the rain accompanying the storms brought up the total rainfall of

the month to nearly double the average.

July.

Although not so wet as in the four previous years, this month

was, for the fifth year in succession, abnormally cold, the mean

temperature being nearly 4 degrees below the average. Opening

fine, a wet period set in on the 4th, and continued until the 20th.

Some of the falls of rain were heavy, 0.81 inch being gauged on the

16th, and 0.77 inch on the 19th. The barometer was unsteady

during the earlier part of the month, but after a sudden rise from

F FVOL. v.
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29.54 inches on the evening of the 19th to 30.20 inches on the

evening of the 20th, it remained nearly stationary at from 30.20 to

30.30 inches until the close of the month. In the ordinary course

this should have been attended by fine, warm weather; and in

fact, there was magnificent weather throughout the period in the

south-west of England, hut in Norfolk, although no rain fell, an

almost unbroken canopy of cloud obscured the sun, a chilling

north-east wind prevailed, and on some evenings sea-mists made it

feel more like November than July. The thermometer did not

once touch 80 degrees throughout the month, making the fifth

July in succession in which this value has not been attained.

Such a circumstance does not appear to have been previously on

record during the present century.

August.

The earlier part of this month was dry, and chiefly very fine,

with many warm days. Up to the 18th the rainfall was only

0.18 inch, but the remainder of the month was exceedingly wet, no

less that 3. 16 inches falling in a fortnight. The highest temperature

recorded was 80.8 degrees on the 17th, which was the fifth time the

thermometer exceeded 80 degrees during the summer, whereas in

the three preceding years 80 degrees was only once attained. The

mean temperature of the month was 60.3 degrees, or about 1 degree

deficient. It was, however, higher than for any mouth since

August, 1887, and the first time since the last-named month that

a mean of 60 degrees has been recorded.

September.

This month was not so fine and warm as in the two previous

years, the rainfall being 0.87 inch in excess of 1891, and 1.20 inches

of 1890; and the mean temperature nearly 4 degrees colder than

in either of those years. There were, however, many fine days,

particularly after the first week. Yery heavy rain fell on the 29th,

and the month closed with cold, unsettled weather.

October.

This was the wettest October for many years past
;
in fact, it was

probably one of the wettest months in East Anglia during the

present century. The total amount of rain which fell (7.62 inches)

appears to have been only once exceeded in Norwich (at least since
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18G5) in any one month, viz., in November, 1878, when 7.92 inches

was gauged. In the Norwich complete record from 18G5— 1884

the only months in which 64 inches and upwards was recorded are

November, 1875, G.55 inches; November, 1878, 7.92 inches;

October, 1882, G.50 inches; and October, 1885, G.77 inches. The

number of days on which rain fell was unprecedentedly large, being

twenty-seven against twenty-one in November, 1875; twenty-two

in November, 1878; seventeen in October, 1882; and twenty-five

in October, 1885. The temperature of the air was abnormally low,

being nearly 4 degrees below the average. The day readings were

exceptionally deficient, GO degrees not being once touched throughout

the month
;
whereas in 1891, GO degrees was exceeded on fifteen

days in October, and in 1890 on twelve days, on many of which

it was nearer 70 degrees than GO degrees. Snow fell in considerable

quantities on the early morning of the 23rd, but soon melted, and

did not lie on the ground all day as on the 28th October, 1890.

November.

The mean temperature of the air (44.9 degrees) was about

2 degrees above the average, and only about 1 degree lower than

October. The rainfall was only half the average, and was less than

one-fifth of the amount which fell during October. An unusually

large amount of cloud prevailed, and the air was very damp
throughout the month. There was hardly any frost, and some of

the days, especially about the middle of the month, were remarkably

mild. The wind was chiefly southerly, and there was a complete

absence of gales.

December.

The month opened with frosty weather, which continued until

the 12th, with slight snow at times. The coldest night during this

period was the 6th, when the thermometer fell to 22. G degrees in

the screen, and 16 degrees on the grass. From the 1 2th to the

23rd the weather was mild for the season, with hardly any

frost; the thermometer rising to 51.2 degrees on the 15th, and

50.2 degrees on the 18th. On the 24th the frost returned

with increased severity, the screened thermometer falling below

20 degrees on the 26th and 29th, and on the grass to between

12 and 16 degrees on several nights. The year closed with sharp

f f 2
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frost and a slight fall of snow. On the whole, the month was about

2 degrees under the average temperature, and about 4 degrees colder

than the previous December, though 5 degrees warmer than the

same month in 1890. The rainfall was deficient, only about half

the usual quantity falling, and no moisture whatever was deposited

in the gauge between the 16th and 30th, constituting the longest

interval without rain since the early part of April. Owing to the

severity of the frost, and the absence of snow, the broads and

Hooded marshes became frozen over with unusually good ice, and

during the last week better skating was obtained than for some

time past.

The Seasons.

The following tables show the mean temperature and rainfall for

the four seasons, together with those of the five previous years, and

of a twenty-year approximate average :

—

TEMPERATURE.

Seasons. 2887. 1888. 1889. 1890. 1891. 1892.
20-year
average.

Departure
of 1892 from
average.

Winter (Dec. to Feb.)...

Spring (Mar. to May) ...

Summer (J une to Aug.

)

Autumn (Sept, to Nov.)

degrees.

35.8
43.3

61.4

46.9

degrees.

35.5
43.5

57.7

49.3

degrees.

37.4
46.5
59.9
49.2

degrees.

38.9
46.8
58.6

50.2

degrees.

33.9
44.0

58.9
50.9

degrees.

37.0
44.9

58.3
48.8

degrees.

37.7
46.1

60.3
49.5

degrees.— 0.7
— 1.2
— 2.0
— 0.7

Year 47.0 46.9 48.0 48.0 47.7 46.9 48.4 — 1.5

RAINFALL.

Seasons. 1887. 1888. 1889. 1890. 1891. 1892.
20-year
average.

Departure
of 1892 from
average.

Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

in.

5.83
5.14
4.04

7.68

in.

4.42
5.83
8.52

7.00

in.

4.14

7.09

9.57

8.94

in.

4.80

5.14
9.61

6.87

in.

3.10
6.64

9.39
7.00

in.

6.36
5.10

10.20
11.15

in.

6.45
5.15
7.10
8.50

in.— 0.09— 0.05

+ 3.10

+ 2.65

Year 20.52 25.65 29.82 25.96 28.35 31.05 27.20 + 3.85

It will be seen from the above that the winter was below the

average in temperature, though more than 3 degrees warmer than

the previous winter. The spring was nearly as cold as the ungenial

one of 1891. The summer was the coldest but one. of the series
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(only 1888 being colder), and the autumn was the coldest since

1887. The rainfall of the winter and spring quarters was about

the average
;
that of the summer was even greater than in any

one of the previous four summers, which were all wet
;
and the

autumn was excessively rainy, owing to the great downpour during

the month of October.

Year.

The mean temperature of the year was about 1.5 degrees below

the average, and 0.8 degree lower than the previous year. All the

months were below the average temperature except May and

November, which were slightly above. The rainfall of the year

was 3.85 inches above the average, and it was the wettest year

since 1882. The wettest month was October, which was as much
as 4.82 inches above its average

;
dune was 1.92 inches above its

average, August about an inch, and .January and April each about

half an inch above the mean. On the other hand November and

1 lecember were about U inches, and September three-quarters of

an inch below the average. The rainfall of the remaining four

months was not abnormal. The mean estimated force of the wind

during the year was somewhat less than in the previous year, and

the number of gales recorded were only ten, against twenty-one

in 1891.

N B.—The instruments from which the foregoing observations are taken

consist of a Kew-puttern standard barometer, corrected for temperature and

reduced to sea level, standard maximum and minimum thermometers and

dry and wet bulb thermometers, mounted in a Royal Meteorological Society's

screen, in a freely exposed situation. All the above instruments are by

Negretti and Zambra, and have been verified at Kew Observatory. The

rainfall is measured by a Symons’ Snowdon rain-gauge, and the observations

of the direction of the wind are, for the most part, taken from the vane on

the spire of Norwich Cathedral.

[In consequence of the illness of Mr. Preston he has not been able to read

the above as it passed through the press.—

E

d.]
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XII.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Hollow Ways. While engaged on the Geological Survey near

Aylsham in 1879, 1 noticed, south of Calthorpe church, a short,

but dcop and picturesque lane- cutting, which had been excavated

through the glacial sand into the underlying brickearth. At the

time the feature appeared to me a striking one, and recalled some

of the deep and narrow lanes of Devonshire and West Somerset,

which are often cut deeply into the red marls and sandstones, and

where the foliage of the thick hedgerows and trees that border the

way meet overhead, and form in places a leafy tunnel. Since then

I have seen other even more striking “ hollow ways,” as they are

sometimes called, near Yeovil and Bridport, on the borders of

Somerset and Devon, where the lanes run deeply through the sands

that underlie the Inferior Oolite. They occur also in the Wealden

area of Kent, Surrey, and Hants, to the occurrence of which

attention was drawn by Gilbert White in the fifth letter addressed

by him to Thomas Pennant. He gives the explanation that may

reasonably be accepted for the majority of these deep lanes, namely,

that they have been worn down “ by the traffic of ages, and the

fretting of water.” Thus the original track-ways, mere foot-paths

and bridle-ways, became deepened on the slopes because the rains

would fill them, and they would be temporary water-courses. In

the course of centuries there would be formed, partly by the traffic,

and more largely by the streams during heavy rainfall, these Hollow

Ways. They differ from roads that have been excavated by

artificial means to ease the gradient, because in the Hollow Ways
the crests of the hills are not deepened.—dl. B. Woodward.

Grey Seal ( llaliclHerus yryplius) at Wells. On the 28th of

February, 1892, two of our fishermen leaving the harbour on the

ebb tide, to look at their Welk traps, saw an object on the bar,

which they at first thought to be the stranded carcase of a horse or

some animal
;
but on their return in the afternoon with the first of

the flood, still seeing it there, they landed on the sandbank, and
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discovered it to be a large Seal fast asleep. Procuring a rope from

their boat, they passed a running-noose over the Seal’s head, dragged

it to the boat, and towed it to the wharf. I saw it shortly after its

capture. It measured over six feet in length, and was of a silvery-

grey colour when dry, but when soused over with buckets of water

the blotches of colour in the pelt came out distinctly. This Seal,

a female, lived in captivity for several days, and was exhibited in

the neighbouring villages. After its demise the head was brought

to me. It proved to be that of a very old individual
;
the teeth

are much worn down, and decayed teeth have produced caries of

the maxilla, which discharged purulent abscesses into the nasal

cavities. In spite of this the animal was fat and in excellent

condition when fresh captured. In addition, I found flattened

against the skull and embedded in cysts, eight or nine pieces of

lead about the weight of buckshot. Mr. Southwell has recorded in

our ‘ Transactions ’ two prior occurrences of this species on the

Norfolk Coast; namely, from the Wash in 1881, and then from

Breydon in 1882. I have prepared the cranium for the Norwich

Museum.—H. W. Feilden.

Breeding op the Otter in November. When shooting Snipe

on Barton Broad on the 2Gtli November, 1892, I came across

a female Otter and her young family under the following circum-

stances : We were punting alongside a “ hover,” outside of the Carr,

some Snipe rose, I dropped one into tall reeds, and the keeper with

a large retriever landed to look for it. Presently the dog began to

give tongue, and when I joined the keeper I found that an old bitch

Otter had driven the retriever to heel, the Otter having taken up her

abode with her cubs iu the very same patch of reeds into which the

Snipe had fallen. The dog in the first instance had managed to

kill one of the cubs, but the old Otter soon drove him back
;
the

keeper had seen her dodging about in the reeds and hissing loudly.

With some difficulty we pushed the punt through the knotted

lumps of rush, and found the recent lair of the Otter and her

family. One young one was left on the nest or platform, and we took

it with us. This young Otter was fed by hand for about ten days,

when, unfortunately, it was killed by one of our house dogs. When
I found it, the young Otter had its eyelids closed, so that it must

have been newly littered
;
by the tenth day after capture one eye

had opened. As this occurrence fixes with precision a date for the
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breeding of the Otter in Norfolk, it may be considered worthy of

record.—W. D. Bulwer.

Additions to the Norfolk Avifauna. An example of the

Russian Bullfinch, a large and brilliant race which Brehm named

Pyirhula major, was shot on Yarmouth Denes by Arthur Smith,

January 22nd, 1893. 1 happened to be at his father’s house the

next day and saw it, being instantly struck by its great size,

and the greyness of its back
;

it measured in the flesh, length

5.7 inches, expanse 9.7 inches, wing 4 inches. The wing of

P. euro/ura is 3.2 inches. It is as much deserving of specific

distinction as some of the foreign Hawks and Owls which have

received names. The last few months have produced some other

additions to the list of Norfolk birds
;

in September a Ruddy

Shelduck was washed up at Snettisham, being the sixteenth and

last recorded in three consecutive months by Mr. Ogilvie, who adds

that none were known to have escaped (‘Zoologist,’ 1892, p. 398).

This was on September 13th, and on the 3rd a female Scarlet

Orosbeak was caught on Yarmouth Denes by a birdcatcher named

Jessup. On December Gth the right of the Iceland Gull to be

a Norfolk bird was placed beyond doubt by Mr. Smith
;
and on

the 22nd he had a Greater Shearwater from Caister, bringing up

the avifauna of Norfolk to three hundred.—J. H. Gurney.

Sabine’s Gull in Norfolk. An immature female, I think

a bird of the year, was caught in the shore-nets at Wells along with

several Black- headed Gulls (L. ridilmmlm) on the 1 Gth October,

and brought to me on the following day. A reference to

Stevenson’s ‘Birds of Norfolk’ shows that this is the fourth

recorded example for the county. All have occurred in the month

of October, and after exceptionally bad weather for the time of

the year. The gizzard contained the broken otoliths of a small

fish and a few minute fragments of coal, probably taken with its

last meal of small fish picked up on the shore, no doubt lying

amongst coal grit.—H. W. Feilden.

Occurrence of Ray’s Bream ( Brama Rail

)

in Norfolk.

A recently killed specimen of the above rare fish was brought to

me on the 12th October, 1892. It had been picked up alive that

morning on Hunstanton beach, having been stranded after a heavy

gale which had recently been blowing. C. Sexton, who found the

fish, stated that it went for him like a dog when he tried to handle
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it. It measured 23.5 inches in length, and weighed 5 lbs. 14 ozs.

The coppery colour, especially on the fins, was very brilliant. It

was a female fish, and contained a small quantity of hard roe.

It has been preserved for me by Mr. T. Koberts, of Norwich.

Hamon le Strange.

Meliana plammea. The past season having proved unusually

prolific in this species, it seems a good opportunity to place on

record a few notes as to its distribution and habits. In our

entomological books Meliana flammea is always spoken of as one

of the greatest rarities (recorded from Whittlesea Mere and

Wicken Fen), and I well remember the delight with which in

1873, when collecting on Barton Broad with Mr. C. G. Barrett,

I took my first specimen. I am inclined to believe, however, that

long before that time it had been taken in some numbers in

Wicken Fen (Cambs), though the captors sedulously concealed the

fact that they had met with it otherwise than as a great rarity, and

for several years no one appeared to have taken it. At all events,

in 1876, my friend Mr. N. M. Richardson, working Wicken Fen

in June with an attracting lamp, secured a nice series, and in the

two following seasons I took it there myself in some numbers, as

did other entomologists working there at the time. Since that

date it has been taken there regularly, and was doubtless to be had

all along if any one had worked for it at the right time. Being

exclusively a fen insect, it is of course extremely local, though the

wider extent of undrained fens in our own county gives it a more

extensive range here than elsewhere, and I doubt not it is to be

met with on suitable ground throughout the Broad district. I have

in previous seasons taken it at Ranworth, Horning, Barton, and

Sutton. In the present year my first excursion was to Ranworth

on May 24th, in very favourable weather. In the evening

nothing was on the wing but Panar/ra petraria, though one

M. flammea occurred just before dark. Lighting the attracting

lamp, I worked till midnight, when I was obliged to desist, having

regard to the next day’s school work and the journey home. In

the interval twenty-four specimens of Flammea occurred, the most

singular feature being that, with the exception of one Simyra venom.,

it was absolutely the only noctua on the wing. On Whit Monday

I was on the Broads in the Hickling district, and spent the night

near Horsey Mere Having a boatload of boys on board there was
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no room for the attracting lamp, Ac., but we selected for our camp

a spot where the fen appeared unusually promising. Here for the

first time in my life I saw Flummea really common, flying naturally at

dusk, 'l'he small boat lamp was not powerful enough to attract them,

though I hoisted it in the fen on a boat-hook, and I only took about

a score, but we must have seen two or three times that number.

Nothing else worth notice occurred
;
but I never remember to have

seen larvae of OdonestriK potaloria so abundant. On June 21st

1 visited Kanworth again, but the weather proved bad and nothing

was taken. A third visit on July 1st was more fortunate, the

weather being fairly good, though again the necessity of leaving

early diminished the number of my captures. Amongst other

interesting species two M. Jfamtnea astonished me by putting in an

appearance so late in the season, and one of them, by its condition,

would probably have been on the wing for at least another week.

The regular season for this species appears to be from the middle

of May to the middle of June. As regards its habitat, M.flammca
affects not so much the dense reed beds growing in the water, which

are the haunt of its nearest congener (Senta uinr
), but rather those

parts of the fen where the reed grows in dwarfed and straggling

fashion over the land. Here it flies with a fairly rapid flight,

though softer than that of most nocture, and generally keeps below

the level of the tops of the reeds, dropping on the first alarm to

the ground, where it finds a secure retreat among the dense herbage.

Thus, when flying naturally, it is not so easily netted as many

swifter species, though if it leaves its shelter to fly to a hoisted

lamp, nothing could be more readily taken. My first experience

of the larva was in 1878, when I took a number of caterpillars

feeding externally on reed at night, and noticed three or four rather

prettily marked, which I attributed to some species of Leucania.

Expecting them to hibernate, I was surprised to find them pupate

the same autumn, spinning a cocoon in the leaves of the reed. In

1870, from May 20th to 31st, I reared from them what I believe

to have been the first specimens of Flammea bred in this country.

Three years later, Mr. W. II. B. Fletcher found the larva fairly

common at Wicken, and it has been obtained there regularly since

that time by sweeping the reeds at night in August and September.

I procured two or three in this way at lianworth last August, but they

were surprisingly scarce, and very small.—F. D. Wheeler, LL.D.
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Chara polyacantha. Two years ago I removed from Royden

Fen, in Norfolk, specimens of Chara polyacantha
,
A. Br., which

I have since cultivated in an aquarium. When collected the plants

showed, in a very exaggerated form, the long basal cell
(
stielzelle

)

of

the antheridium noted by A. Braun in that variety which Ivutzing

named C. spondyloplxylla. A similar lengthening of the basal

cell of the antheridium is stated by W. Migula (Rabernliorst’s

‘ Kryptogamen-flora : Die Characeen,’ p. 36) to have been observed

by him on one occasion in a specimen of C. ceratopliylla. The

plants have fruited freely both last year and this, but on neither

occasion have I been able to see on them what Braun called

“ lang gestielte Antheridien.” Instead of this the archegonia

have developed very long stalks. This does not take place until

late in the life of the archegonium, and consequently is not

observed in the upper whorls of leaves at first. Long after

fertilization, and when the archegonium has attained a black

colour, the basal cell (which is an equivalent internodal cell)

lengthens suddenly, in some cases reaching a length of half

a centimetre, and pushes the ripe archegonium quite out of the

whorl of leaves. The elongated basal cell remains quite colourless,

and is at first sight indistinguishable. The slightly elongated stalk

cells of the archegonia of species of Tolypella are well known, but

I can find no record whatever of such a thing in any other species

of the Characece.—John Bidgood.

Note on Silene inflata and Trifolium agrarium. In the

last ‘Transactions’ (vol. v. part 3, pp. 329, 330) Mr. H. D. Geldart

reports finding a patch of Silene inflata and S. maritima growing

together at Wells, and asks the question whether Bentham was

not right in uniting the two species. Mr. Geldart does not

say whether any of the plants seemed intermediate in character

;

but he cannot mean that the fact of two species casually growing

intermixed is an argument for regarding them as one species

rather than two, even in a case in which the two species happen

to be closely allied. I have on one occasion found a quantity

of S. inflata and S. maritima scattered over about an acre of

ground in the Mendips, a few miles from Cheddar, and most of

the plants were easily placed to one or the other, the characters

being distinctly maintained
;

but there were some two or three

roots, where the species grew thickest, which were fairly puzzling,
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till it dawned upon my companion, the liev. R 1’. Murray, and

myself, that we had come across a natural hybrid. I did not

take a root to grow
;
and as it was early in the season, 1 am unable

to say whether these intermediate plants were sterile or not
;
but

judging from the specimens I have preserved, I still have no

doubt the plants were of hybrid origin. It is most unlikely

Bentham’s view will be adopted, that IS. infiaia and IS. maritima are

one species. In the note that follows the one on which I have

been commenting, Mr. Geldart suggests hybridity as a means of

accounting for a plant which appeared to him intermediate between

Tn'/vllum ayrariuin and T. procumbent. I have seen a plant in

both Hants and Dorset which may very likely be just the form

Mr. Geldart means. It is a form of T. procumbent, ;is is proved

by leaf and stipule characters, but it has very much the facies and

habits of T. ayrarium, and is sometimes taken for T. ayrarium.

If the terminal leallet of Mr. Geldart’s plant is distinctly stalker!,

and the stipule ovate or ovate-acuminate, I should have little

doubt of its being the same as my plant, which I believe to be

/. procumbent, var. majut, Koch. If, how'ever, the terminal leaflet

is textile, and the stipule oblong-lanceolate, it would no doubt be

T. ayrurium. These characters will bo found the easiest and

safest for separating the two species. The shape of the heads

elongates in both during flowering, and the colour of the flowers

alters as they go over • and consequently these two latter characters

form rather slippery ground for purposes of identification.

E. F. Linton.

Whales in the Cromer “ Forest-bed.” The occurrence of

cetacean remains in the Cromer “ Forest-bed ” has long been

known to all interested in Norfolk Geology, and some fine examples

of large vertebrae are to be seen at the Norwich Museum in the

Gunn collection, that much respected veteran geologist having

been one of the first to note the presence of these huge mammals

in this deposit.* In one of the Geological Survey Memoirs

attention was called to a very large vertebra, which at that time w’as

in the possession of the late Mr. William Barker, of Birmingham,

but was not accessible.! This specimen has now come into the

# See * Memorials of John Gunn,’ 1891, p. 47.

f ‘ Vertebrata of the Forest-bed Series of Norfolk and Suffolk,’ 18S2. p. 108

;

and Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlii. p. 321, 1886.
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possession of the Museum of Practical Geology in London, and

appears to be the largest fossil cetacean vertebra known.

Fortunately there is no doubt as to its origin, for it was found

by Mr. Barker in the “Forest-bed” on the foreshore near Cromer,

and was dug out under bis own supervision. The processes of this

vertebra are wanting, but the centrum is in an unusually good

state of preservation
;
and the distinct articulations for chevron

bones show unmistakably that it is from the anterior caudal region.

The width of the centrum across the front face is nearly 16 inches,

its length about 10^- inches, and its height nearly 14 inches. The

proportion of length to breadth corresponds most nearly with

a front caudal vertebra of the Right Whale, Balcena, and the

specimen is therefore referred to that genus. I have not seen

a recent skeleton of Balcena with vertebral as large as this fossil

;

but, by the courtesy of Sir William Flower, I have been able to

examine an unmounted skeleton of a Balcenoptera sibbaldi in the

British Museum, which is said to have been SO feet long when

alive
; and what seems to be a corresponding vertebra of this

colossal creature measures as much as 16£ inches across the face

of the centrum. This, however, gives no clue to the size of the

“Forest-bed” Balcena, as the proportions of the two genera are

very different. At the present time the following cetacea are

known to occur in the “Forest-bed”—Balcena biscayensis, Gray;

Balcenoptera, sp.
;
Phyrefer macrocephalus, Linn.

;
Orca gladiator,

Gray; Pseudorca crassidensl Owen; Monodon monoceros, Linn.;

Delphinopterus leucae, Pallas
;
Delphinus clelphis, Linn.

;
Tursiops

tursio l Bonnaterre
;
Phoccena communis, Lesson

;
Ziphoids 1

E. T. Newton.

Naias marina. Some unknown Fossil Seeds from the Cromer

Forest-bed, received from Mr. Clement Reid, have just been identified

by Professor A. G. Nathorst, as belonging to Naias marina, a plant

now only living at one locality in Britain—in Hickling Broad,

Norfolk. Dr. Gunnar Andersson, who first recognised the species

in a fossil state, points out that, like Trapa natans, it was formerly

more plentiful, for lie has found the sub-fossil seeds in peat-mosses

in various parts of Southern Sweden
;

and has also identified

specimens in collections from Schleswig-Holstein, Germany, and

Switzerland. —‘Natural Science,’ June, 1892, p. 254.
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XIII.

FAUNA ANI) FLORA OF NORFOLK.

Part XII. Coleoptera.

By James Edwards, F.E.S.

Rem l 28th February, 1S03.

In the group of insects which forms the subject of this list the

species are so numerous anil varied in their habits, that the

production of a fairly complete list of the Beetles of a county like

ours can only be expected when the collection of material to that

end, and its subsequent determination, shall have been undertaken

by a properly organised body of workers
;
but in the meantime it

is hoped that the following essay, which, owing to the nature of

the subject, can hardly be regarded as more than preliminary,

may prove useful, in the first place as a convenient starting-point

for a future undertaking, and next as affording some encouragement

to others to take up and continue the work.

It long since occurred to me that a notice of some of the older

Norfolk entomologists would form a fitting introduction to this

list, but unfortunately my endeavours to collect material for that

purpose have met with such scant success that I am compelled to

abandon the idea. Curtis, writing more than fifty years ago, says

that a translation of Latreilles’ ‘Genera Orustaceorum et Insectorum,’

was suggested by several talented scientific men connected with the

‘ Entomological Society of Norwich.’ Very little information as

to this body is now obtainable; but we get a glimpse of what

manner of men they were from the Scales correspondence printed

at pages 97— 109 of volume iv. of our ‘Transactions.’ There we
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find Bobert Scales sending to William Spence from Halvergate

Cardbus clathratus, an insect only found nowadays in Scotland

and Ireland
;
Simon Wilkin opening a parcel of Apions

,

sent by

Scales to Kirby for determination, naming them himself, and

helping himself to certain of his desiderata; and we learn that the

society regularly “journalized” all Norfolk insects, whatever that

may have been.

It is a matter of great regret that, of all the long list of Norfolk

names that one meets with in the older entomological works, there

are scarcely any of whom we can obtain any particulars at the

present day. It is true that they were mere collectors, and that in

all probability a record of their doings would not be of much

account from a scientific point of view
;
but still it is natural that

we, as Norfolk men, should feel an interest in the state of the insect

fauna of our own county under conditions differing widely from the

present. For my own part I have always felt a keen interest in

the personality of the Rev. John Burrell, A.M., F.L.S., and F.E.S.,

sometime rector of Letheringsett, and the author of a list of

Norfolk insects, of which the first portion dealing with the

Coleoptera appeared in the ‘ Transactions ’ of the Entomological

Society of London during the first decade of the present century.

All that I can learn about him is almost exclusively contained in

a letter from a gentleman to whom he was personally known, from

which I gather that although he was a good entomologist (and of

this his list gives ample evidence) he was but an indifferent parson.

Simon Wilkin, too, merits something more than a mere passing

notice. It is, perhaps, impossible now to form an accurate estimate

of the influence which, directly and indirectly, he exercised on

the study of Entomology in this country. He contemplated the

production of a Catalogue of Insects, actually printing a portion of

it at his own expense; and he bore the cost of the plates to

Kirby and Spence’s ‘ Introduction to Entomology
;

’ but probably

the greatest benefit which he conferred on science was his early

patronage of John Curtis. The talented author of ‘British

Entomology’ was originally a clerk in Norwich, and in the year

1811 was engaged by Wilkin as a draughtsman, remaining in his

service until about 1817
;
and being in the meantime placed with

an engraver at Bungay, by whom he was taught the art in which

he afterwards gained such distinction.
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Although there can he hut little doubt that the real worker in

Entomology is born and not made, a consideration <>f the rich

and varied field for research which our county presents induces me
to make some observations introductory to the study of the

Coleoptera. To take, then, the case of a resident naturalist

proposing to himself a serious study of the Beetles of his particular

district,—he will, in the first place, possess himself of a copy of

the late E. C. Ityo’s ‘British Beetles,’* an illustrated work from

which ho may gather much general information on the subject, and

a knowledge of the distinctive appearance of the members of the

different main groups into which the Coleoptera are divided.

Having made himself acquainted with the contents of this book he

will be in a position to undertake the collection and preservation

of material; and the next step will be to find out the names by

which his captures are known to entomologists. The latter may
be effected in different ways, but wo will assume that he intends to

adopt tho more profitable course and determine his insects for

himself. In order to do this he must have some book or books

containing descriptions of all tho species of Beetles usually regarded

as British
;
and the student of to-day is fortunate in tho existence

of at least two such works
;

namely ‘ A Handbook of the

Coleoptera of Great Britain and Ireland,’ by II. E. Cox, in two

volumes (London: Janson, 1874); and ‘The Coleoptera of the

British Islands,’ by the Kev. Canon Fowler, in five volumes

(London: Lovell, Reeve, and Co., 1887—91). The former work

is a careful compilation of short descriptions of all the British

species known at the date of its publication, conveniently arranged

according to the analytical method, but all references to habitat

and locality are omitted. In the latter work the defect last

mentioned is amply remedied, the descriptions are original and

preceded by analytical tables, classification is discussed at some

length, and much information is given as to the geographical

distribution of the various genera. The determination of species

from written descriptions is, to the mind of the writer, the most

enjoyable part of an enjoyable study
;
but it is essential that the

student should first acquire a knowledge of the general forms of

* ‘ British Beetles : an introduction to the Study of our Indigenous

Coleoptera’ (London: Lovell, Reeve, and Co.). A sccoud edition by the

kev. Canon Fowler has recently been published.

VOL. V. G G
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the particular families and groups by reference, if possible, to

a properly named collection or good figures. It is nearly impossible

to obtain this knowledge from mere descriptions, which are only of

real practical use after this superficial knowledge has been gained.

The writer, as an isolated student, found the excellent outline

figures in Spry and Shuckard’s 4 British Coleoptera Delineated
’

very helpful
;
but the use of the old nomenclature for the genera

illustrated is a serious disadvantage to the average student who,

unless he has some previous knowledge of zoological classification,

will hardly be prepared to work out the modern equivalents for

the generic names employed. The exchange of specimens with

students more advanced is of course very helpful to the beginner

;

and there is in the Norfolk and Norwich Museum a fair general

collection of British Coleoptera which is always available for study

on application to the proper quarter. The student, whose course

I have attempted to sketch, will soon find out that the aptness of

entomological descriptions is by no means uniform
;
and if, as is

certain to be the case sooner or later, he finds that his progress in

determining the species of certain groups is not altogether satis-

factory, he will find it advantageous to consult the writings of

continental entomologists on the groups in question where such

exist. Works dealing with the coleopterous fauna of particular

regions, and revisional works on special groups, are of comparatively

frequent occurrence now-a-days, and it is generally not difficult to

obtain them from the libraries of one or other of the learned

societies or otherwise.

In preparing this list I have availed myself of the general works

of Stephens and Curtis, as well as C. and J. Paget’s ‘ Sketch of

the Natural History of Great Yarmouth and its Neighbourhood ’

(1834), and Burrell’s list mentioned above. The nomenclature and

arrangement adopted is, with a few trilling exceptions, that of the

second edition of Sharp’s Catalogue (1883). I have not thought

it necessary to give separate localities except in cases where a species

has occurred to me but rarely
;
and in all cases where a species

has not occurred to me personally I have appended the name of

the person on whose authority it is recorded, with the view of

assisting individual judgment in deciding whether any given species

really occurred in the county. 1 am indebted to Fowler’s book for

many records; the Norfolk references in that work being rather
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numerous, as the author had access to the notes of that indefatigable

and most successful collector, the late Dr. Power, who is believed

to have occasionally stayed at Woodbastwick. Canon Fowler’s

own captures were for the most part made at Hunstanton and
Bircham Newton.

It will be seen that the records for many species are taken from

tlio older authors, and that therefore confirmation of their occurrence

is desirable
;
but these records are not to be approached with initial

distrust on that account. It is true that very few Beetles are

actually rare, but it should be borne in mind that the circumstances

which must be coincident in order to favour the capture of a given

species by a given collector are both numerous and complex, and

that the chances of its capture in a given area are in direct

proportion to the number of collectors engaged in its pursuit.

Moreover, the records given on the authority of the old writers

are for the most part those of large and easily recognised species, so

that the probability of errors in determination is comparatively

small.

I am indebted to the liev. C. T. Cruttwell, sometime Rector of

Denton, for the opportunity of examining his extensive collection,

from which I took notes of his Norfolk captures, exclusive of

the Brachelytra, for which, unfortunately, time did not serve.

Mr. Frank Norgate, whilst living at Sparham, gave me from time

to time many interesting species taken by himself in Foxley Wood
and his immediate neighbourhood. My friend Mr. G. C. Champion

spent a few weeks in 1890 at Waxham, and he has furnished me
with a list of his captures in that district, and also in short

excursions to Ranwortli and Honing
;
species from all or any of

these places are included in the phrase “ Waxham (Champion).”

The Rev. Theodore Wood kindly sent me, in response to a printed

appeal for information to non-resident collectors, an extensive list

of his captures in this county; and Mr. J. B. Bridgman allowed

mo to inspect and take notes of a collection of Beetles formed by

his late father, and also furnished information as to the Stylopidse.

Although the records standing under his name are not numerous,

I must nevertheless express my obligations to the late Mr. T. P.

Dossetor, with whom I became acquainted about the time of his

settlement in Norwich in 1876. A coleopterist of the old school,

and a contemporary of the late E. W. Janson and Dr. Power.

G G 2
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I found his knowledge and experience, of which he was ever ready

to give me the full advantage, of the greatest possible use to me.

His collection came into my hands shortly after his death in 1887.

To my friend and colleague, Mr. H. J. Thouless, my thanks are

due for much general assistance in the preparation of this list,

and the records of several species which had not occurred to me,

although our hunting grounds have for many years been in the

main the same.

A few records are taken from an interleaved copy of Stephens’

‘ Systematic Catalogue,’ which formerly belonged to the Rev.

J. Landy Brown
;

a few from a list by Robert Wigham in

Chambers’ ‘ History of Norfolk’ (Norwich, 1829) ;
and others from

Henry Denny’s ‘ Monographia Pselaphidarum et Scydmsenidarum

Britanniae’ (Norwich, 1825).

ClCINDELlDiE.

Cicindela campestris, L. Common in sandy places in spring and

early summer.

„ maritima, Dej. On coast sands; Caister next Yarmouth;

Burnham Market (Bowler).

CARABIDiE.

NoTiopniLus aquaticus, L. The insects of this genus are found

running on the ground in the bright sunshine.

This species and the two following are common.

„ PALUSTRIS, Duft.

„ BIGUTTATUS, L.

„ quadripunctatus, Dej. Cromer
;
Yarmouth (Thouless).

,, substriatus, Wat. Fairly common.

„ rufipes, Curt. Sparham (Norgate)
;

Hunstanton

(Fowler).

Elaphrus riparius, L.
^

Common on the edges of ponds

„ cupreus, Duft. / and streams.

Blethisa multipunctata, L. “ In Paludibus, Bardolph Fen ”

(Burrell); Horning; Hethersett (Curtis); Lower

Close (Wigham); North Denes, Yarmouth (Paget).

Cyciirus rostratus, L. Not common; occurs by single specimens,

sometimes in houses.
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Carabus clatiiratus, L. “The first indigenous specimen was

taken by Mr. Haworth at Halvergate, in Norfolk,

in the year 1809
;

subsequently to that period

others were taken there ” (Stephens). “ April, in

drills, Halvergate marshes” (Curtis). “Burgh

marshes, very rare ” (Paget). This well-known

Scotch species was evidently distributed by

Robert Scales to the collectors of his day from

Halvergate, where he resided for a few years prior

to 1812; but beyond the foregoing notices there

is no other record of its ever having occurred in

England.

,,
cranulatus, L. Common under rotten bark, &c., in

marshy places.

„ monilis, F. Common.

,,
arvensis, llbst. A few specimens were given to me

several years ago by Mr. J. B. Bridgman, which I

understood were taken by himself in this county.

„ OATENULATU8, Scop.

„ nemoralis, Mull • Common.

„ VIOLACEUS, L.

Calosoma 8TCOPHANTA, L. A rare occasional visitant. “The one

found at Norwich in June was the furthest from

the sea of any that I have heard of. I saw this

specimen soon after it was taken
;

it was then

quite dead, but not stiff. Last year (1829)

a considerable number were found along the coast

of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex. One was brought

to Yarmouth found thirty miles from the shore

;

and Mr. Sparshall writes me word that some were

found in the wash of the sea near that town,

and several were taken on the shore feeding on

putrid fish ” (Curtis). “ One was taken by a boy

crawling in the cloisters of Norwich Cathedral
”

(Stephens). “Lower Close and on the coast”

(Wigham). There are two specimens in the collec-

tion of the late W. K. Bridgman, and two in the

Sparshall collection in the Norwich Museum, but

without any note of time of capture in either case.
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Common.

Calosoma inquisitor, L. “ The late Mr. J. Hooker took one in

St. Faith’s Wood” (Curtis). The species should

be sought for on Oaks in woods.

Nebria livida, F. In crevices of clay cliffs. Cromer, September,

1827 (Giles fide Stephens), 1890 (Thouless); also

taken at Cromer by the Rev. Theodore Wood.

Mr. Thouless’ specimen has one of its forelegs

duplicated from the base of the femur, the

duplicate parts being somewhat shortened and

twisted, but otherwise normal.

„ brevicollis, F. Abundant.

Leistus spinibarbis, F.

,,
FULVIBARBIS, Dej.

„ FERRUGINEUS, L.

,, RUFESCENS, Fab.

CLEVINA FOSSOR, L.

„ COLLARIS, Ilbst.

Dyschirius thoracicus, Ross. Sandy places. “ Coast of Norfolk ”

(Stephens); Ringmere, Wretham Heath, June,

1890 (Thouless).

„ nitidus, Dej. “ Norfolk coast ” (Fowler).

,,
politus, Dej. “Norfolk coast” (Dawson).

,, globosus, Hbst. Common at roots of Grass in marshy

places.

PoLYSTiciius vittatus, BruUA “ Two specimens procured from

Cley beneath marine rejectamenta by Dr. Leach”

(Stephens).

Odacantha melanura, Payk. Marshy places on the ground

amongst Reeds. Common in the Broad district

and by the river at Brundall.

HItophorus im perialis, Germ. Rare; habitat of the last. Horning,

&c. (Fowler); Palling, April, 1889 (Cruttwell).

Demetrias monostigma, Leach. “ Hedges in sandy maritime

situations. Repeatedly captured near South

Creake by the Rev. T. Skrimshire. Occurs in

plenty on the Norfolk coast” (Stephens).

atricapillus, L. Very common.

longiceps, Dej. Rare; a fen species. Horning, May,

1889 (Thouless).

Dromius
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Abundant.
Dromius linearis, 01.

„ MERIDIONALIS, Dej.

„ ag I Lis, F. Somewhat uncommon.

QUADRIMACULATUS, L.
\ Ĉommon.

}°Common.

„ QUADRINOTATUS, PanZ.

,, guADiusiGNATUS, Dej. Rare; a few examples under bark

of Ash, December, 1875.

„ nigriventris, Thoms. Rare; one specimen ex. coll.

Dossetor.

„ melanocephalus, Dej. Common.

Bleohrus maurus, Sturm. Denton (Cruttwell).

Metabletus obscuro-guttatus, Dufts. hi orfolk (Fowler).

„ truncatellus, L.

„ FOVEOLA, Gyll.

Lebia chlorocephala, E. II. Not common.

Cymindis axillaris, F. “I took a single specimen under a stone

in a gravel pit on Witchingham Heath, Norfolk,

in 1810” (Curtis).

Masorf.us wetteriiali, Gyll. Sand hills, Hunstanton
;
very rare

(Fowler).

Loricera pilicornis, F. Very common.

Panao.eus crux-major, L. Horning Fen (Wigham)
;
“once found

at Caistor Marrams ” (Paget).

Ciil.enius vestitus, Payk. Under stones and refuse in marshy

places
;
not common.

„ holosericeus, Fab. “ Very rare
;
taken by the Rev.

T. Skrimshire in Norfolk in the spring ” (Curtis).

Oodes iielopioides, Fab. Not common. Colney
;

it also used to

occur in the Heigham “ Canser,” which occupied

the site of the Eastern ami Midlands Railway

Station
;
Horning

;
Brundall (Thouless).

Ltcinus depressus, Payk. “ Taken by my brother 5th November,

1810, upon Mousehold Heath, near Norwich,

under a stone. Mr. Sparshall found another

specimen on the 15th May the following year

upon a bank in the same neighbourhood
;

and

several were found afterwards by the late Mr.

Griffin in a gravel pit not far from the same city
”

(Curtis). It is remarkable that there is no
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evidence of this species having survived in its

old locality to the present day, since so many of

the Mouseliold Heath rarities mentioned by the

older authors have fallen to my lot. The species

is local, but not uncommon on the Chalk in the

southern and south-eastern counties.

Badister bipustulatus, Fab. This species cannot be called

common with us.

„ sodalis, Duft. Bare
;
one specimen in flood refuse at

Harford Bridges, February, 1891 (Beaumont).

Broscus cephalotes, Linn. Common on coast sands and on

Mouseliold Heath
;

specimens from the latter

locality are unusually large.

Sphodrus leucophthalmus, Linn. In cellars, &c.
;
not common.

My specimens came from a house in the Lower

Close.

Pristonychus terricola, Hbst. Common.

Calathus cisteloides, Panz. Very abundant.

Taphria nivalis, Panz. Bare
;
one example running on the road

Anchomenus livens, Gyll. “Taken in Norfolk” (Stephens).

prasinus, Tliunb. Very common.

albipes, Fab. Abundant.

oblongus, Fab. “ In the marshes near Norwich

by the late Mr. Griffin ” (Stephens).

marginatus, L. One example at roots of grass by

the roadside on Bracondale in 1880 ; Denes,

Yarmouth, common (Paget); Salthouse, August,

1888 (Thouless).

sexpunctatus, L. “In the same season (July,

1812) it was taken, I believe plentifully, in

Norfolk” (Stephens); “St. Faith’s from 6th to

21st May” (J. Brown).

parumpunctatus, Fab. Common.

j
Sandy places

;
local.

mollis, Marsh. Common on coast sands.

melanocephalus, L. Very common.

piceus, Marsh. Not uncommon.

at Lakenham, July, 1890.
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}
Common.

Anchomenuh viduus, Panz. 1
t. / Not uncommon.

„ „ var. MiEsrus, Duft. )

„ gracilis, Gyll. Rather local.

„ fuliginosus, Panz. Common.

„ thoreyi, Dej. Several specimens in a marsh at

Weybourne, September, 1888.

„ puellus, Dej. Very common near the Broads.

Olistuopus rotundatus, Payk.

Stomis pumicatus, Panz.

Platyderus ruficollis, Marsh. Scarce ; my specimens were

taken in a cellar with Pristonychus, &c.

Pterostiohus cupreus, Linn. Common.

„ dimidiatus, 01. Rare ;
several specimens from

Mousehold Heath in 1883.

„ LEPiDus, Fab. Norfolk (Dawson).

,, picimanus, Duft. Hunstanton (Fowler); Denton

(Cruttwell)
;
Sparham (Norgate).

„ vernalis, Panz. Marshy places
;
common.

. „ atkrrimus, Payk. There has been no record of

the capturo of this species for many years.

“ It was discovered in Norfolk by my lamented

friend, the late Joseph Hooker, Esq., of Norwich.

Mr. Sparshall afterwards found a specimen at

Horning in the same county, which had just

settled upon a plant in the marshes, the wings

being at the time unfolded
;
and in January,

1822, he was so obliging as to take me to the

same neighbourhood, where I had the pleasure of

finding two specimens secreted in crevices of the

bark of Pollard Willows by the side of the river.

They did not appear to be much affected by the

cold at the time, although the tranquil waters

which covered the surrounding country were frozen

over, for one of them made its escape, and falling

into the river which had overflowed its banks, it

sank and must have attached itself to the grass at

the bottom, for after the most diligent search we

could not find it. At the end of November in

the same year we went again, when we found
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a considerable number apparently in their natural

habitation, the decayed stumps of trees that had

been cut down by the side of ditches which

frequently overflowed them. We dug many out

of the trees, so completely enveloped that it was

difficult to imagine how they could have got there,

unless they had resided in the wood in their larvie

state. It is evidently a very local species attached

to damp situations, and able in warm weather to

fly with celerity ” (Curtis).

,}
Common.

Norfolk (Stephens).

Common at roots of grass, &c.

in damp places.

Pterostichus NIGER, Schal.

„ MELANARIUS, 111.

„ ANTHRACINUS, 111.

„ NIGRITA, Fab. >

„ MINOR, Gyll.

„ STRENUUS, Panz.

„ DILIGENS, Sturm. .

„ madidus, Fab. Very abundant.

„ striola, Fab. Father local. •

Amara fulva, De G. Mousehold Heath
;
not common.

,,
aprioaria, Payk. Common, especially in sandy places.

„ consularis, Duft. Scarce; Brandon, Hunstanton (Fowler);

Mousehold Heath.

,, spinipes, Linn. Common
;
generally taken by sweeping.

„ convexiuscula, Marsh. Hunstanton (Fowler)
;

Cley,

August, 1889.

„ infima, Duft. Norfolk (Stephens).

,,
bifrons, Gyll. Postwick Grove, July, 1875

;
Cromer,

August, 1890 (Thouless).

„ lucida, Duft.
^

„ tibialis, Payk. - Common.

„ FAMILIARIS, Duft. J

,,
acuminata, Payk. Mousehold Heath, July, 1885 (Thouless).

„ trivialis, Gyll. Common.

,,
lunicollis, Schiod. Mousehold Heath, June, 1S83

;

Horning, May, 1889 (Thouless).

„ communis, Panz. \

„ ovata, Fab.
]

„ similata, Gyll. j

Not common.
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Zabrus oibbus, Fab. “Captus in viis, Jul.” (Burrell). Near

Norwich (Wigham). This species is said

to occur in cornfields on stems of plants

at dusk.

Dichirotricuus pubescens, Payk. Common on coast sands.

Anisodactylus binotatus, Fab. Very local; banks of the Yare

at Postwick.

Harpalus rotundicollis, Fairm. Yarmouth, August, 1883 ;

previously recorded from thence by Paget as

II. ohxrurus.

„ punctatulus, Duft. Common in the Norwich District,

Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ azuueus, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ rupicola, Sturm. Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ ruNCTicoLLis, Payk. \

„ rufibarbis, Fab.
|

Common.

„ ruficornis, Fab. J

„ honestus, Duft. Mousehold Heath
;
common.

„ attenuatus, Steph. Coast sands, Yarmouth. Hun-

stanton (Fowler).

„ CENSUS, Fab. Very common.

„ discoidf.us, Fab. Brandon (J. J. Walker).

„ rubripes, Duft. Mousehold Heath
;
not uncommon.

„ latus, Linn. Not generally common.

,,
melancholicus, Dej. Yarmouth, August, 1883.

„ tardus, Panz. Common.

„ servus, Duft. Yarmouth, Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ anxius, Duft. Coast sands
;
Yarmouth; common.

„ picipennis, Duft. Thetford, August, 1888, one female;

Norfolk coast (Dawson).

Stenolophus skrimshiranus, Steph. “ Fakenham, Rev. T.

Skrimshire ” (Stephens).

,,
vespertinus, Panz. Marshes near Norwich, late

Mr. Griffin (Stephens).

Acupalpus meridianus, Linn. Common.

Bradycellus placidus, Gyll. Horning, April, 1889 (Thouless).

,,
cognatus, Gyll. Norwich, August, 1875.

„ verbasci, Duft. t

„ . V Common.
HARPALINUS, Dej. I
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Bradycellus oollaris, Payk. The occurrence of this mountain

species in this county is remarkable; but specimens

from Mousehold Heath, where it occurred rarely

in 1883, are identical with northern examples.

„ similis, Dej. Very common at the roots of Heath, &c.

Patrobus exgavatus, Payk. Not very common.

Pogonus luridipennis, Germ. First discovered in Britain by the

Bev. J. Burrell at Salthouse in 1806, and the

followingparagraph from his penwhich accompanies

Curtis’ plate 47 (Pogonus burrelli, as it was then

called) seems worthy of reproduction here :
“ The

genus Raptor, confined as it is to three British

species
(
burrelli

,
Haw ; clialceus, Marsh.

;
and

(vruginosus,
Steph., MSS.) is perfectly maritime

;

the species being all found in the same situation,

and may be deemed subaquatic
;
for in winter and

a considerable part of the summer the habitat of

these pretty animals is entirely covered with water,

which stagnates many inches deep in the low

places of the marshes after the tide has flowed and

ebbed. When these spots, which are first formed

by a casual removal of the oozy soil for agricultural

purposes, are dried, through evaporation caused

by the summer sun, the soil cracks in various

directions
;
and out of these cracks when any one

walks across the place the Raptores dart up

with swiftness and in great numbers. They are

principally found in the months June, July,

August, and September
;
and if the weather be

warm and dry, they may be captured, though

in less quantity, in May and October. They

associate with many species of Bembidium, and

not unfrequently the Cillenum laterale is seen in

their company. The most manifest habitat of our

species is at Salthouse in Norfolk, upon the salt

marshes separated from the German Ocean by

a high mound of pebbles and other small stones

rounded by attrition, and through which mound
the tide penetrates at its highest flow.” Salthouse,
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July, 1840 (Brown). I have repeatedly searched

for this insect without success, possibly because

I was not on the ground sufficiently early in

the day
;

it has, however, of late years become

very rare in the Island of Sheppey, where it used

to be very common.

Poqonus chalckus, Marsh. Wells; Cley
;
Salthouse.

Tueciius discus, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens).

,,
micros, Ilbst. Denton (Cruttwell).

,, minutus, Fab. Common.

„ secalis, l’ayk. Norfolk coast (Stephens).

Cillenus lateralis, Sam. “Taken in abundance at Cley by

Mr. Brightwell” (Curtis); Heacham (Fowler);

Cromer (Thouless).

Bembidium rufescens, Guer. 1 .. ,

_ 1 Not uncommon.
„ QUINQUESTRIATUM, Gyll. )

„ obtusum, Sturm. Common.

„ biguttatum, Fab. Not common.

„ var. riparium, 01. Stoke Holy Cross
;
Bixley.

„ jEneum, Germ. Trowse, in Hood refuse, February, 1877.

„ guttula, Fab. Common.

„ mannerheimi, Sahl. Brundall.

„ assimile, Gyll. Brundtlll, April, 1S86.

„ clarki, Daws. St. Faith’s Common, August, 1886.

,, fumigatum, Duft. Eanworth, May, 1S86.

„ quadrimaculatum, Linn, 'i

~ , Common.
„ QUADRIGUTTATUM, bal). J

„ articulatum, Panz. Not very common.

„ normannum, Dej. Hunstanston
;
Morston.

,, minimum, Fab. Coast marshes; Cley, &c.
;
common.

„ lampros, Herbst. Very common.

„ testaceum, Duft. Mousehold Heath, July, 1883.

„ saxatile, Gyll. Not common.

„ femoratum, Sturm. Aylsham (Wood).

„ bruxellense, Wesm. Brumstcad Common.

„ littorale, 01. Very common.

„ lunatum, Duft. Norfolk (Fowler).

„ stomoides, Dej. Rare
;
Mousehold Heath, October

1884, June 1889.
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Bembidium pallidipenne, 111. Norfolk (Fowler).

,, flammulatum, Clair. Coast marshes ;
common.

„ varium, 01. “ Breydon Bank
;
common ” (Paget).

,, ephippium, Marsh. Cley, August, 1888.

Tachyfus pallipes, Duft. Cromer (Thouless
;
Wood).

,, flavipes, Linn. Not very common.

PeLOBIIDjE.

Pelobius tardus, Herbst. Local; Swardeston Common; Bingmere,

Wretham Heath, abundant, May, 1890; Mouse-

hold Heath, pit on the liitlo Range (Thouless).

HaLIPLIDjE.

Cnemidotus impressus, Fab. Not uncommon.

Haliplus obliquus, Fab. Eanworth, with the next
;
Colney

;

Waxham (Champion).

„ confinis, Steph. Eanworth, August, 1874 (2)

;

Horning (Fowler).

„ variegatus, Sturm. Eanworth, August, 1874 (1);

Norfolk Fens (Fowler).

„ fulvus, Fab. Horning, May, 1889 ;
Waxham (Champion).

„ flavicollis, Sturm. Colney
;
Heigham.

„ FLUVIATILIS, Aube.
'I

. . .

- Abundant.
,,

RUFICOLLIS, He G. J

,, striatus, Sharp. I have a few specimens which agree

with the description of this species
;
but I am

inclined to think that they are, nevertheless, only

extreme varieties of one or other of the two

preceding species.

„ lineatocollis, Marsh. Very common.

Brychius elevatus, Panz. Punning water
;
Whitwell Common

;

Flordon Common
;
Cossey (Thouless).

DYTiscnm

Noterus clavicornis, He G.

„ capricornis, Herbst.

Laccophilus interruptus, Panz.

,,
obscurus, Panz.

A

- Common.
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Bidessus unistriatus, Schr. Hickling Broad. I took my first

two examples in shallow water at the edge of

the Broad in May, 1890; hut Mr. Champion

subsequently found it commonly in ditches in

the vicinity.

„ c;em in us, Fab. Brandon, May, 1889.

impressopunctatus, Schall. Brandon, May, 1889;

Waxham (Champion).

parallelogram mus, Ahr. ( 'ley, August, 1889, common;

Mousehold Heath, May, 1890, one dull female ;

Waxham (Champion).

confluens, Fab. Locally common; Mousehold Heath;

Weybourne.

decoratus, Gyll. Horning
;

Brandon
;

Waxham
(Champion).

Deronectes 12-pustulatus, 01. Colney, May, 1883; Stalham

(Wood)
;
Waxham (Champion).

depressus, Fab. Common in running water.

assimilis, Payk. Colney, May, 1883 ;
Aylsham

(Wood)
;
Waxham (Champion).

Hydroporus HALENSI8, Fab. Horning (Rev. Hamlet Clark).

I learn from Dr. Sharp that this species was taken

in quantity by Mr. Crotch and himself many years

ago in the small pit which formerly existed just

outside the Brundall Railway Station. Stalham

(Wood).

lepidus, 01. Widely distributed, but local.

Uneatus, Fab. Very common
granularis, Linn. Horning, May, 1S89

;
Waxham

(Champion).

fictus, Fab. Very common.

memnonius, Nic. Local, but widely distributed.

nigrita, Fab. Brooke, April, 1890; Waxham
(Champion).

ohscurus, Sturm. St. Faith’s, April, 1887, May,

1888; Waxham (Champion!.
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Hydroporus pubescens, Gyll. Very common.

,, lituratus, Fab. Not uncommon in stagnant

waters.

,, planus, Fab. Very common.

,, gyllenhali, Schiod. Common.

„ neglectus, Schaum. Stratton Strawless, September,

1875.

„ scalesianus, Steph. Stephens writing in 1828 says :

“ Captured by the late E Scales, Esq. in Norfolk.”

At the present day this species is only found at

Askham Bog, near York.

„ angustatus, Sturm. Not uncommon.

,, umbrosus, Gyll. Horning; Woodbastwick
;

not

uncommon
;
Waxham (Champion).

,,
vittula, Er. Thorpe, April, 1876

;
Felthorpe, April,

1882
;
Horning (Fowler).

„ incognitus, Sharp. Ditch by Arminghall Wood,

April, 1889.

„ palustris, Linn. Very common.

,,
erythrocephalus, Linn. Common.

,,
rufifrons, Duft. Brandon, May, 1889

;
Norfolk

Fens (Fowler).

,,
dorsalis, Fab. Widely distributed, but not common.

,,
ferrugineus, Steph. Horning, June, 1888, one

example.

,,
oblongus, Steph. Brandon, May, 1889, one example;

Horning (Fowler).

Agabus paludosus, Fab. Eaton Common, February, 1891, one

example; Aylsham (Wood).

,,
uliginosus, Linn. Horning, March 5th, 1840 (Brown)

;

“ Stagnant water in marshes between Yarmouth

and Caister, common ” (Paget). This insect is

the Dytiscus hybneri of Burrell’s list.

,,
affinis, Payk. Brandon, May, 1889. The only other

British locality for this species is near Dumfries.

„ unguicularis, Thoms. Horning, March 3rd, 1838,

March 10th, 1840 (Brown); Waxham (Champion).

,,
dtdymus, 01., Burrell’s list. Mousehold Heath, May,

1890 (Thouloss); Aylsham (Wood).
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Agabus congener, Thumb. Norfolk (Stephens). Some recent

confirmation of this record is desirable, as this is

essentially a northern species.

„ nebulosus, Forst. Common.

,, conspersus, Marsh. Cley(Thouless); Waxham (Champion).

,, striolatus, Gyll. Taken by the Rev. J. Landy Brown
at Horning in March, 1839 and 1840, and not

otherwise known as British.

„ femoral is, Payk. Common in ponds in the West

Norfolk Heath District; St. Faith’s (Fowler).

,, abbrev iatu8, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens)
;
also in Burrell’s

list as in W. J. Hooker’s collection.

„ STURM i, Schon.
1

,, cualconotus, l’anz. Abundant.

„ bipustulatus, Linn, j

PlataMB08 maculatus, Linn. Local
;

a small, almost spotless

variety at Aylsham (Wood).

Ilybius ater, Do G. 'i _
,,, ,

Common.
„ obscurus, Marsli. J

,, sub.kneus, Er. Previous to my capture of a single female

specimen at Brandon in May, 1889, this species

was considered very doubtful as British, its claim

to bo admitted into our lists resting on a single

specimen taken in the London district some

twenty years before. I recognised it again

amongst some Water Beetles taken during an

excursion to Wretham Heath with Mr. Thouless

in May, 1890, and we subsequently obtained

from thence as many specimens as we desired.

Mr. Thouless subsequently obtained a single

examplo at St. Faith’s.

„ guttiger, Gyll. Ranworth and Horning, July, 1890;

St. Faith’s (Thouless).

„ .enescens, Thoms. St. Faith’s.

„ fuliginosus, Fab. Very common.

„ fenestratus, Fab. Locally abundant.

Copelatus agilis, Fab. Widely distributed, but not common.

Mousohold Heath
;
Wretham Heath

;
St. Faith’s

;

Stalham; Aylsham (Wood); Waxham (Champion).

II HVOL. V.
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Ehantus pulverosus, Stepli. Mousehold Heath; St. Faith’s

;

Wretham Heath
;

Stalharn (Wood)
;
Waxham

(Champion).

„ graph, Gyll. Stratton Strawless
;

Wretham Heath

;

Horning (Fowler)
;
Waxham (Champion).

„ notatus, Berg. Wretham Heath
;
Yarmouth (Thouless)

;

Norfolk Fens (Fowler).

,, bistriatus, Berg. St. Faith’s, May 1889; Waxham
(Champion); Norfolk Fens (Fowler).

„ exoletus, Forst. AVidely distributed, and not uncommon.

,,
adspersus, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens).

Colymbete fuscus, Linn. Locally common.

Dytiscus punctulatus, Fab. The commonest species of the

genus with us. Drayton
;
Eaton

;
Arminghall

;

St. Faith’s
;
Eanworth

;
Horning.

,,
dim 1 diatus, Berg. “ Once found on the beach” (Paget).

„ marginalis, Linn. By no means common.

„ oircumflexus, Fab. Burgh Castle, one example, 1887

(Thouless); “Not uncommon in ditches” (Paget).

Hydaticus tuansversalis, Berg. Norfolk (Fowler).

Acinus sulcatus, Linn. Common.

GYRINIDyE.

Gyri'nus minutus, Fab. Hickling Broad
;

Horning. Recorded

by Burrell under the name of kirbii (Marsh).

„ natator, Scop. Common.

,, suffriani, Scrib. Horning; Eanworth; Hickling Broad;

Eoydon Fen.

,,
bicolor, Payk. Hickling Broad

;
Horning (Fowler).

„ elongatus, Aub. Common near the coast
;

at Hickling

Broad, &c.

„ colymbus, Er. Eanworth, one male, July, 1890 ;

Hickling Broad, common.

,,
marinub, Gyll. Abundant everywhere

;
probably the

commonest species with us.

,,
opacus, Said. Common and widely distributed

;
exces-

sively abundant on the Back River near Norwich.

This insect is sometimes regarded as a variety

of the preceding, from which it is, however,
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abundantly distinct, as well in facies and elytral

sculpture as in the form of the cedeaym. The

distinctive characters of the British species of

Gyrinus are laid down by the writer in a paper

in the ‘Entomologist,’ vol. xxiii. No. 323, p. 105

(April, 1890).

Oreotochilus villosus, Mull. Not uncommon
;
Back Iliver, &c.

j

usually nocturnal and found lurking by day in

cracks of river banks, &c., but I once found it

very lively in the day-time in a small stream on

Swardeston Common.

Hydrophilid.e.

Hydrophilus piceus, Linn. Homing (Wigham); I have heard of

its occurrence at Brundall; Waxhara (Champion);

“North Denes in ditches, rare” (l’agct).

Hydrous caraboides, Linn. Burrell’s list
;
“ Karo ” (Paget).

Hydhorius fuscipes, Linn. Very common.

picicrus, Thoms. Not quite so widely distributed as

the last. When 1 collected in the marsh ditches at

Thorpe, Whitlingham, and Postwick, some fifteen

years back, this species was the only one met with.

Cymbiodyta marginellus, Fab. Horning; common.

Philbydrus testaceus, Fab. Norwich
;
Horning

;
not uncommon.

maritimus, Th. Cley
;
Hunstanton (Fowler).

nigricans, Zett. Common and widely distributed.

melanocephalus, 01. Brandon, May, 1889, one

example.

minutus, Fab. Brandon, May, 1S88; St. Faith’s,

May, 1890; scarce.

coarctatus, Gred. Common.

Enoch rus bicolor, Payk. Very local. I took my first specimen

at Thorpe in May, 1876, and did not see the

species again alive until May, 1890, when I took

several specimens from a pond on Wretham Heath.

Waxham (Champion).

Helochares li

„ p

Both species are equally

common and widely distri-

buted with us.

u H 2
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Anac;ena globulus, Payk. 1

„ . - very abundant.
„ limbata, Fab. J

J

„ bipustulata, Steph. Very local
;

it has only occurred

to me in wet Moss at Arminghall.

Laccobius alutaceus, Th. Widely distributed but much less

common than the following species.

„ nigriceps, Th. Common and widely distributed.

„ minutus, Linn. Scarce.

„ bipunctatus, Fab. Common.
Berosus spinosus, Stev. Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ signaticollis, Charp. St. Faith’s, May, 1890; “Marshes

between Yarmouth and Caister, very common ”

(Paget).

„ luridus, Linn. Widely distributed and common.

•\ Common and widely dis-

tributed. I have taken all
Limnebius tuuncatellus, Thumb.

papposus, Muls.

nitidus, Marsh.
three out of wet Moss in some

clay pits at Arminghall.

Hunstanton (Fowler)
;
Waxham„ picinus, Marsh.

(Champion).

Ch.etarthria seminulum, Payk. Arminghall; common in wet

Moss
;
Waxham (Champion).

Helopuorus rugosus, 01. Xot common.

„ nubilus, Fab. Very common
;
often found far from

water.

„ intermedius, Muls. Hot uncommon in coast marshes

at Cley, &c., in the spring.

,,
aquaticus, Linn. Very common.

„ mulsanti, Rye. Rare
;
one specimen in a pond on

Wretham Heath, 2Gth May, 1890.

,, griseus, Herbst. Common.

„ affinis, Marsh. Mousehold Heath
;
not uncommon.

,, brevicollis, Thoms. I have a single specimen taken

at Felthorpe in April, 1882, which possesses the

characters given by Fowler for this insect; but it

is, as he says, a somewhat doubtful species.

,,
jEneipennis, Thoms. Common.

,,
dorsalis, Marsh. I took two specimens of this

species in a small duck pit, supplied only by
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surface water from the road, in a garden on the

Earlham Road. It had previously been recorded

for this county by Stephens, but it is certainly

a rare insect in Britain at the present day.

Helophorus nanus, Sturm. Horning; very local (Fowler).

Hydrochub brevis, Hbst. Horning; not uncommon. Wood-

bastwick, Hoveton (Power)
;
Stalham (Wood).

„ carinatus, Germ. Brandon, May, 1888. Discovered

by the late Mr. Dossetor in 1859 in Holme

Fen, Huntingdonshire; but since found in the

Cambridgeshire Fens.

,, klongatus, Schall. With the last at Brandon
;
more

commonly at Horning; Stalham (Wood).

„ angustatus, Germ. Common and widely distributed.

Octhebius marinub, Payk. Not uncommon at Cloy, &c.

,, pygm.eus, Fab. With the last, very common.

,, bicolor, Germ. Cloy, not uncommon. Waxhain

(Champion).

„ rufim argin atus, Steph. Rare
;
Morston, two examples,

1887.

,, .eratus, Steph. Local; Thorpe, May, 187G; Waxhara

j(Champion)
;
Hunstanton (Fowler).

Hydr.ena ripabia, Kug. Very local; Arminghall. Aylsham

(Wood)
;
Waxham (Champion).

Cyclonotum orbiculare, Fab. Locally abundant.

Sph.eridium scarabjeoid es, Linn, n

„ BIPUSTULATUM, Fab.

„ marginatum, Fab. - Common.

Cercyon iijemorrhoidalis, Fab.

„ h.£morriious, Gyll. ;

„ aquaticus, Muls. Waxham (Champion).

„ flavipes, Fab. 1 ^
, r , ,

Common.
„ lateralis, Marsh. J

,,
littoralis, Gyll. Common near the coast.

„ unipunctatus, Linn. \

„ quisquilius, Linn. - Common.

„ melanocephalus, Linn. J

„ tf.rminatus, Marsh. Rare
;
one specimen taken in the

Norwich district.
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CERCYON PYGMiEUS, 111. ^
,, . y Common.

„ nigriceps, Marsh. J

,, minutus, Fah. Not common.

,, lugubris, Payk. Pare
;

one example taken by myself

in the Norwich district.

„ GRANARIUS, Er. 1 _ _ ,

, I Not uncommon.
„ analis, Payk. J

Megasternum boletophagum, Marsh.
\ ^

„ „ . 1 Common.
Cryptopleurum atomarium, hab. J

STAPHYLINIDiE.

Aleochara ruficornis, Gray. “ Captured in Norfolk by Professor

Lindley ” (Stephens). Occurs rarely near Ants’

nests.

,,
fuscipes, Fab. Common.

„ brevipennis, Gr. Pare.

„ lanuginosa, Gr. Common.

,,
villosa, Mann. Arminghall, one example in Moss,

May, 1889.

MiESTA, Gr. Common.

grisea, Kr. Not uncommon.

,,
nitida, Gr. Common.

„ ,, var. bilineata, Gyll. Much less common than

the type.

,,
morion, Gr. Not uncommon.

Microglossa suturalis, Sahl. Common.

,,
nidicola, Fairm. By sweeping near the haunts of

Sand Martins
;
not uncommon.

Oxypoda lividipennis, Mann.

opaca, Gr.

33

n

3 ?

33

Common.
LONGIUSCULA, Gr.

alternans, Gr.

formiceticola, Mark. Local.

UjEMORrhoa, Sahl. Not uncommon.

Thiasophila angulata, Er. In Ants’ nests
;

scarce.

Iscitnoglossa rufopicea, Kr. Under bark
;
not common.

Ocyusa maura, Er. Not uncommon in marshy places.

,,
picina, Aube. Local

;
Horning.

Ocalea castanea, Er. Not uncommon in Moss.
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Iltobates nigricollis, Payk. Pare; Brumlall, July, 1883;

Horning (Fowler).

Calodbra nig rita, Mann. Rather common in marshes, Horning,

Brundall, &c.

„ aotjiiops, Gr. Not uncommon.

Chilopora longitarsis, Steph. Common.

Atemkles emarginatus, Payk. “ Near Norwich ” (Wigham).

Myrmedonia hawortiii, Steph. “Taken only in Norfolk (in

boleti) ” (Stephens). Occurs very rarely in the

vicinity of the nests of Fonnira fulirjinnna.

., collaris, Payk. Pare; Horning; Postwick, one

example (Dossetor); Panworth (Fowler).

„ humkralis, Gr. Rare; one specimen ex. coll.

Dossetor.

., liu bata, Payk. Not common
;
one specimen taken in

the Workhouse Lane, anil two ex. coll. Dossetor.

,,
laticollis, Mark. Pare

;
one specimen ex. coll.

I tossetor.

Drusilla can ai.icu lata, Fab. Very common.

Callicerus obscubus, Gr. Local.

Homai,ota insecta, Til. Liver banks
;
not common.

„ greg aria, Fr. Common.

,, ldteipes, Er. Pare
;
Horning (Sharp).

,, plum n ea, Wat. Not uncommon near the coast.

FALLAX, Kr. Under vegetable refuse in marshes in

the spring.

,,
lividipbnnis, Mann. Not uncommon.

„ londinensis, Sharp. Marshy places not uncommon.

„ hygrotopora, Ivr. Not common.

., elongatula, Gr. Very common.

,, vestita, Gr. Common under seaweed, <&c., on the

coast.

vicina, Steph. Common.

„ pagana, Er. Local.

.. g ra minicola, Gr. Damp places
;
very common.

,, halobrectha, Sharp. Common under seaweed.

.. incan a, Er. In the axils of leaves of water-plants, also

amongst Moss and rubbish at the edges of pools
;

Horning, &c. ;
not common.
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Homalota nigella, Er. Marshy places in company with the

preceding, but much more frequent.

,,
yEQUATA, Er. Under bark of Oak stumps

;
not common.

>, angustula, Gyll. Not common.

,, linearis, Gr. Common.

„ debilis, Er. Marshy places
;

local.

,,
CyESULA, Er. At roots of Grass in sandy places

;

Thetford
;

rare.

„ circellaris, Gr. Very common.

„ immersa, Heer. Under Fir bark
;
not common.

,,
cuspidata, Er. Under bark; not uncommon.

,,
aubei, Bris. Very rare; Horning (Sharp).

„ analis, Gr. Very common.

„ exilis, Er. In Moss and under leaves in early spring
;

local.

,, depressa, Gyll. In similar places to the last
;
rather

common.

,,
aquatica, Th. In wet Moss

;
local.

„ yENEicoLLis, Sharp. Common in decaying vegetable

matter.

,,
xanthoptera, Steph. Common in Fungi in the autumn.

„ succicola, Th. Hot uncommon.

,. trinotata, Kr. In vegetable refuse, dung heaps, &c.,

very common.

,,
fungicola, Th. Very abundant in Fungi.

„ ignobilis, Sharp. In Fungi; not common.

,,
coriaria, Kr. Scarce.

„ gagatina, Baud. Bather common.

,,
palustris, Kies. Hot uncommon.

,,
atomaria, Kr.

|
Both rare

;
taken by the late

,,
perexigua, Sharp. J Mr. Dossetor in vegetable refuse.

„ sericea, Muls. Common.

„ inquinula, Gr. In dung
;

local.

„ nigra, Kr. Very common.

,,
iiodiern a, Sharp. Horning, very rare (Sharp).

„ intermedia, Th. Bare.

„ longicornis, Gr. Very common.

„ fimorum, Bris. Very rare
;

probably taken in this

county by Crotch (Fowler).
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1 loMALOTA VILLOSULA, Kl\ Not UnCOlTlIUOIl.

„ atramentaria, Gyll. Very common.

,, parva, Sahl. Common.

,, melanaria, Sahl. Very common.

atekrima, Gr. Common.

„ pvgm.ea, Gr. Not uncommon in wet Moss.

„ muscorum, Bris. i _
, , Common.

,, Fusea, Sahl. J

„ montiVagans, Woll. Horning (Fowler).

„ FUNGI, Gr. 4

0 ,
- \ ery common.

,, „ var. dubia, Sharp. J
J

Schistoglossa viduata, Er. Very rare
;
taken at Merton by Crotch.

Gnypeta lauilis, Er. Common in spring on muddy banks of ditches.

Tachyusa flavitarsls, Sahl. Not uncommon on muddy banks

of streams.

,, UMURATiCA, Er. Waxham (Champion).

„ atra, Gr. Marshes
;
not common.

Myrmecopora sulcata, Kies. Hunstanton, Ileacham (Fowler).

Falaoria tiioracica, Curt. “On the sea shore near Hunstanton

in August, 1807; Kirby” (Stephens). Hunstanton

(Fowler).

„ sulcata, Payk. Very common.

,, sulcatula, Gr. Rather less common than the preceding.

„ obscura, Gr. Common.

Encephalus complicans, Steph. Hunstanton (Fowler).

Gyropii.ena gentilis, Er. Common.

,,
affinis, Mann. Rather common.

„ nana, Payk. a „ „
-r-, \

Hunstanton (Fowler).
„ congrua, Er. J ' '

„ L.EVIPENNIS, Kr. Local and not common.

„ JiANCA, Er. 1
Rare; ex. coll. Dossetor.

Agaricochara l.evicollis, Kr. J

Epipepa plana, Gyll. Under bark
;
not common.

Silusa rubiginosa, Er. Wroxhatn (Fowler); Norwich, 1889, in

a CossMs-infected Elm (J. J. Walker).

Lbptusa fumida, Er. Common under bark.

Bolitochara obliqua, Er. In Fungi; not common.

Phytosus balticus, Kr. 1 . .

;
Waxham (Champion).

„ 8PINIFER, Curt ;
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Not uncommon in wet Moss.

Scarce.

Rare
;
Horning.

Autalia impressa, 01. Common.

,, rivularis, Gr. Less common than the preceding.

Diglossa mersa, Hal. Hunstanton (Fowler).

Hvgronoma dimidiata, Gr. Not uncommon in marshy places,

Brundall, Horning, &c.

Oligota tnflata, Mann. Not uncommon.

„ atomaria, Er. Horning
;
not common.

,, punctulata, Heer. Common.

Mylljena dubia, Gr.

„ INTERMEDIUS, Er.

,,
GRACILIS, Mat.

,, BREVICORNIS, Mat.

Gymnusa brevicollis, Payk.

Deinopsis erosa, Steph. In flood refuse
;

scarce.

IIypooyptus longicornis, Payk. Common.

„ seminulum, Er. Scarce.

,, discoid eus, Er. Horning (Fowler).

Conurus littoreus, Linn, 1

~ - Common.
,, PUBESCENS, Gr. J

,, immaculatus, Steph. Not common.

„ lividus, Er. i ....

T \ Very common.
Iachyporus obtusus, Linn. J

,,
formosus, Mat. Aylsham (Wood).

,,
solutus, Er. Not common.

,,
chrysomelinus, Linn. Very common.

,,
pallidus, Sharp. Horning (Fowler).

,,
humerosus, Er.

)

,,
hypnorum, Fab. - Common.

„ pusillus, Gr. J

,,
tersus, Er. Not uncommon.

,,
transversalis, Gr. Scarce.

„ brunneus, Linn. Common.

Habrocerus capillaricornis, Gr. Not common.

Cilea silphoides, Linn. Widely distributed, but not common.

Tachinus humeralis, Gr.

rufipes, De Geer.

subterraneus, Linn.

LATICOLLIS, Gr.

marginellus, Fab. Local.

- Common.
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Taciiinus collaris, Gr. Not uncommon.

Megacronus an alls, Payk. \

Bolitobius atricapillus, Fab. - Common.

„ trinotatus, Er. j

,, exoletus, Er. Said to be less generally common than

the other species, but certainly more numerous

with us.

„ PYGM/F.US, Fab. 1

Mycetoporus splendens, Marsh. J
Common.

longulus, Mann.
\

ot
LEPIDU8, Gr

reyi, Band.

J

very common.

Crf

Common.

, \ Waxhain (Champion).
„ clavicornis, Steph. J

„ spLendidus, Gr. Common.

„ longicornis, lvr. Horning; rare.

Heterothops dissimilis, Gr. Horning; not common.

., binotata, Steph. Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ pr/EVia, Er. Rare.

Quedius cruentus, 01. Not common.

impressus, Panz.

MOLOOH1NUS, Gr.

TR1STIS, Gr.

FULIQINOSUS, Gr.

picipes, Mann.

NIGRICEPS, Kr.

PELTATUS, Er.

MAURORUFUS, Gr. J

rufipes, Gr. Common.

semijeneus, Steph. Hunstanton (Fowler).

attenuates, GylL Rather local.

boops, Gr. Common.

chrysurus, Kies. Hunstanton (Fowler).

:opiiilus maxillosus, Linn. Very common.

Emus iiirtus, Linn. Beechamwell
;
recorded by Curtis.

Leistotrophus nebulosus, Fab. Not uncommon.

Staphyltnus pubescens, De Geer. 1

,
Scarce.

„ stercorarius, 01. J

„ erythropterus, Linn. Rare; Horning, June, 1888.

„ C-ESarius, Ceder. Not common.

1 Rather common.
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Ocvpus OLENS, Muller. Abundant.

cyaneus, Payk. Pare; several specimens from gravel pits

on Household Heath, and one from Lakenham in

1883. Drayton, one example (Thouless).

„ brunnipes, Fab. Not common.

„ cupreus, Eossi. Very common.

„ pedator, Gr. “ Caister Marrams, September, very rare
”

(Paget).

„ ater, Gr. Not common.

,, morio, Gr. Common.

„ com pressus, Marsh. Not common; Norwich; Hunstanton

(Fowler).

Philonthus intermedius, Boisd.
\ _ T

^ ,
/Not very common.

„ laminatus, Crentz. J

„ iENEUS, Eossi. Abundant.

„ decorus, Gr. Somewhat scarce.

„ polttus, Fab. Common.

,,
lucens, Mann. Very rare; a specimen found running

on the road at Kirby Bedon in April, 1876.

„ umbratilis, Gr. East Eudham (Wood).

„ marginatus, Fab. Bare
;
Household Heath.

,,
varius, Gyll. Common.

„ SORDIDUS, Gr. 1
- Very common.

„ FIMETARIUS, Gr. J

„ cephalotes, Gr. Scarce.

„ ebeninus, Er. Bather common.

„ sanguinolentus, Gr. Local.

„ bipustulatus, Panz. 1 Al
’

. t Bather common.
„ scybalarius, Nord. J

„ varians, Payk. Common.

.,
agilis, Gr. In Moss, Eingland, September, 1876.

,,
debilis, Gr. Not uncommon.

„ discoideus, Gr. Norwich; Cromer; Aylsham (Wood).

,,
vernalis, Gr. Hunstanton (Blatch).

quisquiliarius, Gyll., var. dimidiatus, Er. Meadows

near Thorpe Station, May, 1876.

fumarius, Gr. Arminghall, October, 1876; East

Eudham (Wood).

nigrtta, Nord. Eingland, September, 1876.
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Philonthus micans, Gr. Common in marshy places.

„ fulvipes, Fab., var. rubripennis, Stcph. Found near

Norwich, and on the coast of Norfolk by the

ltev. T. Skrimshire, in company with Blediditis

tricomis (Stephens).

„ trossulus, Nord. Very common.

Cafiuh xantholoma, Gr. Common under sea-weed on the coast.

Actor i us cinerasoens, Gr. Arminghall, October, 187G.

XaNTIIOLINUS GLABRATU8, Gr. "j

„ PUNCTULATU8, Payk. Common.

„ OCHRACEU8, Gyll. )

,, tricolor, Fab. Hunstanton (Fowler)
;

Cromer

(Wood).

„ LONGIVENTRI8, Hecr. )

i
Very common.

„ linearis, 01. )
J

„ fulgidus, Fab. Occurs sparingly.

Leptacinus batychrus, Gyll. Cromer (Wood).

„ linearis, Gr. Common.
Otiiius fulvipennis, Fab. Scarce.

„ L.KVIUSCULUS, Steph.
'I

- Common.
„ MELANOCEPIIALUS. J

,, MYRMECOPHILU8, Kies. Dunston Common, September, 1874.

Lathrobium brunnipes, Fab. Common.

„ elongatum, Linn. Kanworth, October, 1888.

,. FULViPENNE, Gyll. Common.

,, rufipennk, Gyll. Very rare; Horning (Fowler).

,, multipunctum, Gr. Postwick Grove, September, 1 87 4.

,, quadraTUM, Payk. Waxhatn (Champion).

„ termin' atum, Gr. Common.

Achenium humile, Nic. One specimen in Hood refuseat Salthouse,

October, 1890.

Stilicus rufipes, Germ. Common.

„ affinis, Er. Common.

„ orbiculatus, Tayk. Hellesdon, April, 1879.

Lithocharis ochracea, Gr. Common.

., melanocephala, Fab. Very common.

„ propinqua, Kris. Common.

Sunils diversus, Aub. Kanworth, October, 1888.

,,
angustatus, Payk. Common in haystack refuse, &c.
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P/EDERUS littoralis, Gr. Common.

,, riparius, Linn. Waxhani (Champion).

Ewestethus scaber, Grav. “Found in Norfolk by Mr. Denny”

(Stephens).

Stenus bimaculatus, Gyll.
)

juno, Fab. I
Common.

Common.

longitarsis, Thoms. Trowse, in Hood refuse, February,

1877.

incrassatus, Er. Waxhani (Champion); Aylsham, East

Pudham (Wood).

buphtiialmus, Gr. Common.

melanarius, Stepb. Pare; Horning (Fowler).

melanopus, Marsh. Norfolk Fens (Rye).

canaliculatus, Gyll. Aylsham, East Pudham (Wood).

nitens, Stepb. Horning (Crotch)
;
Waxhani (Champion).

pusillus, Stepb.

speculator, Lac.

providus, Er., var. rogeri, Kr. Much less common than

the preceding.

lustrator, Er. Waxham (Champion).

proditor, Er. Horning, rare (Crotch).

carbonari us, Gyll. Horning, Panworth (Crotch)
;

East

Pudham (Wood).

argus, Gr. Horning (Crotch).

vafellus, Er. Horning (Crotch)
;
Waxham (Champion).

fuscipes, Gr. Horning (Crotch).

opticus, Gr. Horning and Panworth, by sweeping in the

dark late at night (Crotch); Potter Heigham, one

example (Wood).

nigritulus, Gyll. Horning (Crotch).

brunnipes, Stepb. Very common.

binotatus, Ljung. Stratton Strawless; Trowse, in Hood

refuse, February, 1877 ;
Horning (Crotch)

;
Aylsham

(Wood).

pubescens, Steph. Common.

pallltarsis, Steph. Common.

bifoveolatus, Gyll. Stratton Strawless ; Thorpe Hamlet

;

Waxham (Champion); Aylsham (Wood).

picipes, Steph. Common.
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Stenus N1TID1U8CULU8, Steph. Somewhat common.

„ ossium, Steph. Common.

,, falustuis, Er. Horning (Fowler).

,, imi’RESSUS, Germ. Common.

,, BuoBUS, Er. (anndlatus, Crotch). Hunstanton (Fowler).

., ERICH80NI, Itye. Aylsham (Wood).

„ flavipes, Steph. Very common.

,, C1CINDEL01DK8, Gr. Common.

,, solutus, Er. Horning (Fowler).

„ similis, Horbst. a _
, . Common.

,, TARSa Lis, Ljung.J

,, pagan us, Er. liingland
;

Waxliam (Champion); East

Jdudham (Wood).

„ LATIFRON8, Er. Common.

,, forn hiatus, Steph. Stratton Strawless
;
Horning (Fowler)

;

Waxham (Champion).

Oxyporus rufus, Linn. In Agarics in summer
;
not uncommon.

Blelhus taurus, Germ. Salthouse, October, 1890, two specimens

in Hood refuse
;
Wells, &c. (Fowler).

,, tricorn is, Horbst. Salthouse, July, 1840 (Browne);

Hunstanton (Fowler).

,, unicornis, Germ. Hunstanton (Fowler).

subterraneus, Er. Cromer (Fowler).

,, fracticornis, Payk. Norwich.

„ opacus, Block. Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ ATRiCAPiLLUSjGerm. Wells(Fowler); Waxham (Champion).

Platystethus arenariub, Fourc. Common.

„ cornutus, Gr. One specimen ex. coll. Dossetor.

Oxytelus kugosus, Fab. Common.

„ laqueatus, Marsh. Common.

„ sculttus, Gr. A

„ SCULPTURATU8, Gr.

„ inustus, Gr.

„ NITIDULUS, Gr.

„ COMPLANATU3, Er.

„ TETRACARINATUS, Block.

Haploderuh C.F.LATUS, Gr.

TrOGOPUL.KUS UIL1NEATU8, Steph.

„ ELONGATULU3, Er.

” Common.
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TrogopiiLjEus fuliginosus, Gr. Norfolk (Fowler).

1

,, pusillus, Gr.

Coprophilus striatulus, Fab. !- Common.
Lesteva long.elytrata, Goez. J

„ punctata, Er. Common
;

Trowse, in Hood refuse
;

Waxham (Champion).

Aoidota crenata, Fab. Norwich, rare
;

one specimen taken

casually in 1889,

Olophrum piceum, Gyll. Common.

Lathrijleum atrocephalum, Gyll. Much less common than the

next species.

„ unicolor, Steph. Common.

Philoiunum sordidum. Steph. East Eudham (Wood).

Omalium rivulare, Payk. Common.

L/Eviusculum, Gyll. Common under seaweed on the coast.

riparium, Thoms.
)

excavatum, Steph. Common.

C/Esum, Gr. J

planum, Payk. Norfolk (Fowler).

pusillum, Gr. Common.

deplanatum, Gyll. Norfolk (Fowler).

concinnum, Marsh
„ Common.

vile, Er. J

rufipes, Fourc. . .

~ IS orfolk (bowler).
STRIATUM, Gr. J

v '

1

Anthobium minutum, Fab.

,,
ophthalmicum, Payk. Common.

„ torquatum, Marsh j

Proteinus ovalis, Steph. ^ „
_ . V Common.

„ brachyfterus, lab. j

„ atomarius, Er. Hunstanton (Fowler).

Megartiirus depressus, Payk
^ Common

„ SINUATOCOLLIS, Lac. J

,,
denticollis, Beck. Thorpe, Sept., 1876.

,,
hemipterus, 111. Norfolk (Fowler).

Phl/Eobium clypeatum, Mull. Not uncommon in Fungi.

Prognatha quadricorne, Kirby. Stephen writing in 1834, says,

“ About ten years since a pair were taken by

Mr. Denny in Norfolk.”
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Micropkplus porcatus, Payk. Local (Burrell).

,, staphylinoidks, Marsh. (Burrell). As tho differences

between this species and the next were not well

known in Britain previous to 1861, it is possible

that Burrell’s record may refer to the next species.

„ margarit.k, Duv. Ringland, one specimen in Moss,

April, 1877.

PsELAPU 1D.-E.

Bryaxis sanguinea, Fab. Occurs sparingly in marshy places.

Waxharn (Champion)
;
Congham (Wood).

„ foss u i-ata, Reich. Common. The rare var. mfesrenx is

recorded by Denny, l.e. p. 38.

,, helferi, Schmdt. Weybourne
;

at roots of grass on

the sea wall, August, 18S8, and in profusion in

tidal refuse, in October, 1890.

„ H/EMATiCA, Reich. 'I _
T , > Common.

„ junoorum, Leach. )

„ impressa, Panz. Horning, May, 1889. Congham

(Wood).

Pselaphus iieisei, llbst. According to Denny, commoner in this

County than the next species.

,, dresdensis, llbst. Very rare. One specimen taken

by sweeping water-plants in a pit by the roadside

at Ilorsford Heath, 17th August, 1886. Loddon,

Woodbastwick (Denny).

Tychus niger, Payk. Common.

Bythinus puncticollis, Den. Horning, 1832 (I>enny).

„ vaudus, Aube. This is tho insect referred to by Denny

as the female of the last species.

,,
nuLBiFER, Reich. Locally abundant.

,, curtisi, Leach. Scarce.

„ burrelli, Den. Discovered by Burrell near Lethering-

sett, in April, 1824 ;
the species is rare in Britain.

Euplectus nanus, Reich. South Creake (Skrimshire).

., sanguineus, Den. Moderately common.

„ karsteni, Reich. South Creake (Skrimshire).

„ ambiguus, Reich. Horning, Woodbastwick (Denny).

i iVOL. V.
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Trimium brevicorne, Reich. Denny says that Burrell, Sparshall,

and himself each had a specimen of this species,

and it is probable that all were taken in the

County. The insect is extremely local in Britain.

ScYDM/ENIDiE.

Eumicrus tarsatus, MUll. Moderately common.

SCYDM/ENUS SCUTELLARIS, MUll. _
y
Common.

COLLAR1S, MUll. j

exilis, Er. (bicolor, Den). Norwich (Fowler).

„ ANGULATUS, MUll. r ,

Moderately common.
„ ELONGATULUS, Mull. J

„ sparshallt, Den. Discovered by Sparshall in Arming-

hall Wood, in November, 1823.

„ denticornis, Mull. Under the name of ruficornis,

which is the female of this species, Denny records

the capture of a pair near Loddon, in April, 1824.

„ hirticollis, 111. Horning (Fowler).

,,
fimetarius, Th. Moderately common.

Cephennium thoracicum, Miill. Not common. First discovered

in Britain by Simon Wilkin, in Cossey Park.

ScAPHIDIID/E.

Scaphidium 4-maculatum, 01. “Sub. cortice. Captus a Dom. J.

Hooker ” ( Burrell).

Scaphisoma agaricinum, 01. Foxley Wood, August, 1888.

„ boleti, Panz. Hunstanton (Fowler).

Trichopterygidas.

Nossidium pilosellum, Marsh. Hunstanton (Blatch).

Ptenidium kraatzi, Mat. Dunston Common, July, 1883.

,,
evanescens, Marsh. Common.

,,
atom aroides, Mots. Brandon (Fowler).

„ nitidum, Heer. Common.

Ptilium foveolatum, All. A

. ,, Locally common.
„ EXARATUM, All. J

„ marginatum, Aub. Norfolk fens, 1868 (Matthews and

Crotch).
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Nepiianes titan, Neurn. Locally common.

Smicrus filicornis, Fair. Hunstanton, one specimen on a window,

August, 1 879 (Fowler). Denton, near Harleston,

one specimen (Cruttwell).

Trichopteryx guerin
i,

All. Hunstanton, one specimen on a

window, August, 1879 (Fowler).

,, montandoni, All. Hunstanton (Fowler).

,, longula, Mat. Not uncommon.

,, KiRBYi, Mat. Three examples taken under Sedge

refuse at 1tanworth, in April, 1863, by the Kev.

A. Matthews, are the only specimens at present

known.

„ bovina, Mots. "I

,, sericans, Heer . Moderately common.

,, FASCICULARIS, Iibst. j

„ LATA, Mots. \

,, grandicollts, Man. Common.

,, ATOMARIA, Do G.

Ptinella denticollis, Fair Rather common.

Corylophi das.

Ortiioperus kluki, Somewhat uncommon.

„ atom us, Gyll. Common.
Sericoderus lateralis, Gyll. In vegetable refuse; locaL

Clambid.e.

Clambus minutus, Sturm. Horning (Fowler).

„ armadillo, De G. Common in vegetable refuse.

Silphid.e.

Agathidium l.kyig ati'm. Er. Dunston Common.

,, atrum, Payk. Captured in a Boletus, growing on a

fir, in Thorpe Wood, near Norwich, in April,

1803, by the Rev. W. Kirby (Stephens).

„ semixulum, L. Widely distributed
;

the only

common species with us.

,, marginatum, Sturm. Norfolk fens (Fowler).

Liodes humeralis, Fab. Stratton Strawless.

„ orbicularis, llbst. Ringland, June, 1877.

i i 2
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Agaricophagus cephalotes, Schmdt. Ringland, September, 1876.

Cyrtusa minuta, A hr. Postwick Grove, June, 1875.

An isotoma rugosa, Steph. Writing of his Liodes annata, which

is synonymous with this species, Stephen says,

“ Household Heath, near Norwich, the late

M. J. Griffin, Esq., from whose collection I

obtained my specimen.”

dubia, Kug. Stratton Strawless, September, 1877.

Waxham (Champion).

scita, Er. One specimen taken near Hunstanton, by

Canon Fowler, was somewhat doubtfully referred

to this species by Mr. Rye.

curta, Fair. Very rare. One example taken near

Norwich, by the Rev. J. Landy Brown.

calcarata, Fr. Common.

badia, Sturm. Household Heath, August, 1875.

Hydnobius punctatissimus, Steph. Weybourue, October, 1888,

one example.

Colon brunneum, Lab. Stratton Strawless, September, 1875.

Choleva angustata, Fab. Not common.

cisteloides, Froh. Rather common.

agilis, 111. Household Heath, October, 1884.

fusca, Panz. Moderately common.

nigricans, Spence. One specimen, ex. coll. Dossetor.

coracina, Kell. Brooke, October, 1888.

tristis, Panz. Common.

grandicollis, Er. Brandon, September, 1888.

kirbyi, Spence. Norwich, local.

chrysomeloides, Panz.^

watsoni, Spence

velox, Spence J

wilkini, Spence. Thorpe, August, 1875.

anisotomoides, Spence. Widely distributed, but not

common.

sericea, Panz. Very common.

Necropiiorus germanigus, L. Household heath (Stephens); “The
line male figured was taken many years back,

in Norfolk, by the Rev. J. Burrell” (Curtis).

Common.
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Necropiiorus humator, Fab. Common.

,, vestigator, Hers. Common.

„ interrupts, Steph. Rare
; Norwich. Hunstan-

ton (Fowler)/

„ ruspator, Kr.
)

„ mortuorum, Fab. - Common.

„ vehpillo, Linn. J

Btlpha littoralis, Linn. Local.

,, thoracioa, Linn. Ringland, on one occasion only.

„ ruqosa, Linn. Common.

„ dispar, Hbst. “Captured, I believe, in Norfolk”

(Stephens).

,, sinuata, Fab. Very common.

„ opaca, Linn. “ May under stones in sandy places, Norfolk?

and in flowers of the mountain-ash, Rev. .1. Harrell”

(Curtis).

,, reticulata, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens). “Cum priore

(i.e., obscura). Frequens in cretaeeis” (Burrell).

,, quadripunctata, Linn. “In quercfls foliis. In cadaveri-

bus infrequentissime. Maio. Hyemat sub

muscis” (Burrell).

,, tristis, 111. “ In cretaeeis ” (Burrell).

„ obscura, Linn. “In cadaveribus” (Burrell). “About
Burgh Castle, uncommon ” (Paget).

„ l.eviqata, Fab. “ Frequens in viis” (Burrell).

„ atrata, Linn. Common.

IIisterid.e.

UlS'l'ER CADAVERINUS, F.II.
)

„
_ . Common.

„ unicolor, Linn. J

„ merdarius, E.H. Norwich, one example
;

Aylsham

(Fowler).

„ neglectus, Germ. Framingham Earl, May, 1882.

,,
oarbonartus, E.H. Common.

„ purpurascens, Hbst. Moderately common.

,, stercorajrius, E.H. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ 12-striatus, Schr. Tliorpe llamlet, April, 1876.

„ bimaculatus, Linn. Moderately common.

Caucinops minima, Aub. Local, and not common.
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Dendrophilus punctatus, Hbst. “ Norwich, by the late

J. Hooker, Esq.” (Stephens).

,, PYGMiEus, Linn. Norfolk (Fowler).

Myrmetes piceus, Payk. Norwich (Fowler)
;

“ In Boleto,

infrequentissime ” (Burrell).

Gnathoncus rotundatus, 111. One specimen given to me by

Mr. Frank Norgate; Cromer, 1889, several under

the remains of a dead fowl, and with them one

specimen possibly referable to G. pundulatus,

Th. (,J. J. Walker).

,,
punctulatus, Th. A single example ex. coll.

Dossetor.

Saprinus nitidulus, Payk. Common.

„ /ENEUS, Fab. Thorpe Hamlet, May, 1875 : Waxham
(Champion).

,,
immundus, Gyll. Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ virescens, Payk. Norwich (Fowler); Forncett (Brown).

„ rugifrons, Payk. Yarmouth, Hunstanton (Fowler)

;

Waxham (Champion).

METALLICUS, Hbst. 1

r,. , |

Not
MARITIMUS, Stepll. )

uncommon on the coast.

Teretrius picipes, Fab. “ Near Norwich by Mr. Paul ” (Stephens)

;

Paul lived at Starston Hall.

Onthophilus sulcatus, Fab. Mousehold Heath, one in October,

1883, and one in October, 1884. “The first

specimen, I believe, that was discovered in Britain

of this rare insect was found by myself in a gravel

pit on Great Witchingham Heath, Norfolk, the

24tli August, 1810
;
from the number of specimens

which Dr. Leach possessed, it must have sub-

sequently been taken in plenty
;

it is stated to

inhabit dung and putrid carcases in the spring
”

(Curtis). Burrell, however, says that he once took

it in April under a piece of wood lying on the

ground. Roudham Heath, May, 1893 (Thouless).

,,
striatus, Fab. Norwich, one specimen from vege-

table refuse. Not uncommon in June and July

in the dung of horses on the marshes of Norfolk ”

(Curtis).
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Abr.kus gi.obosus, K. 1 1. “ Sub lapidibus infrequentissime
”

(Burrell).

Acritus minutub, Payk. Rather common.

Phalacrid.e.

Phalacrub corruscus, Payk. Common.

„ 8UBBTRIATUS, CJy 11. Hunstanton (Fowler).

,, caricis, Sturm. Locally common.

Olibrub cortiualis, Panz. Not uncommon under bark of Beech
;

also by sweeping.

„ a:nicus, Fab. Not common.

,, MiLi.EFoi.n, Payk. Brandon, Horning (Fowler).

,, pygm.eus, Sturm. Horning, Cromer (Fowler).

St i lbus conbi mi lib, Marsh. Common.

„ oblong us, Kr. Horning (Fowler).

N i rinuLin.E.

Cercus pedicularius, Linn.

,,
bipustulatus, Payk. !- Locally, ^ocally common in marshy places.

„ RUFII.ABRIS, Latr. J

Brachypterus GRAVIDUS, 111.
j

„ pubescens, F.r. - Common.

„ urtic/E, Fab. J

Fpur.ea decemguttata, Fab. Rare
;

Katon.

„ jESTIVa, Linn. Common.

„ DEI.ETA, P>.
)

„ pusilla, libst. Common.

,. FLOREA, Er. j

„ limbata, Fab. Ringland, September, 1875; Hunstanton

(Fowler).

X itidula bipustulata, Linn. Common.

., rufipes, Linn. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ quadripustulata, Fab. Ringland, June, 1877 ;
Hun-

stanton (Fowler).

Soronia grisea, Linn.
j

Omosita colon, Linn. - Common.

„ dibcoidea, Fab. J

Pria dulcamar.e, 111. Very local.
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Meligethes rufipes, Gyll.

„ LUMBARIS, Sturm.

„ jEneus, Fab.

„ viridescens, Fab.

,, coracinus, Sturm. Ringland, September, 1876 ;

Hunstanton (Blatcb).

,, fulvipes, Bris. Hunstanton, September, 1874.

„ difficilis, Heer. Locally common.

„ memnonius, Er. -)

5- Not uncommon.
„ brunnicornis, Sturm. )

„ b idens, Bris. Wliitlingham, June, 1875.

„ serripes, Gyll. Brandon, Cromer (Fowler).

„ murinus, Er. Locally common on Echium.

,, picipes, Sturm. Common.
Bucadius ferrugineus, Fab. June, Fungi, Cossey Park (Curtis).

Cvchramus fungicola, Heer. Sometimes common in Fungi in

Autumn.

Byturus sambuct, Scop. > _
r, > Common.

,, Rosas, Scop. )

Cryptarcha strigata, Fab. Cossey, April, 1874.

„ imperialis, Fab. Forncett (Brown).

Ips quadripustulatus, Fab. “ Captus a D. T. Skrimshire sub

cortice Salicis ” (Burrell).

,, ferrugineus, Fab. “Near Norwich, and in other parts of

Norfolk” (Stephens).

Rhizophagus depressus, Fab. Rather common.

,, cribratus, Gyll. Earlham, once only.

,, parallelocollis, Gyll. Waxham (Champion).

„ dispar, Gyll. “ Sub cortice fagi, Maio et seq
”

(Burrell).

,,
bipustulatus, Fab. Common.

CoLYDIID/E.

Sarrotrium clavicorne, Linn. Winterton Sandhills (Wood);

“North Denes, rare” (Paget); “Captus a Doni

J. Hooker ad radices Lichenis canini ” (Burrell).

Synchita juglandis, Fab. Thetford (Crotch).

Cerylon angustatum, Er. Stratton Strawless, June, 1884.

I Common.
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CUCUJID.E.

L.emophl.eus ferrugineus, Stoph. Norwich (Fowler).

,, ater, 01. Norfolk (Stephens).

PsAMMiECirus bipunctatus, Fab. i^lely distributed, but not

common.

Silvanus burinamensis, Linn. “In some bonding warehouses,

abundant in Wheat ” (Paget).

Nausibius uentatus, Marsh. Norwich.

Cryptopiiagid.f,.

Telmatopiiilus sparganii, I leer. Horning (Sharp and Crotch).

„ TYPH/K, Fall. Cromer (Fowler)
;

Waxham
(Champion).

„ caiucis, 01. Common.

„ SOHONIIERRI, GylL Arminghall pits; Horning

(Fowler).

Antheropagus n ioricorn is, Fab. I’.randon (Fowler).

„ SILACEU8, llbst. Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ pallens, 01. Rare. Ounston Common
;

Ketter-

ingham Common.

Cryptopiiagus lycoperdi, llbst. Very common.

„ pilosus, Gyll. Common.

„ affinis, Sturm. Cromer (.1. J. Walker).

,, cellaris, Scop. Common.

„ acutangulus, Gyll. Rather common.

,,
vi n i, Panz. Common.

,, populi, Payk. “ Near Norwich ” (Stephens).

Paramecosoma melanocephalum, Hbst. Cromer (Fowler).

Atomaria barani, Rris. Moderately common.

NIGR 1VENTRIS, Stepll. 1

,,, . Common.
LINEARIS, Stepll. J

elongatula, Kr. Norwich, one example, July, 1875.

umbrina, Gyll. Rather common.

fuscipes, Gyll. Aylsham (Wood).

pusilla, Payk. \

atricapili.a, Steph. - Common.

FUSCATA, Sell. J

rhenana, Kr. Very rare. Great Yarmouth (Rye).

mesomelas, HbsL Ringlaiid, May, 1876.
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Atomaria basalis, Er. Woodbastwick (Fowler); Aylsham (Wood).

,, MUNDA, Er. Not uncommon.

,, aptcalis, Er.
1

., analis, Er. - Common.

„ ruficornis, Marsh. J

Ephistemus globosus, Waltl. A few specimens ex. coll. Dossetor.

LaTHRTDIID/E.

Hypocoprus lathridioi des, Mots. Brandon (Crotch).

Monotoma picipes, Payk. Common.

,,
brevicolliSj Aub. Scarce.

„ quadricolli s, Aub. Common.

,,
rufa, Redt. Locally abundant.

Holoparamecus depressus, Curt. Norfolk (Fowler).

Lathridius lardarius, Deg. Not common.

,, angulatus, Man. White Horse Lane, Trowse, by

beating Elm in a fence.

„ nodifer, Westw. Common on inside walls of out-

houses, &c.

„ ruficollts, Marsh

,,
TRANSVERSUS, 01.

„ testaceus, Steph. Local
;
common where it occurs.

„ MINUTUS, Linn. Common.

Corticaria punctulata, Marsh. Rather common.

,, crenulata, Gyll. Common.

,
fulva, Com. Widely distributed, but scarcely common.

„ DENTICULATA, Gyll. ^

,,
ELONGATA, Gyll.

I Common.
)

GIBBOSA, ILbst.

fuscula, Man.

Common.

Erotylid.e.

Dacne bipustulata, Thunb. According to Fowler, who found

both species at Hunstanton, this species is rare,

whilst the next is locally common
;
judging from

my own experience, however, they are both

locally common with us, and I certainly took

them in company out of Fungus on an Ash tree,

at Earlham, in June, 1874.
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Dacne rufifrons, Fab.

Triplax hussica, Linn. In flood refuse at Harford Bridges,

February, 1891 (Beaumont).

Endomychid.k.

Endomychus coccineus, Linn. Taken under Willow bark by

Skrimshire, according to Burrell.

Lycopekdina bovist/e, Fab. In Lycoperdon bovista at the end of

September, and also during the winter (Burrell).

Cocci xkllid.k.

Hippodamia variegata, Goez. Common.
Anisosticta 19- punctata, Linn. Common in a coast marsh at

Weybourne.
;
Yarmouth (Fowler).

Adalia obi.iterata, Linn. Common on Fir trees.

,, in punctata, Linn. Common, but apparently less abundant

than formerly.

CoCCINELLA DECKM PUNCTATA, Lilin. 1 _
. > Common.

,, UNDKClMPUNCTATA, Linn. ./

,, quinquepunctata, Linn. “In quercu, Jun.” (Burrell).

Possibly there may have been some mistake about

the occurrence of this northern species in our

county.

„ . septempunctata, Linn. Common.

„ hieroglyph ica, Linn. By sweeping Erica
;

rather

local; Drayton, Household Heath, &c.

Mysia oblongog uti'ata, Linn.
) _.

Tr T . i
Locally common on L lr trees.

Halyzia ocellata, Linn. J

„ octodecimc.uttata, Linn. ) ^
, . T . J-

Common.
,, 14-guttata, L.inn. J

„ sedec i mguttata
,
Linn. Rather scarce.

,, 22-punctata, Linn. Very common on Nettles, &c.

„ 14-punctata, Linn. Moderately common.

Micraspis 12-punctata, Linn. Locally common.

Chilocorus bipustulatus, Linn. Rather common under stones

on Household Heath.

Exochromus quadripustulatus, Linn. On Spruce Fir, Ringland,

April, 1877.
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Subcoccinella 24-punctata, Linn. Very local
;
Whitwell and

Booton Commons.

Scymnus frontalis, Fab. Common.

,, suturalis, Thunb. Very common on Scotch Fir.

,, limbatus, Steph. Waxham (Champion).

,, llemorrhoidalis, Iibst. Scarce
;
Bixley Wood, May,

1885.

„ capitatus, Fab. Common.

Rhizobius litura, Fab. t _T
„ T ri , i

Very common.
CoCCIDULA RUFA, Iibst. J

J

„ scutellata, Iibst. Horning (Fowler). I only know

it from Weybourne, where I took a few examples

by sweeping in October, 1888.

Mycetophagidm.

Mycetopiiagus quadripustulatus, Linn. Common.

„ piceus, Fab. Norfolk (Fowler).

„ MULTIPUNCTATUS, Hell. Forncett (Brown); Burrell’s

list.

,,
populi, Fab. Found in profusion in the rotten

black interior of an old Elm by the late Mr.

William Leedes Fox, of Harleston.

Thipiiyllus punctatus, Fab. Scarce : Arminghall, October, 1889

;

Forncett (Brown).

Typhia fumata, Linn. Common.

Mycet.ea hirta, Marsh. Not common
;
Mousehold Heath, May,

1883.

' Dermestida:.

Dermestes murtnus, Linn. Very common.

,,
undulatus, Brahm. One example in a dead bird at

Blakeney Point, August, 1889.

„ lardarius, Linn. Common.

Attagenus pellio, Linn. Very common in old houses.

Tiresius serra, Fab. Burrell seems to have been well acquainted

with this species, for he says :
“ The larva of Serra

is a curious ferrugineus one, living under the bark

of Elms and Oaks, where it may be found almost all

the year, particularly in the early spring months.”
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Anth renUs mus.FORUM, Linn. Common.

,, claviger, Er. On ilowers of Umbelli/ene
;

not

common.

ByRRHIDAS.

Syncalypta hirsuta, Sharp, i XT ,, . .

. } Norfolk (howler).
„ 8PIN08A, Rossi. )

Byrrhus r ilula, Linn,
'j

These three species are nearly equally

,, FA8CIATU8, Fab. i common on Mousehold Heath in the

,, dorsalis, Fab. ) spring.

,, murinus, 111. Abundant in gravel pits on Mousehold

Heath in 1883; sparingly in the same locality

before and since that time.

Cytilus varius, Fab. Mousehold Heath; scarce. Waxham
(Champion)

;
Aylsham (Wood).

Simplocaria semistuiata, 111. Common.

CrEORYSSID.E.

Georyssus pygm.kus, Fab. Arminghall, in wet Moss, October,

1870.

Parnid.e.

Elm is .kneus, Miill. Common.

,, volkmari, Panz. Scarce; Ketteringham Common.

„ cupreus, Miill. Whitwell Common.

Limnics turerculatus, Miill. Common.

,, troglodytes, Gyll. I have taken at Colney and also at

Honing, at the latter place in company with the

preceding species, a Limnitu*, distinguished from

L. tuberculafus by the straighter raised lines on

the thorax, and the evidently finer discal stri;e on

the elytra. .According to descriptions this should

be L. troglodytes previously recorded from Slapton

Ley, Devon, only.

Parnus prolifericornis, Fab. Common.

„ striatellus, Fair. St. Faith’s, May, 1887 ;
Horning and

St. Faith’s (Power).

,,
auriculatus, 111. Rather common.
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Hei’EROCERID^E.

IIeterocerus flexuosus, Steph. Hunstanton (Fowler).

marginatus, Fab. Burrell’s list. “ Breydon banks,

rare” (Paget).

l.evigatus, Panz. Burrell’s list.

Lucanid.e.

Lucanus cervus, Linn. Kirby Bedon (Wigham). It is exceed-

ingly doubtful whether this species has ever

occurred in a state of nature in this county,

the foregoing record notwithstanding. One hears

every now and then of the capture of a “ Stag

Beetle,” but in all cases where I have been able

to examine the specimens they have proved to

belong to the next species.

Dorcus parallelopipedus, Linn. Occasionally found abundantly

in rotten wood of Ash.

Sinodendron CYLINDR1CUM, Linn. Burrell simply says, “ Hab.

cum priore,” i.e. Dorcus
;
Norfolk (Wigham).

SCARAB.EID.E.

Onthophagus vacca, Linn. “In Musteo D. Gul. Hooker”

(Burrell).

c.enobita, Hbst. East Carlton, July, 1874. “In

stercore asino
”

(Burrell).

fracticornis, Prey. Common.

nuchicorn is, Linn. Yarmouth
;
Hunstanton (Fowler).

ovatus, Linn. Scarce; Mousehold Heath, June,

1883; Roudham Heath, May, 1893 (Thouless)

;

“ In stercore vaccino infrequentissime ” (Burrell).

iLEMORRiioi dalis, Linn.
(

SCVBALAR1US, Fab. 1

f.etens, Fab. '

fimetarius, Linn. Much less common than the pre

SUBTERRANEUS, LillU.

fossor, Linn.
Common.

ceding.
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|
Common.

Norwich
;

one specimen flying to

Aphodius atkr, T)e G.

„ granarius, Linn.

„ sordidus, Fab.

light, 1889.

„ rufescens, Fab. Local ;
Swanton Morley

;
Eaton

Common; Hunstanton (Fowler).

,, nitidulus, Fab. Local; Hunstanton, September, 1874.

,, plagiatus, Linn. Norwich (Fowler).

,, i nqui natus, Fab. Locally abundant.

„ sticticus, Panz. Very local.

„ porous, Fab. Not common.

„ tristis, Panz. Scarce; Waterworks lane, Norwich,

July, 1875.

„ pusillus, Hbst. Not uncommon.

„ QUADRiMAoin-ATUH, Linn. “ In stercore ovino ” (Burrell);

Roudham Heath, May, 1893 (Thouless).

> ,, MERDARIUS, Fab. \

„ prodromus, Brehn.

„ functatosulcatus, Linn.

,, CONTAMINATUS, Hbst.

„ OBLITERATUS, Panz.

„ rufipes, Linn.

„ luridus, Fab.

„ depresses, Kng. Postwick Grove, May, 1875 ;
Horning

(Wigham)
;
Horning (“J. B.” Brown).

Heptaulacus sus, Hbst. Norwich (Fowler).

Oxyomus porcatus, Fab. In vegetable refuse, not common.

Psammodius suLCicoLi.is, 111. Norfolk (Fowler).

HSgialia arena ri a, Fab. Common on coast sands.

Odont.eus mobilicornis, Fab. “Tresvel quatuor cepi volantes”

(Burrell); Mousehold Heath (SparshallyiVe Curtis).

Geotrupes typii.eus, Linn. Sandy places, not common
;

Mouse-

hold and Wretham Heaths.

„ stercorarius, Linn. \

, , , \ cry abundant.
„ spiniger, Marsh. j

J

„ mutator, Marsh. Rather scarce.

„ sylvatigus, Panz. Common.

Trox sabulosus, Linn. “Bis cepi in septi postis fraxineos”

(Burrell).

Common.
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Iron scaber, Linn. Taken by Mr. Thouless, flying, in the

evening, in St. Martin’s Lane, Norwich ; Brandon

(Fowler
)

;

“ Captus a D. Deere qui misit ad Gul.

Hooker” (Burrell).

Hoplia philanthus, Sulz. Forncett (Brown)
;

“ In floribus
”

(Burrell, who treats the species under the names

of aScarabceus argenteus and pulverulentus, and

quotes the opinion of his friend, the Rev. T.

Skrimslii-re, that the two latter were the sexes

of the same species). “ Very uncommon” (Paget).

Homaloplia ruricola, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens ) Koudliam Heath,

May, 1893 (Thouless).

Serica brunnea, Linn. Not uncommon.

Melolontha vulgaris, Fab. Common.
Bhizotrogus solstitialis, Linn. Very abundant.

Phyllopertha ijorticola, Linn. Sometimes very abundant.

Anomala Frischi, Fab. Coast sands, common
;

also occurs at *

Brandon. I took a specimen of the rare uni-

colorous green variety at Yarmouth, in July, 1879.

Cetonia aurata, Linn. In my early collecting days I used to

take this species, commonly, on the flowers of

Mountain Ash, in the Norwich district, but it

is now many years since I saw a living specimen.

Gnorimus nobilis, Linn. Mr. Thouless lias a specimen taken in

the Norwich market-place, whither it may have

been conveyed from the country on flowers or

other garden produce.

BUPRESTID/L.

Agrilus viridis, Linn. “In Betula alba” (Burrell).

,,
angustulub, 111. Scarce

;
Hethersett

;
Howe Grove

;

Horsford
;

Booton Common (Thouless). It is

very probable that Burrell’s viridis was really

this species.

Tracpiys minuta, Linn. Poringland (Wigham).

„ troglodytes, Gyll. St. Faith’s (Power). It is probable

that the Buprestis pygmcea of Burrell’s list,

which William Hooker took on Menyanthes
,
was

this species.
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Eucnemid.e.

Throscus DERME8T01DE8, Linn. Occasionally found by sweeping.

Microrhagus pygmasus, Fab. “A single specimen is in tbe

collection of N. A. Vigors, Esq., who obtained

it from that of Mr. Wilkin; I believe it was

found in Norfolk” (Stephens).

Elaterid.e.

Lacon murinus, Linn. Not generally common.

Elater balteatus, Linn. On Oaks, in July, and under fragments

of wood, in March (Burrell).

Megapentiies sanguinicollis, Pan/.. Norfolk (Stephens).

Cryptoiiypnus riparius, Fab. Common at roots of Grass, in

marshy places, Brundall, &c.

„ quadripustulatus, Fab. “In Mus. Dom. J.

Hooker” (Burrell).

Cardiophorus A8ELLUS, Er. Bare, one example ex. coll. Dossetor.

„ uuficolus, Linn. “Hab. in quercu. Captus a

Dom. T. Skrimshire” (Burrell).

„ tiioraciuus, Er. “ In Musaeio Dom. Hooker ”

(Burrell).

Melanotus rufipes, llbst. Not uncommon.

Limonius cylindricu8, Payk. Rare; I have taken two specimens

at Brandon, at different times.

„ minutus, Linn. Widely distributed, but not common.

Athous niger, Linn. Common.

„ hasmorrhoidalis, Fab. Very common.

„ vittatus, Fab. Taken by J. Hooker at Sprowston,

according to Burrell.

„ longicollis, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens.)

Corym bites cupreus, Fab. “ Mousehold Heath, Norwich, W. C.

Hewitson ” (Stephens).

„ castaneus, Linn. Writing in 1830, Stephens says:

“I believe that hitherto a single elytron only,

of this insect, has been found in Britain, and

that was picked up by the late W. Hooker,

Esq., on Mousehold Heath, near Norwich.”

K KVOL. v.
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Corymbites tessellatus, Linn. Horning (Wigliam, Fowler);

Cringleford (Brown); Waxham (Champion).

,, quercus, GylL Drayton (Thouless).

,, holosericeus, Fab. Household Heath; rare.

Congham (Wood). Not uncommon at Yarmouth

in spring (Thouless).

„ asneus, Linn. Household Heath; very common

under stones, in the spring and early summer of

1883, but scarcely seen since that time.

„ metallicus, Payk. Foxley Wood, one example

(Thouless).

„ bipustulatus, Linn. One beaten from Nettle

(Burrell).

Agriotes sputator, Linn. Very abundant.

„ lineatus, Linn. Not generally common.

,, obscurus, Linn. Very common.

,, sobrinus, Kies. 1 ^
1 Common.

„ pallidulus, 111. )

Dolopius marginatus, Linn.
^

Widely distributed, and rather

Adrastus limbatus, Fab. / common.

Campylus linearis, Linn. Not uncommon by sweeping.

DASCILLIDiE.

Dascillus cervinus, Linn. “In aquaticis. Jun.” (Burrell).

IIelodes minuta, Linn, r

, y Common.
„ livida, Jab. J

Cyphon uoarctatus, Payk. I have but one specimen, which

I took at Wacton, in August, 1883.

» *mwm>

,
\ Very abundant.

„ VARIABILI8, Ihunb.J

,,
PALLIDULUS, Boll. Framingham Pigot, Hay, 1870.

,,
padi, Linn. Common by beating and sweeping in

marshy places
;
Horning, &c.

Scirtes u emispiL'Ericus, Linn. Locally common by sweeping in

marshy places.

,,
orbicularis, Panz. Usually rare, but occurred rather

freely at Brundall, in July, 1885.
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TfiLEPHORIDiE.

Eros minotus, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens).

Lampyris noctiluca, Linn. Locally abundant; the males sometimes

swarm in the evening about the lamps at the

Brundall railway station.

Telkpiiorus FU80US, Linn. Rather local.

)>

>>

n

rusticus, Fab.Lab.

|Linn. )
Common.

LIVIDUS,

lituratus, Fab. Scarce; Ilellesdon, July, 1887

;

Marston, May, 1887 ;
Waxham (Champion).

FiciuRATUS, Mann. Horning; somewhat common.

pellucid us, Fab. ^ _
\ Common.

NIGRICANS, Mull. J

,,
var. discoideus, Steph. Rare

;
I have

a specimen from the Sparham district given to me
by Mr. F. Norgate

;
Eaton (Brown).

bicolor, Fab. Common.

li.EMORRiioiDALis, Fab. Local
;
my specimens are

from Ketteringham.

lateralis, Linn. Not common; llowe Grove
;
Cley

East Bank
;
Waxham (Champion).

thoracicus, Gyll. Local, and not common; Ranworth;

Poringland, Eaton Common; Aylsham (Wood).

FLAVILABRIS, Fall. Rare; Cley, July, 1887 ;
Horning

(Brown)
;
Waxham (Champion).

fuscicornis, 01. Horning, July 2nd, 1835 (Brown).

I have seen no recent specimens.

fulvus, Scop. Very common.

TESTACEUS, Lillll.

limbatus, Th. Common.

pallidus, Fab.

Sins ruficollis, Fab. Marshes in the Broad district; not

uncommon
;
Brandon (Fowler).

Maltuinus fasciatus, Fall. Scarce; Dunston, Cossey
;

Hun-

stanton (Fowler).

„ balteatus, Suff. Rare
;

Dunston
;

Hunstanton

(Fowler).

„ frontalis, Marsh. Rare; Hetliersett, August, 1S79;

Hunstanton (Fowler).

>>

7 )

)7

>>

K K 2
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rc.

|
,tr. J

Common.
Malthinus punctatus, Fourc.

Maltiiodes marginatus, Latr.

„ dispar, Germ. Father common.

„ flavoguttatus, Kies. Aylsham (Wood).

,, sangujnolentus, Fall. Common.

,, nigellus, Kies. Fare
;
one specimen ex. coll. Dossetor.

Malacuius asneus, Linn. Burrell’s list
;
Long Stratton (Brown).

,, bipustulatus, Linn. Common.

„ marginellus, 01. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ ruficollis, 01. Dunston Common (Thouless)
;

Horning (Brown)
;
Brandon (Fowler).

Antuocomus sanguinolentus, Fab. Occasionally not uncommon
at Horning. “ Ohy turf meadow, July, scarce

”

(Paget).

„ fasciatus, Linn. Widely distributed, but not

common.

,, terminatus, Men. Fare; Horning, June, 1889.

Fanwortb; Horning, May, 1893 (Thouless).

Dasytes plumbeus, Mull. 1

„ } Common.
„ plumbeo- Niger, Goez. J

Doliciiosoma nobile, 111. One example ex. coll. Dossetor, and

one from Harford Bridges (Thouless). This

record extends the recorded range of the species

northward in England.

CLERIDAS.

Clerus formicarius, Linn. Twice taken in April (Burrell).

„ apiarius, Linn. Norfolk (Stephens).

Corynetes casruleus, De G. Widely distributed, hut not common.

„ ruficollis, Fab. Locally abundant.

,,
violaceus, Linn. Somewhat common.

Anobiidas.

Hedobia imperialis, Linn. Occurs sparingly in old hedges.

Ptinus germanus, Fab. Norfolk (Fowler).

„ lichenum, Marsh. Locally common.

„ fur, Linn. Very abundant.

Niptus iiololeucus, Fald. Common in old houses.
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Dryopiiilus pusillus, Gyll. Scarce ; Earlham
;
Foxley Wood

;

Bingstead Downs
;
Brandon (Fowler).

Priobium castaneum, Fab. Bather common.

Anobium domesticum, Fourc. Very common.

,, paniceum, Linn. “Sometimes in abundance” (Paget).

Xestobium tessellatum, Fab. Not uncommon in old houses.

Ernobius mollis, Linn. One specimen under bark of a larch post

at Thorpe, June, 1874.

Ptilinus pectinioornis, Linn. Locally abundant
;

Swardeston

Common in an old post
;
Yarmouth, common in

some houses (Paget).

Ooiiina HEDER.E, Mull. Not uncommon.

Dorcatoma chrysomelina, Sturm. Denton (Cruttwell).

C.enocara bovist.e, HolF. Norwich; Horning; Ashwicken (Power).

Bostrychus capucinus, Linn. “One specimen on the coast of

Norfolk, near Cromer” (Stephens).

Lyotus canaliculatus, Fab. Very local; Earlham, July, 1885;

Wroxham (Fowler).

Cissid.e.

Cis boleti, Scop. Very abundant.

„ nitidus, Herbst. One example given to me by Mr. F. Norgate.

Octotemnus olabriculus, Gyll. Common.

Tenebrionid.e.

Flaps mucronata, Latr. Very common in old houses.

Crypticus quisquilius, Linn. Sandy places on the coast, common;
also at Brandon.

Heliopathes gibbus, Fab. Sandy coasts
;
Yarmouth, &c.

Microzoum tibiale, Fab. Sandy places on the coast, common

;

also at Brandon.

Phaleria cadaverina. Locally common on coast sands
;

at roots

of Grass, &c. ; Yarmouth; Hunstanton (Fowler).

IIeledona agricola, Hbst. In Boleti on Oaks, &c.
;
very local

;

Norfolk (Fowler).

Scaphidema -KN’eu.m, Payk. Bare. Two specimens under stones

at Arminghall.

Tribolium ferruginkum, Fab. Norfolk (Fowler). Occurs in

flour, &c.
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Gnathocerus cornutus, Fab. Norwich (Fowler). Also occurs

in flour, &c. about bakers’ shops and mills.

IIypopiilarjs bicolor, 01. Very local; Norfolk (Fowler).

Tenebrio obscurus, Fab. I haveTseen no recent specimens of this

species, although it doubtless still occurs.

„ molitor, Linn. Very common. The larvae of this

species and the preceding are the well-known
“ Meal-worms.”

Helops cueruleus, Linn. Lower Close (Wigham). Has been

occasionally found about the Lower Close from

the days of Wigham to the present time. Its

larva lives in rotten wood. Yarmouth, rare

(Paget).

„ striatu3, Fourc. One specimen from Mr. F. Norgate

;

Horsford, two specimens at the roots of a Fir

stump (Thouless).

Cistela luperus, Hbst. P«y hedgerow sweeping
;
not uncommon.

„ murina, Linn. Very common.

,,
atra, Fab. Rare

;
Norwich (Fowler). It is found on the

trunks of Willows, Ac. at night.

Ctentopus sulphureus, Linn. Common by hedgerow sweeping.

PYTHIDjE.

Salpingus .eratus, Muls. One example taken by myself in the

Norwich district.

,, castaneus, Panz. Stratton Strawless, &c.
;

not un-

common on dead Fir branches.

Under bark, especially of

Holly, and by sweeping. The

_ , ,
three species are about equally

,, planirostris, Fab. . .

J common with us.

MelandryidvE.

Tetratoma fungorum, Fab. Whitlingham (Wigham)
;
Forncett

(Frown). Occurs under bark, in rotten wood, Ac.

„ desmaresti, Latr. Taken by Mr. W. Leedes Fox,

probably in the Harleston district.

Orcitesta mtcans, Panz. Forncett
;
Broome (Brown).

Rhinosimus ruficollis, Linn.

„ viridipennis, Steph.
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JIallomenus humeralis, Panz. I once found this rare species in

a railway sleeper fence at Lakenham.

Melaniuiya oararoides, Linn. “ Sub cortice Fraxini” (llurrell)

;

Yarmouth, rare (Paget).

Oonopalpus testaceus, 01. Pare; Dunston Common, July, 1883.

Laorud.e.

Laorta fiirta, Linn. Common by sweeping in hedgerows.

Pedilid.e.

Xylophilus boleti, Marsh. Pare; one specimen beaten from

Sallow in a marsh by the Pack River, August,

1885.

„ pygm/Eus, Do 0. Rare
;
Dunston Common, on Oak.

Antiiicid.e.

Notoxus monoceros, Linn. Very abundant in dry places.

Antihcus floralts, Linn. Common in haystack refuse, Ac.

„ ANTHERiNUS, Linn. Yarmouth (Thouless).

PYROCHROIDiE.

Pyrociiroa serraticornis, Scop. Common about pathways, Ac.,

especially in early summer.

Mordellid/f..

Mordellistena brunnea, Fab. Scarce; Hellesdon, July, 1877;

Rircham Newton (Fowler).

„ pumila, Gyll. By sweeping flowers, Homing

;

Aylsham (Wood).

„ iN.EQUALis, Muls. Rare
;
one specimen taken at

Hellesdon in company with M. brunnea

.

Anaspts frontalis, Linn, t ^
,,, , 1 Common.

„ FORCIPATA, Muls. J

„ fasciatA, Forst. Rather common.

„ ruficollis, Fab. Common on flowers of Whitethorn.

„ surtestacea, Stcpli. Moderately common.

„ melanopa, Forst. Very common.
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BuiPIDOPHORIDiE.

Met.ecus paradoxus, Linn. Burrell’s list
;
Cossey (Wigham).

CaNTHARIDtE.

Meloe proscarabeus, Linn. Common in spring.

,, violaceus, Marsh. Eeepham (Thouless).

Cantiiaris vesicatoria, Linn. In November, 1877, Mr. Laddiman

showed me a specimen of this species which was

taken in the summer of that year in a garden on

the Dereham Eoad
;

this specimen he afterwards

gave to Mr. Dossetor, but it was not in the latter’s

collection when it came into my possession shortly

after his death. It was once taken by William

Hooker, and once by Skrimshire, according to

Burrell.

(EdEMERIDzK.

(Edemera nobilis, Scop. Earo
;
Postwick (Dossetor).

„ lurida, Marsh. Eather local.

Oncomera femorata, Fab. “ Captus a Dom. Eoberto Paul ad

Starston ” (Burrell).

Ischnomera o.ERULEA, Linn. Eaton
;
Kirby (Brown)

;
Yarmouth,

very common (Paget).

Nacerdes melanura, Linn. Mousehold Heath, not uncommon
;

its occurrence there is very curious, for its recorded

habitat is old posts and timber on the seashore,

and near the mouths of large rivers. “ On the

Ouay, July, common (Paget).

CURCULIONIDiE.

Otioriiynciius raucus, Fab. Cromer (Fowler).

,,
scabrosus, Marsh. Not uncommon by sweeping.

„ nciPES, Fab. Very common.

„ sulcatus, Fab. Common
;

sometimes quite a

pest in greenhouses and vineries.

„ ligustici, Linn. “Semel cepi in via” (Burrell).

„ ovatus, Linn. Common.
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Otiorhynchus muscorum, Bris. One example in Moss, at

Hellesdon, April, 1879.

C.knopsis fissirostris, Walt. This rare species occurred rather

freely on Household Heath, about the year 1883,

and more sparingly before and since that time

;

it is found in the gravel pits, and under low

plants.

„ waltom, Boh. This species also occurs sparingly on

Household lleath, in company with TrachypUlwus

seabrimlus, for which it might easily be mistaken

in the field.

Barypeitiies 8ulcifrons, Boh. Taken in the Sparham district by

Mr. F. Norgate.

Platytarsus echinatus, Bons. In Moss, and by sweeping
;
by no

means generally common.

Trachyphl/Eus spinimanus, Germ. Kecorded from Cromer, some-

what doubtfully, by Walton; the doubt in this

case would seem to be reasonable since IfeJianthc-

mum milyare, at the roots of which the insect

occurs, is a rare plant in the county.

„ scarriculus, Linn. ^ ~
_ . V Common.

„ scaber, Linn. J

„ squamulatus, 01. Kingland, one example, .Sep-

tember, 187G.

Phyllobius alneti, Fab. \

„ pyri, Linn.

„ argentatus, Linn.

„ maculicornis, Germ. >

„ oblongus, Linn.

„ pomonje, 01.

( 'ommon.

„ uniformis, Marsh.

„ viridicollis, Fab. Brandon, May, 1888, one example;

Yarmouth (Fowler).

Tropiphorus carinatus, Mull. Once taken by Burrell.

Cnkorhinus geminates, Fab. Yarmouth, common
;
Waxham

(Champion).

„ exaratus, Marsh. Household Heath, common.

Liophl.eus nubilus, Fab. Occurs sparingly in the spring and

early summer.
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>5

Common in gravel pits on

Household Heath, in early

summer.

Common.

Barynotus obscurus, Fab. One example, in a chalk pit at

Iiellesdon, May, 1879; “ Caister marrams,

common ” (Paget).

,, mKerens, Fab. Aylsham (Fowler).

Strophosomus coryli, Fab. i „ TT . „
__ ,

l Common on Hazel, &c.
„ obesus, Marsh. J

,, retusus, Marsh. \

FABER, Ilbst.

lateralis, Payk. J

Sitones griseus, Fab. Coast sands
;
not very common.

,, sulcifrons, Tliunb.

„ tibialis, Ilbst.

„ CRINITUS, 01.

,, regensteinensis, Hbst. Very abundant on Furze and

Broom.

„ puncticollis, Steph. Widely distributed, but not

common.

„ lineatus, Linn. 'i

,, hispidulus, Fab. [ Common.

„ iiumeralis, Steph. J

Polydrusus undatus, Fab. Burrell’s list.

„ flavipes. He G. Rare
;

Brooke Wood
;

Kettering-

ham Common, on Oaks.

,,
pterygomalis, Sch. Locally common on Oaks.

„ gervinus, Linn. Very common.

,,
chrysomela, 01. Rare; Wells, August, 1883;

Brancaster, July, 188G; one specimen in each

case
;
probably not uncommon on its food-plant,

A rtemisia maritima, in early summer.

„ confluens, Steph. Brandon (Fowler).

„ micans, Fab. Two examples given to me by Mr. F.

Xorgato, some years ago, probably came from

Foxley Wood.

Soiaphilus muricatus, Fab. Locally common.

Tanymecus palliatus, Fab. Cromer (Fowler); Waxliam

(Champion).

Gronops lunatus, Fab. Under low plants on Household

Heath, whence I obtained it in quantity, in

1S83.
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Ortiiocfletes setiger, Germ. Mousehold Heath, rare. Yelverton

(Brown). Occurs at the roots of Senecin jacobira.

Molytes coron atus, Lat. Taken once only (Burrell)

Liosomus ovatulus, Clairv. Common in Moss, and by sweeping.

Alophus triguttatus, Fab. “ Sub lapidibus ” (Burrell).

Hvpera punctata, Fab. Common.

„ fasctculata, Ilbst. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ a run din is, Fab. Stephens records this very rare species

doubtfully, from this county
;

it occurs on Suim

latifolium.

„ pollux, Fab. Not common
;
Heigham Osier Carr, May,

1875 ;
Aylsham (Wood).

„ alternans, Steph. Rudham (Fowler); Waxham
(Champion).

„ suspiciosa, Ilbst. Hellesdon, July, 1874.

„ plantaginis, Do G. Forncett, October, 1884.

„ variabilis, Ilbst. Common.

„ polygoni, Linn. Felbrigg, August, 1883.

,, meles, Fab. A specimen taken at Yarmouth under Ononis,

in August, 1877, and another from Foxley Wood,

August, 188G, agree with the descriptions of this

species.

„ niorirostris, Fab. Very common.

Brocas picipes, Marsh. Norfolk (Stephens).

Cleonus sulcirostris, Linn. Sometimes common on Thistles on

Mousehold Heath; Yarmouth (Fowler).

„ alridus, Fab. Thetford (Salmon) in coll. S. Stevens.

“ Taken by Mr. Hooker, in a gravel pit at

Hilsdon (Hellesdon) near Norwich” (Stephens).

„ nedulosus, Linn. Mousehold Heath, under Ling and

Heather, rare. Burrell says, “ Captus in Rosie

caninse foliis ”
!

Lixus paraplecticus, Linn. Halvergate (Stephens)
;

Horning,

one example on Angelica sylvestris (Thouless).

Hylop.ius arietis, Linn. Not generally common, Stratton Straw-

less
;

Sparham district (Norfolk)
;

Arminghall

Wood (Wigham).

Grypidius equisf.ti. Fab. Cringleford (Brown)
;
Aylsham (Wood).

Erirhinus bimaculatus, Fab. Norfolk (Fowler).
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Erirhinus acridulus, Linn. Common.

„ festuoe, Hbst. Marshy places; particularly common

at Horning. In my long series, I have some

specimens which agree with the description of

E. nereis
,
but the two forms seem to me to run

the one into the other.

„ nereis, Payk. Horning (Fowler).

„ vorax, Fab. On Poplars
;

very local, but abundant

when found.

„ costirostris, Gyll. Stoke Holy Cross, on a young

Aspen, in spring and early summer, I see no

reason to follow Fowler and regard this as a

variety of maculatus, as, apart from the differences

in the insects themselves, their food-plants and

times of appearance are different.

„ maculatus, Marsh. On Sallows and Willows, generally

distributed and common.

,,
t.eniatus, Fab. On Scilix alba, at Thorpe, September,

1876.

,, salicinus, Gyll. On Willows, rare; Horning, May,

1889
;
previously recorded from thence by Curtis;

Hoveton (Power).

,,
pectoralis, Panz. On Sallows

;
widely distributed,

but not common.

,,
tortrix, Linn. On Poplars, near Lakenham bridge

;

locally common.

Mecinus pyraster, Hbst. Common.
Hydronomus alismatis, Marsh. On water-plants

;
common.

Bagous binodulus, Ilbst. “ Marshes near Norwich ” (Stephens).

„ tempestivus, Hbst. Local, but rather common where it

occurs.

„ petro, Hbst. Brandon, one in May, 1S88, one in

May, 1889
;

St. Faith’s Common, July, 1889.

,,
lutosus, Gyll. Very rare; Wretham Heath, one example,

August, 1890. Previously recorded from Norfolk

by Stephens.

Tanyspiiyrus lemn/E, Fab. Common amongst Duck-weed.

Smicronyx cicur, Reich. St. Faith’s (Power).

Anoplus plantaris, Moz. Common on young Birches.
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Balaninus glandium, Marsh. Not common. Ringland
;
Beeston

Park
;
Foxley Wood.

,, nucum, Linn. Scarce. Foxley Wood.

„ cerasorum, Hbst. Bare
;

one example beaten from

Elm at Eaton, May, 1888.

,, rubldus, Gyll. One specimen swept up in a Clover

field at Ringland, September, 1875; Asliwicken

(Power). Its food-plant is Birch.

„ villosus, llbst. Brundall, May, 1883.

„ BRA88IC/E, Fab.
'I

,, , l Common.
„ pyrrhoceras, Marsh. J

Anthonomds ulmi, De G. On Elms, not very common.

,, ROSlNiE, lies Goz. By hedgerow beating, not

uncommon. Bixley
;
Lakenham

;
Eaton

;
Bircliam

Newton (Fowler).

„ PEDicuLARios, Linn. Common.

„ pomorum, Linn. Locally common on Apple trees.

„ Rum, Hbst. Common.

Orciiestes quercub, Linn. Common.

„ testaceus, Miill. On Alder, rare; Drayton Drew ray,

June, 1889. Norfolk (F. Smith).

„ alni, Linn. Very common on Elms.

,, „ var. ferrugineus, Marsh. Less common than

the typo.

„ i li cis, Fab. Common on Oaks.

,, fagi, Linn. Very abundant on Beech.

„ rusci, Hbst. Brandon, July, 1882.

„ ayellan.e, Don. On Hazel, widely distributed, but

not common.

,, stigma, Germ. On Sallows, very local
;
Foxley Wood.

„ salicis, Linn. Occurs sparingly on Sallows, in early

summer.

„ saliceti, Payk. Norfolk (Stephens).

Eiiamphus flavicornis, Clairv. Common.

Elleschus bipunctatus, Linn. Not common. I took a few

specimens at Stratton Strawless, in August,

1884, and at St Faith’s in August, 1887, off

Broom, in each locality
;
the food-plants, given by

Fowler, are Sallows and Poplars.
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Tycuius quinquepunctatus, Linn. South Creake (Stephens).

„ venustus, Lab. Norfolk (Stephens).

,, Meliloti, Steph. Ditchingham (Fowler).

,, tibialis, Boh. Yarmouth, June, 1883.

„ picirostris, Fab. Common.

Cion us scropiiularie, Linn. Generally common.

„ SIMILIS, Mull. Framingham Bigot, June, 1878 ;
will

probably be found not uncommon on Vcrbascum

in early summer.

,,
hortulanus, Marsh. Eaton; Earlham; Forncett (Brown).

This species should be sought on Scrophularia,

early in the season.

,, BLATTARLE, Fab. I _ „ , 7

, y Locally common on Scrophularia.
,,

PULCITELLUS, Hbst. J

Nanophyes lythri, Fab. Common.

Gymnetron pascuorum, Gyll. Postwick Grove, June, 1875.

,,
villosulus. Gyll. Not common. Harford bridges;

Earlham
;

Postwick; Whitwell Common ;
East

Eaynham (Wood).

„ beccabunge, Linn. Not uncommon on Veronica

beccabunga.

„ labilis, Hbst. Norfolk (Fowler).

„ rostellum, Hbst. Bare. Harford Bridges, May,

1878.

,,
melanarius, Germ. Ashwicken (Fowler).

,,
noctis, Hbst. Formerly common in flowers of

Linaria vulgaris.

„ linaRLE, Panz. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ campanule, Linn. Barton Bendish, August, 1881,

on Campanula glomerata.

„ plantarum, Dej. Bixley, September, 1878, one in a

flower of Campanula rotundifolia.

Orobitis cyaneus, Linn. Foxley Wood
;
Waxham (Champion)

;

Yarmouth, Yelverton (Brown). Widely distributed,

but never common.

Acalles ptinoides, Marsh. Gravel pits
;

Mousehold Heath

;

common.

,,
turbatus, Boh. Kingland, June, 1877 ;

Bircham

Newton, one example, August, 1877 (Fowler).
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Cryptoru yncjius lapathi, Linn. Heigham Osier Carr; Eaton

Common
;
not rare on Willow and Osier stumps

;

East Raynham (Wood).

C.EUOU 1M quercus, Fab. Widely distributed, but local.

,, RU 13ER, Marsh. Scarce; Dunston Common; Thetford;

Ashvvicken (Fowler).

„ quadrimaculatus, Linn. Very abundant.

„ oardui, Hbst. Common.

„ geranii, Payk. Norfolk (Stephens). It is possible

that this record refers to C. exi</uus, which also

occurs on Geranium.

Cknthorhynohus assimilis, Payk. t

„ erysimi, Fab. - Common.

„ contractus, Marsh. J

„ setosus, Boh. Ringland, June, 1877 ;
St.

Faith’s (Fowler).

„ cociileari/E, Gyll. \ Locally common in

„ constrictus, Marsh, j marshy places.

„ ericas, Gyll. On Ling and Heather
;

locally

common.

„ geooraphicus, Goez. On Erhium wigare
;
local,

but common where it occurs.

„ trimaculatus, Fab. On Thistles
;

widely

distributed, but not common. C. lit lira, its

generally common ally, has not occurred to me in

this county.

„ asperifoliarum, Gyll. Widely distributed, but

not common.

„ campestris, Gyll. Near Norwich, J. Sparshall

(Stephens).

,, molitor, Gyll. Mousehold Heath, July. 1886,

one pair at roots of Achilliva millefolium. Brandon

(J. J. Walker).

„ rugulosus, Hbst. Morston, May, 1888 ;

Waxham (Champion).

,, melanostictus, Marsh. In marshy places on

Mentha
;

local and not common
;
Heigham Osier

Carr, August, 1875
;
Harford Bridges, June, 1876 ;

Dunston Common, August, 1877; Aylsham (Wood).
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Centhoriiynchus quadridens, Panz. On Cruciferce in damp
places

;
local.

reseda, Marsli. On Reseda
;
very local; Honing;

Waxham (Champion)
;
Cromer (J. J. Walker).

[
C. verrucatus, Gyll., which is found at the

roots of Glaucium luteum, doubtless occurs in the

county, though I have not met with it.]

pollinarius, Forst. Very common on Nettles.

sulcicollis, Gyll. Common.
ALLiARiiE, Bris. Scarce; East Carlton, June,

1879; Brandon, May, 1888.

Centhorhynchidius floralis, Payk. Common.

hepaticus, Gyll. Ditchingham (Fowler).

pyrrhorhynchus, Marsh. Common.

pulvinatus, Gyll. Very rare; Hunstanton

(Blatcli).

melanarius, Steph. Not uncommon on

Watercress, &c.

terminatus, Iibst. Horning, IMay, 1889.

Brandon (Fowler). The species is said to occur

on Daneus maritimus.

spinosus, Goez. On Thistles, widely dis-

tributed, but not common.

troglodytes, Fab. Very common.

Amalus scortillum, Hbst. Local; Eingland, May, 1878; Bow-

thorpe, June, 1879 ;
Ashwicken (Fowler).

Poophagus sisymbrii, Fab. Widely distributed, but not

common.

nasturtii, Germ. East Eudham, fairly common
(Wood). Stream on the road to lleacham

(Fowler). I have not been able to meet with

this species, although I have repeatedly worked

its food-plant (Watercress) for it.

Tapjnotus sellatus, Fab. On Lysimachia vulgaris, extremely

rare. One specimen in the late Dr. Power’s

collection, taken by the Eev. J. Landy Brown,

at Horning, in 1838.

Locally common.
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Piiytobiub vflatus, Beck. Eaton Common, May, 1889 : Aylsliam

(Wood); Waxham (Champion).

„ lkucogaster, Marsh. Arminghall, October, 1876;

Wretham Heath, August, 1890; Aylsliam, Rudham
(Wood); Waxham (Champion).

„ notula, Germ. Not common
;
Poringlaml, July, 1888 ;

Waxham (Champion).

„ walton i, Boh. Woodbastwick
;
Horning (Fowler).

„ quadrituberculatus, Fab. Norfolk (Fowler).

,, comari, Hbst. lleigham, June, 1876; Brumstead

Common, 1887.

Eiiinoncus pericarpius, Fab. Common.

„ peupendicularis, Reich. In marshy places; widely

distributed, but not common.

„ castor, Fab. Mousehold Heath, not uncommon;

Waxham (Champion).

„ inconspectus, Hbst. Rare; Hickling, Juno, 1888;

Brandon, May, 1889, on Polytjonum amphibium.

„ bruchoides, Hbst. Mousehold Heath, one example,

June, 1883; Ashwicken (Power).

Baris T-album, Linn. Not uncommon by sweeping in marshy

places. Horning; Ranworth; Booton Common.

„ glabra, Hbst. The Laticollis of Burrell’s list.

„ picicornis, Marsh. Cromer (Brown); Cromer (1889);

Brandon (J. J. Walker)
;

Sheringham, August,

1893.

„ lepidii, Germ. Swanton Morley, one example, August, 1888.

Calandra granaria, Linn. The Corn Weevil
;
only too common.

„ oryz.e, Linn. Taken by J. Hooker according to Burrell

;

it is doubtless still to be found in places where

Rice is stored.

Magdalinus aterrim a, Linn. Local, but widely distributed.

„ cerasi, Linn. Not very common.

„ pruxi, Linn. Aylsliam (Wood).

Aimon pomon.e, Fab. Not uncommon.

,, cracc.e, Linn. Norfolk (Fowler).

„ subulatum, Kby. Norfolk (Fowler).

„ carduorum, Kby. 1 _”
’

,

J
\ Common.

„ onopordi, Kby. J

VOL. v. L L
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Common.

confluens, Kby. On Chrysanthemum leucanthemum ;
not

uncommon.

flavimanum, Gyll. On Teucrium scoroclonia and other

Labiate
;

scarce.

hookeri, Kby. Waxham (Champion).

ulicis, Forst. Very abundant.

pallipes, Kby. Ditchingham (Fowler).

vernale, Fab.

iENEUM, Fab.

radiolus, Kby.

striatum, Kby.

immune, Ivby. Thorpe, October, 1875.

curtisi, Curt. Norfolk (Fowler).

simile, Kby. Hunstanton (Fowler).

seniculum, Kby. 1 ^
, } Common.

rufirostre, hab. J

vicle, Payk. Waxham (Champion).

difforme, Ahr. Widely distributed, but not common.

Yarmouth.

Not common.

Common.

ononidis, Germ.

varipes, Germ.

fagi, Linn.

trifolii, Linn.

flavipes, Fab.

NIGRITARSE, Kby..

ebeninum, Kby. Ashwicken (Fowler).

tenue, Kby. Not common.

punctigerum, Payk. Not uncommon on Vida cracca.

virens, Hbst.
Tr , Common.

ervi, Kby. J

ononis, Kby. Locally common on Ononis.

pisi, Fab. Very common.

iETHIOPS, Hbst. )
1 Common.

SCUTELLARE, Kby. J

meliloti, Kby. Ditchingham (Fowler).

loti, Kby.
)
- Common.

spencei, Kby. J

vorax, Hbst. Aylsham (Wood).

miniatum, Germ.
)

FRUMENTiERIUM, Linn. /
Common.
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Apion rubens, Steph. Rather local.

„ malvas, Fab. Common.

,, limonii, Kby. Occurs in salt marshes about the roots of

Statice. Wells; Hunstanton; Burnham Market;

Holme (Kirby).

„ violaceum, Kby. 4 ~
\r ,

- Common.
„ HYDROLAPATHI, Kby. J

„ marchicum, llbst. Waxham (Champion).

„ humile, Germ. Common.

I tUYNCHITES BETULET’i, Fab.
|

Both species occur sparingly in

. Foxley Wood on their respective
ioiuli, inn.

J footi plallts
;
Hazel and Aspen.

Burrell’s list.

On Whitethorn blossom
; common.

/Eneovirens, Marsh. Burrell’s list

conicus, 111. i

7I1 . V Common.
OERMAN1CUS, llbst. J

nanus, Payk. Cawston Heath (Wood)
;
Burrell’s list.

pubescens, llbst. Occurs sparingly in Foxley Wood.

betulaj, Linn. Xot uncommon in woods. Foxley

;

Brooke, &c.

A-ltelabus curculionoides, Linn. On Oaks, &c.
;
Foxley Wood.

Apoderus coryli, Linn. On young Hazels
;
Foxley Wood.

cupreus, Linn.

a:quatus, Linn.

SCOLYTIDJE.

Hylastes ater, Payk. I have taken a few specimens on the wing

in early summer.

„ opacus, Er. Ringland, June, 1877.

,,
palliates, Gyll. Xot uncommon where Firs have been

planted, as at Stratton Strawless, Swanington, &c.

Piil.eophtiiorus rhododactylus, Marsh. Weeting, May, 1888.

Hylesinus crenatus, Fab. Cromer, &c. (Fowler); Avlsham (Wood).

„ oleiperda, Fab. Bowthorpe, June, 1879 ;
Cromer

(Fowler)
;
Aylsham (’Wood).

„ fraxini, Fab. Common.

Scoi.ytus destructor, 01. Common. Only this species of the

genus has occurred to me.

Cryphalus abietis, Ratz. Rare
; by beating Scotch Fir, East

Carlton, May, 1877.

l l 2
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ANTHR1B1DA3.

Platyrhinus latirostris, Fab. In Splueria fraxinea, Norfolk

(Stephens).

Tropideres albirostris, Ilbst. On palings near Norwich

(Stephens). Extremely rare. There is no other

record for the species as British. It occurs in

dead wood of Beech, Oak, and Poplar.

,, niveirostris, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens).

Anthribus albinus, Linn. Norfolk (Stephens).

Brachytarsus fasciatus, Forst. “ In Museis Dom Hooker ”

(Burrell).

Choragus sheppardi, Ivby. “Four specimens from Fungus;

locality unknown, but supposed to be Forncett ”

(Brown). The species is said to occur in dead

twigs in hedges, and has been found sitting on

the trunks of trees, near the ground, at Kingsgate

near Margate.

Bruchidas.

Bruchus cist i,
Fab. Two specimens ex. coll. Dossetor.

,,
nsi, Linn. '} In Peas and Beans, sometimes

,,
rufimanus, Boh. j common in granaries, &c.

„ seminarius, Linn. East Rudham (Wood).

,, loti, Payk. Swanton Morley, Juty, 1877 ;
Rudham

(Fowler).

,, ater, Marsh. On Broom at Eaton. St. Faith’s,

Rudham (Fowler)
;

Aylsham
;

Potter Heigham

(Wood).

Cerambycidje.

Prionus coriarius, Linn. This fine species is widely distributed,

but by no means common. Mr. F. Norgate used

to take it rather freely in the Sparham district.

I have taken it myself on several occasions at

Swanton Morley, and Mr. Bridgman has taken it

on Mousehold Heath and in the Workhouse Lane,

Norwich.
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A rom i a moschata, Iann. Very local; Norwich (Thouless)

;

Sparham district (Norgate)
;

“ Willows, Turf

Meadow, Oby, rare” (Paget).

Callidium violaceum, Linn. Norfolk (Stephens); St. Stephen’s

Road, Norwich, June, 1892 (Thouless).

Clytus arcuatus, Linn. “Accepi a D. Francis” (Burrell);

Yarmouth, rare (Paget).

„ arietis, Linn. Common.

Graciua m i nuta, Fab. Norwich. From old timber in the roof of

Sparham Church (Norgate); Yarmouth, rare ( 1 ’aget).

MoNoriAMNua sartor, Fab. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ sutor, Linn. Norwich (Stephens).

Astynomus iEDiLis, Linn. This species is an evident importation.

I know of oidy two instances of its occurrence in

the county : a specimen in the Bridgman collection,

and one in my own, both taken whilst crawling in

the streets of Norwich.

Liopus nebulosus, Linn. Foxley Wood; Howe Grove; Booton

Common (Thouless)
;
Aylsham (Wood).

Pogonocherus fasciculatus, l)e G. “On palings near Norwich”

(Stephens).

„ dentatus, Fourc. Eaton Common
;

Swanton

Morley
;

Stratton Strawless. Bircham Newton

(Fowler).

Agapanthia lineatocollis, Don. “Found abundantly in some

parts of Norfolk” (Stephens); “Turf Meadow,

Oby, July, rare” (Paget).

Saperda carcharias, Linn. Not uncommon in the vicinity of

Poplars.

„ ropULNEA, Linn. Foxley Wood in Aspens.

Polyopsia pr.eusta, Linn. Postwick Grove, May, 1874 ;
Ringland,

May, 1878. Norwich, in dead Apple sticks

(Thouless).

Oberea oculata, Linn. Pownham Market, 1888 (Norgate).

Piiyt.kcia cylindrica, Linn. Ketteringham
;

Eaton, Gawdy
Wood (Brown)

;
near Norwich (Bridgman)

;

Yarmouth, rare (Paget).

Kuaoium inquisitor, Fab. “In Fraxini trunco, Maio” (Burrell);

Horning (Wigham).
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Rhagium indagator, Linn. Edgefield Wood (Wigham)
;
probably

an error.

„ bifasctatum, Fab. Brundall, April, 1886. Horsford

;

not uncommon in Fir stumps (Thouless).

Toxotus meridianus, Linn. Arminghall
;
Hellesdon (Thouless);

Sparham district (Norgate). On flowers of

Umbelliferce, not common.

Strangalta quadrifasciata, Linn. Ranworth
;
several specimens

in a rotten log (Thouless); Horning (Wigham);

“Turf Meadow, Oby, July, rare” (Paget).

,, maculata, Poda. Common on Umbelliferous flowers.

„ nigra, Linn. Norfolk (Fowler).

,, melanura, Linn. Foxley Wood; common on flowers

of Heracleum.

Leptura sanguinolenta, Linn. So far as the Norfolk record of

this species is concerned the remarks given under

Gonioctena affinis (post) apply here. It had,

however, already been recorded by Stephens from

this county.

,,
ltvtda, Fab. Not uncommon.

Grammoptera ruficornis, Fab. Common.

CHRYSOMELID2E.

Donacia crassipes, Fab. In flowers of Nupliar, Ranworth Dyke

(Thouless).

„ verstcolora, Brahm. Locally common on Potamogeton

natans
;

Ilickling Broad
;

Booton Common
;

Horning (Thouless)
;
Aylsham (Fowler).

,,
dentata, Hoppe. On Saggitaria at Lakenham, August,

1890.

,,
sparganii, Ahr. Locally common in flowers of Nupliar.

„ dentipes, Fab. Locally common.

,,
bicolora, Tsch. Not common. My specimens were

taken at Harford Bridges in May, 1875, and

I have not seen the insect alive since. Horning

(Thouless).

,,
limbata, Panz. Locally common.

„ thalassina, Germ. Scarce; Lakenham, August, 1890 ;

Arminghall Pits
;
Brundall (Thouless).
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Donacia impressa, Payk. Not common; Ranworth; Lakenham,

August, 1890; Horning (Thouless).

„ simplex, Fab. Very common.

„ vulgaris, Tsch. Rare
;

a single specimen off Reed in

a pit at Arminghall in April, 1890; Cringleford,

Forncett (Brown); Harford Bridges, July, 1891

(Thouless).

„ semicuprea, Panz. ") _
,, , t Common.

„ clavipes, lab. )

„ oinbrea, TIbst. Rare
;
Ranworth.

„ sericea, Linn. Common.

„ discolor, Panz. Whitwell Common, rare
;

very likely

to be passed over as D. sericea
,
from which it may

be known by its rather smaller size, stouter legs,

and much more rugoscly punctured thorax.

,, rraccata, Scop. Locally common on Reeds; Horning;

Ranworth
;
Surlingham (Thouless).

„ affinis, Kunze. Ranworth (Thouless).

ILf.monia curtisi, Lac. Taken rather plentifully near Fakenham

on Potamogeton pectinatus by the Rev. T.

Skrimshire (Stephens). “On the banks of the

Yaro between Thorpe and Norwich, the 14th June,

1811; the Rev. T. Skrimshire met with it near

Burnham, and afterwards near Wells in Norfolk

the 29th of May in salt-water ditches.” Curtis’

statement as to the locality of Skrimshire’s

captures is, I think, to be preferred, as the known
habitat of the species is on water-plants in

brackish ditches
;
and if an Haemonia did occur

on the banks of the Yare between Thorpe and

Norwich the probability is that it was II. appendi-

culafa, a larger insect than II. curtisi, with

distinctly clavate femora, which occurs very rarely

on plants growing in fresh water.

ZEUGomoRA subspinosa, Fab. On Aspens in woods, common.
“ In Betula alba ” according to Burrell.

Lema cyanella, Linn.
)

„ liciienis, Yoet.
J-

Common.

,, melanopa, Linn. J
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Criocerus asparagi, Linn. Locally abundant.

Lamprosoma concolor, Sturm. “ Norfolk ” (Stephens).

Cryptocephalus coryli, Linn. “ In Corylo infrequentissime, in

eadem sylva,” i.e., Edgefield (Burrell).

,, aureolus, Suff. “ In floribus Hieracii ” (Burrell).

,, MOR.EL, Linn. “ In pontis et in graminosis locis

in sylvis ” (Burrell). Its food plant is Hypericum

perforatum.

,,
lineola, Fab. Edgefield Wood on Birch, June

(Burrell).

,,
bilineatus, Linn. Norfolk (Fowler).

„ fulvus, Goez. Mouse! old Heath; not uncommon
on low plants in gravelly places.

„ pusillus, Fab. Not common
;

Sprowston

;

Foxley Wood.

„ labiatus, Linn. Common on Oaks.

,,
exiguus, Schneid. Eaton Common, August,

1888 ;
Horning (Tliouless)

;
Woodbastwick (Power).

,,
frontalis, Marsh. Rare; Foxley Wood, July,

1885.

Timarcha l/evigata, Linn. This usually common species has

become much less abundant of late years.

,,
vtolaceo-nigra, De G. Very common.

Ciirysomela banksi, Fab. Rare
;
one example out of Moss at

Kirby Bedon.

„ staphyltea, Linn. Common.

,, varians, Fab. Foxley Wood, 14th September, 1891.

,, gcettingensis, Linn. Rare; one specimen crawling

on the pathway in the Workhouse Lane,

Norwich, April, 1880, “ In crataegi sepibus,

Jun.” (Burrell).

,,
ii/Lmoptera, Linn. In tidal refuse, Wcybourne,

October, 1890.

„ distinguenda, Steph. Locally common.

„ menthrastri, Suff. Norfolk (Stephens).

„ graminis, Linn. On Mint and other water-plants

(Burrell).

„ fastuosa, Linn. On Lamium album and Urtica,

June (Burrell).
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Chrysomela pol ita, Linn. Very common.

,, orichalcia, MUll. Lakenham, June, 1883.

,, hypekici, Forst. Occurs sparingly on Hypericum

perforatum.

„ didymata, Scrib. Widely distributed, but never

common.

Lina populi, Linn, llamvorth, August, 1883 ;
on Dwarf Sallow,

Horning (Thouless)
;
Oby, common (Paget).

,, lonotcollis, Suff. Burrell, whose Tremuhe was evidently

this species, says: “In populo cum priore (i.e.,

Populi) infrequentissime, JuL"

( Ionioctena rufipes, GylL Brandon (Fowler).

„ vi minalih, Linn. Brandon (Fowler).

„ affinis, Suff. This specimen was introduced to the

British list by Mr. C. O. Waterhouse in 1865 on

the strength of a specimen taken in the Norfolk

Fens, and found amongst some insects sent to

him by the collector Winter, who at that time

chose to be known by the name of “ Cocking.”

Winter’s dealings with his entomological patrons

were certainly not calculated to inspire them with

unbounded confidence; but it is difficult to account

for bis possession of the specimen in question if

ho did not take it himself.

„ olivacea, Forst. Locally contmora on Broom.

Gastrophysa polygoni, Linn. Common.

„ viridula, De G. By sweeping in damp places
;
not

generally common.

Ph.edon tumidulum, Ivby. Not uncommon in early summer.

„ betul.e, Linn. Occurs very sparingly by sweeping in

damp places.

„ cochleare®, Fab. Very common.

Piiratora vuLGATissiMA, Linn. Locally abundant on Willows.

„ cavifrons, Th. Widely distributed, and not uncommon.

„ vitellin.e, Linn. Very common.

Prasocuris aucta, Fab. Burrell merely says, “non frequens,” and

if it were not evident that he was well acquainted

with the next species I should suspect some

mistake.
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Prasocuris marginella, Linn, 'j __
T . J-

Very common.
„ PHELLANDRII, Linn. J

J

„ junci, Brahm. Occurs sparingly on Veronica becca-

bunga,.

Adimonia tanaceti, Linn. Not common. I have taken it singly

on several occasions, but never on Tanacetum.

„ CAPREiE, Linn. Locally abundant on Salix repens

;

Stratton Strawless, &c.
;
Potter Heigliam (Wood).

,, suturalis, Th. Mousehold Heath
;
very common on

Heather.

,,
sanguinea, Fab. Not uncommon on Whitethorn

blossom.

Galeruca lineola, Fab. Locally common on Osiers.

,,
calmariensis, Linn. ^ Common by sweeping in

,,
tenella, Linn. J marshy places.

,,
SAGITTARIUS, Gyll. Much less common than the two

preceding.

„ NYMPHE2E, Linn. Common on leaves of White

Water-lilies at Homing, &c.

„ viburnum, Payk. On Viburnum opulus, local; Foxley

Wood
;
Howe Grove.

Agelastica halensis, Linn. Locally abundant in grassy places.

Puyllobrotica quadrimaculata, Linn. Scarce; Horning; Brun-

dall; Surlingham (Thouless); “Turf Meadow,

Oby, July, rare” (Paget). Said to occur on

Scutellaria galericulata.

Luperus nigrofasciatus, Goez. Mousehold Heath. On Furze

and Broom
;
not common.

„ Niger, Goez. Stratton Strawless (Thouless).

,,
flavipes, Linn. On Birch, Willow, &c.

;
common.

Haltica coryli, All. Occurs sparingly on Hazel in Foxley Wood.

„ lythri, Aub. By sweeping in marshy places
;

not

generally common, but occasionally found in

numbers on Epilobium hirsutum.

„ ericeti, All. On Heather and Ling. Very abundant

on Roudham and Wretham Heaths in 1890, and

I once found it on Mousehold Heath.

,,
oleracea, I)uft. Found on various plants, but not

very common.
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IIaltica palustris, Weise. Scarce; by sweeping in marshy
places (Whitwell Common, &c.), but nearly

always occurs singly
;
the latter peculiarity of the

species has been noticed by Dr. Sharp in other

districts. I have taken it rather commonly in

Gloucestershire on Epilobium mrmtanum.

rufipes, Linn. I!y roadside sweeping in spring;

not very common.

nitidula, Linn. “In salicibus, Jul.” (Burrell).

aurata, Marsh. Common on Sallows.

ciiloris, Foud. Rare
;

one specimen on Black

Poplar by the river at Thorpe, July, 1874.

modeeri, Linn.

Maxtura rustica, Linn. Framingham Earl, June, 1878.

,, obtusata, Gyll. By sweeping herbage
;
not common.

Podac.rica fuscicornis, Linn. Common on Mallows.

Batophila rubi, l’ayk. On Rubuif, &c., in a hedgerow at

Ketteringham.

/ERata, Marsh. Locally common by roadside sweeping.

Aphthona lutescens, Gyll. On Lythrum salicaria
;
common at

Eanworth, Horning, &c.

nonstriata, Goez. On Iris pseudaeons

,

sometimes in

swarms.

less common on Euphorbia amygdaloides.

atroc.erulea, Steph. On Solatium nigrum, Bixley,

June, 1875.

iiilaris, Steph. Ditchingliam (Power) ; Hunstanton

(Fowler).

Phyllotreta nodicornis, Marsh. Locally common on Reseda lutea

and Seneciojacobcea. I have found it very abundant

on Mignonette in my garden
;
Aylsham (Wood).

mel.ena, 111. Norfolk (Fowler).

Common.

« MULOll \ 1 IV

salicarlk, Payk. J 1

ventralis, 111. St. Faith’s (Fowler).

darshy places, not uncommon.

venustula, Ivuts. Ringland, September, 1875 ;
doubt-

ATERRIMA, Sclir. )

CRUCIFER .E, Goez. J
On various Cruciferie

;
local.
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Phyllotreta punctulata, Marsh. Ditchingham (Power).

,, vittula, Redt. On Cruciferaj, and in winter in

haystack refuse
;
common.

,, undulata, Kuts. On Turnips and other Crucifers
;

common. This species and not P. nemorum is

the “ Turnip-flea ” of this county.

nemorum, Lmn.

sinuata, Steph

J?
’ \ On Cruciferte

;
rare.

'h. j

ochripes, Curt. On Erysimum alliaria; common

m spring.

,, tetrastigma, Com. i Locally common in

,,
exclamationis, Thunb. J marshy places.

PlectrosceOs concinna, Marsh. Very common.

„ sahlbergi, Oyll. Rare; Honing Common, July,

1887.

„ hortensis, Fourc. Common by sweeping.

Thyamis anchus;e, Payk. East Rudham (Wood).

„ atra, Fab. Rare
;

Caister (on Salix alba
) ;

Water-

works Lane, Norwich
;
Ditchingham

;
Ashwicken

(Power).

,,
holsatica, Linn. On Pedicularis, &c.

;
not uncommon

at Horning.

quadriguttatus, Pont. “In Cynoglosso officinali, August”

(Burrell).

castanea, I)uft. By roadside sweeping
;

widely dis-

tributed, but rare.

BRUNNEA, Duft. J(Not uncommon.
LURIDA, bcop. j

fuscicollis, Steph. Scarce.

atricilla, Linn. Not very common.

melanocephalus, De G. Common by sweeping.

nasturtii, Fab. Not uncommon by sweeping; Ditching-

ham (Power).

femoralis, Marsh. Ditchingham (Power).

ballot /E, Marsh. On Ballota nigra
;
locally common.

pusilla, Gyll. Not common
;
occurs on Thymus serpyllum.

Aylsham
;
Hunstanton (Fowler).

tabida, Fab. On Verbascum thapsus
;
locally common.

jacobeze, Wat. Abundant on Senecio jacobata.
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Thvamis rutila, 111. One example in a chalk pit at Eaton,

August, 1875.

„ ociiroleuca, Marsh, lly roadside sweeping
;

not un-

common.

,, gracilis, Kuts. Not uncommon on Setiecio jacubani.

,, l’ELLUCi da, Foud. Ditchingham (Power)
;
Hunstanton

(Fowler).

„ flavicornis, Steph. On Eupaturium cannabiuum
;

scarce; Ditchingham (Power).

Psylliodes dulcamaige, E.ll. On Solatium dulcamara, Hiekling,

-June, 1888; Horning (Fowler).

,, chalcomera, 111. Hunstanton (Fowler).

„ Naim, E.H. Common by sweeping in damp places.

„ hyoscyami, Linn. “ In Hyoscyamo nigro, Jul.”

(Burrell).

„ CIIRYSOCEPHALA, Linn. In the early spring of

1874 I had occasion to place some slices of

Turnip on the ground in my garden to act as

Slug-traps, and I found this species commonly

under these. I have but rarely met with it by

sweeping.

,, marcIDA, 111. Locally abundant on Cakile marifima.

„ cupro-n itrns, Forst. Arminghall, September, 1877,

one example.

„ affinis, Payk. On Solatium dulcamara ;
locally

common.

,, picina, Marsh. On Lythrum salicaria, Brundall,

April, 1886.

Apteropeda gram inis, Panz. Common.

„ glorosa, Panz.

| Hunstanton (1
>
latc]l

)
„ SPLENDIDA, All. J '

Sfeleroderma testacea, Fab. _
~ ,, V Common.

*„ cardui, Gyll. J

Cassida MURR.EA, Linn. St. Faith’s Wood (Wigham).

„ viridis, Linn. Common on Thistles.

„ vi rex, Linn. Stoke Holy Cross (Thouless)
;
Ditchingham

(Fowler).

„ sanguinolenta, Fab. Heigham Clsier Carr, June, 1877 ;

Household Heath (Thouless).
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Cassida vittata, Vill. Sent by the Kev. T. Skrimshire to Curtis,

who described it under the name of Salicornim,

and figured it on his plate 127. It occurs in

salt marshes under Salicornia, &c.

„ nobilis, Linn. Burrell says that he once took this species

in August on Typha minor. Probably T. angusti-

folia was the plant intended.

„ nebulosa, Linn. Ludham
;
Woodbastwick (Thouless).

„ flaveola, Thunb. Not common
;
Dunston, April, 1874

;

Household Heath, April, 1875 ;
Aylsham (Wood).

,, equestris, Pah. Common on Mentha.

The following table has been prepared with the view of furnishing

a concise statement of the number of species in any family or

higher group occurring in Britain and Norfolk respectively, and

will render a detailed analysis unnecessary.

Adephaga

:

COLEOPTERA.
Number of sjjecies occurring in

BRITAIN NORFOLK.
Cicindelidix; ... 5 2

Carabidae ... ... 303 ... 183

Pelobiidae 1 1

Haliplidac ... 13 11

Dytiscidae ... 105 76

Gyrinidae ... ... 10

437

9

282
Palpicornia :

Hydropbilidae ... 91 72

Brachelytra

:

Stapbylinidac 771 35S

Clavicornia :

Pselaphidae ... ... ... 33 19

Scydmaeuidac ... ... ... 22 11

Scaphidiidac ... 4 ...
.

3

Trichopterygidac ... ... ... 77 21

Sphseriidae ... ... ... 1 ...

Corylophidac ... ... 7 3

Clambidac ... ... 4 2

Silphidac ... ... ... ... 109 51

Histeridae ... ... ... 43 27

1299 712
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C'LAVICOKNIA:

Pkalacridae

Nitidulidsc

Trogositidao

Colydiidac

Cucujidse ...

Cryptophagidae

Lathridiidas

Erotylidsu

Endomychida!

Cocci nellidaj

Mycetophagidsc

Dermestidso

Byrrhidsc ...

Georyssidac

Parnidac ...

llcteroceridoc

LaMKLLICORNIA :

Lucauidao ...

Scaraba>ida)

SXEKNOXI

:

lkiprestidac

Eucnemidae

Elateridse ...

Malacoderma :

Dasciliidse

Telephoridse

Cleridse ...

Lymexylouidoc

Tebedilia :

Anobiidae ...

Cissida.'

Heteromera :

Tenebrionida'

Pytbidse ...

Melandryida

NORFOLK : COLEOl’TERA. 507

Number of species occurring in

BRITAIN NORFOLK.
I 712

... 15 ... 9

... 93 ... 45

... 3 ... —

... 15 3

... 16 ... 5

... 69 ... 32

... 42 ... 20

... 6 3

... 2 2

... 45 ... 28

... 15 7

... 16 7

... 12 ... 8

1 ... 1

... 14 ... 8

8 ... 3

G72 318

... 3 ... 3

... 88 ... 53

91 56

... 10 ... 4

6 ... 2

... 57 ... 31

73 37

... 15 ... 10

... 65 ... 39

... 9 ... 5

91 54

... 37 ... 17

... 21 ... 3

58 20

... 34 ... 18

... 10 ... 5

... 21 ... 6

22S4 1197
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Number of species occurring in

BRITAIN NORFOLK.
Heteromera : 2284 1197

Lagriida; ... 1 1

Pedilidae ... ... 5 2

Anthicidsc ... 11 3

Pyrocliroidac 3 1

Mordellidao ... 18 9

Bliipidophoridae 1 1

Cantharidac 9 3

(Edemeridijc ... 6 5

119 54
IllIYNCHOPHORA :

Curculionidse ... 467 ... 263

Scolytidao ... ... 49 9

Anthribidsc ... 8 6

524 278
Longicornia :

Cerambyeidao 57 28

Phytopiiaga :

Brucliidac ... 13 6

Clirysomelidae ... 244
•••

165

257 171

3241 1728

I have excluded the Stylopidse from the above figures, inclining

to the opinion of the late Professor Westwood that they should be

regarded as forming a distinct order of insects
;
but Mr. Bridgman

tells me that he has several times bred Stylops from Bees of the

genus Andrena, although he has not met with HalictopTiagus.

Mr. Edward Saunders recently captured a nymph of Liburnia, from

which a male Elenchus was in process of emerging
;
and it is

probable that this genus occurs in Norfolk, as I have a specimen of

the nymph of Liburnia fairmairei taken at Framingham Bigot,

which exhibits near the apex of the abdomen a large tubular

projection exactly similar to that by which the Elenchus is

represented as emerging in Mr. Saunders’ figure (‘ Entomologists’

Monthly Magazine,’ new series, vol. iii. p. 297).



Copies of the Transactions of the Norfolk and

Norfolk Naturalists’ Society can he obtained of the

Assistant Secretary ,
Mr. John Quinton

, at the Norfolk and

Norwich Library, at the following prices.

y. d.

Yol. 1. Part 1. 1869—70 ... 2

99 „ 2. 1870—71 ... 9
mj 0

99 „ 3. 1871—72 • • • 1 6 Complete Copy

99 » 4. 1S72— 73 • . • 1 6 in parts, 10s. Gd.

99 „ 5. 1873—74 . . • 3 0

Supplement ... 2 6j

Yol. 2. Part 1. 1874—75 ... 5 0

99 „ 2. 1875—76 . • • Out of print.

99 „ 3. 1876—77 • • • 5 0

9) „ 4. 1877-78 . . • Out of print.

99 „ 5. 1878—79 Out of print.

Yol. 3. Part 1. 1879—80 ... 5 0

99 „ 2. 1880—81 Out of print.

99 „ 3. 1881—82 ... 3 6

99 j>
4. 1882—S3 ... 3 0

99 „ 5. 1883—84 ... 4 6

Yol. 4. Part 1. 1884—85 ... 3 O’

99
9

!>

3

1885—86
1886—87

... 3

3

0
0

Complete Copy
99

99

99 '

»» 4. 1887—88 3 0
in parts, 14s.

99 „ 5. 1888—89 . .

.

3 6

Yol. 5. Part 1. 1889—90 ... 3
0'

99 „ 2. 1890—91 ... 3 6

99 „ 3. 1891—92 . .

.

3 0

99 jj 4 1892—93 . .

.

3 6

A few reprints of the White-jMarsham Correspondence

are still remaining, price 2s.
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Ordinary Members proposed and seconded at any meeting of
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This subscription may be compounded for by a single payment of £3.

Ladies or Gentlemen distinguished for their attainments in

Natural Science, or who have rendered valuable services to the
Society, may be nominated by the General Committee as Honorary
Members, and elected by a show of hands at the next meeting of the
Society. Such Honorary Members have all the privileges of

Ordinary Members.
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